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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has proven to be an essential 

analytical tool to obtain atomic-resolution information about the structure, the dynamics 

and/or the chemical composition for samples of different origin and nature. Its 

universality relies on the fact that it can provide both qualitative and quantitative 

information. This technique started its development in 1938 with the first studies of 

Rabi et al.1. That opened the doors to its successful application to liquid and solid 

samples, for which Bloch and Purcell won the Nobel Prize in 1952. One of the most 

important advances in NMR was the implementation of the Fourier transformation (FT) 

in the 1960s. This approach transforms the time-domain dependent signal into a 

frequency-domain representation, speeding up data acquisition by signal averaging after 

radio-frequency pulsed methods. The design of multiple pulse sequences facilitated the 

development of two-dimensional (2D) NMR from the 70s and higher-multidimensional 

(3D, 4D…) NMR in the 90s. These experiments made possible to obtain unequivocal 

structural and dynamic molecular information and expanded the potential use of NMR 

to more complex systems (mixture analysis, biomolecular NMR, intermolecular 

interactions…) in a vertiginous way.  

 

1.1. 2D NMR spectroscopy 

 

2D NMR experiments are designed to correlate two different frequencies which depend 

on the type of experiment done. A general 2D NMR pulse scheme consists of several 

sequential steps (Figure 1). It starts with an initial preparation period that converts the 

original longitudinal magnetization (Iz) into transversal magnetization (Ix or Iy). This 

excitation can be achieved by a simple 90º pulse or from more complicated NMR 

building blocks combining pulses and delays. Then, this transverse magnetization can 

be monitored during the evolution t1 period which consists of a variable incremented 

time. Magnetization is transferred between different spins during the subsequent mixing 

period where it becomes an observable signal. The nature of this mixing time defines 

the NMR properties (coupling constant, chemical exchange, relaxation…) to be 

transferred and the experiment to be performed. The signal is finally recorded during the 

detection t2 period.  

The NMR signal is recorded as a 2D matrix data where the Free Induction Decay 

(FID) obtained for each indirect, non-detected t1 period is digitized as a function of the 
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Preparation Mixing Evolution t1 

Detection t2 

Figure 1: General pulse scheme of a 2D NMR experiment. Four different steps are sequentially 

executed: preparation, evolution (t1), mixing and detection (t2). The detected signal is encoded as a 

function of two different time periods that after Fourier transformation will be observed as a 2D 

cross-peak at the frequencies (v1,v2).  

directly detected t2 period. The first row corresponds to the t2 data acquired for t1 = 0; 

the second is for t1 = ∆; the third equals to t1 = 2*∆; and so on… where the increment 

∆ is 1/(2*SW), and SW is the spectral width monitored during t1. The time-domain 

(t1,t2) data is converted to a frequency-domain (v1,v2) spectrum by applying FT 

sequentially in each independent dimension. The result is a 2D NMR spectrum showing 

cross-peaks that correlates the frequencies along two orthogonal axes (indirect F1 and 

direct F2 dimensions). 

 

 

 

2D NMR experiments provide a wide variety of spectral and chemical information 

depending on the mixing periods used. One example is the homonuclear correlation 

experiment, which correlates frequencies of the same nucleus, like 1H vs 1H. The 

essential Correlation Spectroscopy (COSY) experiment uses a simple 1H pulse as 

mixing to correlate signals which are through-bond connected with a scalar JHH 

coupling.2 As an extension of this experiment, a complete 1H J-coupled subspin systems 

can be correlated with the Total Correlation Spectroscopy (TOCSY) experiment which 

uses somewhat complicated MLEV or DIPSI pulse trains as a mixing process.3 In a 

complementary way, Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY) affords 

through-space 1H-1H connectivities by using a 90º-delay-90º element as a mixing. 

 The Heteronuclear Multiple-Quantum Correlation (HMQC) experiment4 and the 

Heteronuclear Single-Quantum Correlation (HSQC) experiment5 are the most famous 

heteronuclear correlations NMR pulse sequences. These experiments correlate the 

frequencies of two different nuclei, for instance 1H and X, where X is typically an NMR 

active heteronuclei like 13C 15N, or 31P, among others. Despite the robustness to 

experimental imperfections of HMQC, HSQC provides better resolution, performance 

and more flexibility and simplicity for pulse sequence developments. 
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1.1.1. The 2D HSQC experiment  

 

The HSQC experiment provides a 2D spectrum where each cross-peak correlates a 1H 

resonance with its directly-attached heteronucleus (commonly 13C or 15N). The basic 

HSQC pulse sequence contains four defined steps (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: A) Basic pulse sequence scheme of the 2D HSQC experiment. Thin and thick vertical 

rectangles represent 90º and 180º hard pulses, respectively. The delay ∆ should be set to 1/(21JCH) 

and δ represents the duration of the PFG and its recovery delay. The gradient pair G1:G2 ratio is 

4:1 while applying the echo-antiecho approach. A basic two-step phase cycling is executed with ϕ1= 

x,-x and ϕrec= x,-x.  B) 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectrum of the steroid Estradiol (1). 
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The initial Insensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization Transfer (INEPT) step 

transfers 1H magnetization to the heteronucleus.6 For an isolated CH spin system, the 

product operator (PO) description is summarized as: 

 

�� 	
	
��
����� �2����� 

 

where c = cos(πJCH∆), s = sin(πJCH∆) and ∆/2 is the interpulse delay.  

In the optimum case that ∆ = 1/(2 * 1JCH), Eq. 1 is simplified to -2HzCy that represents 

Anti-phase (AP) 13C magnetization. During the subsequent t1 period, 13C chemical shift 

evolves while 1JCH is refocused due to the central 180º 1H pulse: 

 

�2����� ��→�2����	��� � 2����	��′ 
 

where c’ = cos(Ωct1) and s’ = sin(Ωct1). 

Then, the 13C AP magnetization is transferred back to detectable In-Phase (IP) 1H 

magnetization through a retro-INEPT (R-INEPT) block. After the refocusing period, the 

detectable 1H signal is a mixture of IP and AP 1H magnetization components: 

 

�2����	��� � 2����	��� ��	
���������	���	���� � 2����	���� 
 

During the last 1H detection period, 13C broadband heteronuclear composite pulse 

decoupling (CPD) is applied to remove the 1JCH splitting. Under these conditions, the 

second AP term in Eq. 3 becomes not observable.  

The use of pulsed field gradients (PFG) for coherence selection represents a 

significant improvement in the elimination of unwanted coherence pathways and the 

obtention of high-quality spectra without the interference of 1H-12C magnetization.7 In 

the example of Figure 2A, a defocusing gradient G1 is applied during 13C single-

quantum coherence evolution whereas a second refocusing gradient G2 is placed just 

before 1H acquisition. The echo/anti-echo (EA) procedure (separate acquisition of echo 

and anti-echo data followed by combined data processing) affords phase-sensitive data, 

optimizing pure absorption lineshapes, sensitivity and signal resolution. A G1:G2 = ± 

4:1 ratio fulfils the gradient refocusing condition pC*γc*G1- γH*G2 = 0, where pC is the 

active coherence order during the gradient G1. 

Eq.  1

Eq.  2

Eq.  3
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The 2D HSQC pulse sequence has been extensively modified to improve its 

performance. For instance, the incorporation of a 13C spin-echo period when 13C 

magnetization is in the transverse plane (step 2) affords a widely used multiplicity-

edited HSQC (ME-HSQC) experiment where CH/CH3 signals present a relative 

opposite phase concerning CH2 groups.8 Other developments have been focused on 

achieving fast data acquisition. The Acceleration by Sharing Adjacent Polarization 

(ASAP) HSQC experiment uses a shorter PFG-flanked period of 40 ms as a relaxation 

delay and a 90º (1H) pulse with -x phase at the beginning of the mixing period, to use a 

short repetition rate between experiments.9 On the other hand, a more sophisticated 

strategy based on a single-scan Ultrafast (UF) HSQC uses spatially encoding elements 

during the 13C evolution period and an echo-planar imaging acquisition mode to obtain 

HSQC data in, theoretically, less than one second.10–12 Other modifications of the 

sequence have been focused on the quantitative determination cross-peak volumes 

(quantitative HSQC), determination of proton-carbon coupling constants or to study 

longer-range heteronuclear correlations.13–15 

 

1.1.1.1. 1JXH Measurements from F2-coupled HSQC 

 

Any HSQC pulse scheme can be used to determine 1JCH quantitatively. In the most 

straightforward approach, this measurement can be achieved by omitting the 

heteronuclear decoupling during 1H acquisition in Figure 2A. In this case, each cross-

peak shows a large doublet along the F2 dimension due to 1JCH. However, the AP term 

2����	���
� of Eq. 3 is active when removing CPD, causing some signal distortion. 

Also, the effect of JHH must be evaluated. The analysis of a CH1-H2 spin system 

(defined with the corresponding 1JCH and 3JH1H2 coupling constants) shows that, just 

before the acquisition, the 1H magnetization is determined by the following 4 terms; 

 

 

 

where c = cos(πJCH∆), s = sin(πJCH∆), c’ = cos(Ωct1), s’ = sin(Ωct1), c*= cos(πJHH∆) and 

s* = sin(πJHH∆). 

In practice, these signals can present strong phase distortions due to the JCH and JHH 

modulations. These distortions represent a severe drawback to obtain reliable 

Eq.  4

H1x c*2s2 (I) – 2H1yCz csc*2 (II) + 2H1yH2z c2c*s* (III) + 4H1xH2z Cz csc*s* (IV) 
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measurements. The term I represent IP 1H magnetization whereas Terms II, III and IV 

correspond to AP 1H magnetization, being the term III is a mixture of homonuclear 

Zero- (ZQC) and Double-Quantum coherences (DQC). These AP terms cause 

distortions and, therefore, inaccuracy in the determination of JCH and JHH and/or the 

quantification of cross-peak volume via peak integration. Some improved HSQC 

versions like the Clean In-Phase (CLIP)-HSQC,16 the Perfect-HSQC17 or the Pure in-

Phase (PIP)-HSQC18 experiments have been proposed to obtain the desired IP 

component without unwanted distortions.  

 

1.1.1.1.1. CLIP-HSQC 

 

The phase distortions from terms II and IV in eq. 1 are produced by the mismatching 

between 1JCH and the experimental interpulse delay optimization (∆). Some of these AP 

contributions can be efficiently removed by the CLIP-HSQC experiment (Figure 3), 

where a purging 90º 13C pulse is applied before the acquisition to convert AP 

contributions from terms II and IV to undetectable multiple-quantum terms.16 

 

� . 4
#$	��%&'#
��������� �(����∗�*+, + 2�(��-�∗���*++,                          

+2�(�����∗��∗�*+++, − 4�(���������∗�∗*+., 

 

The CLIP-HSQC sequence is widely used for the determination of scalar 1JCH and 

residual dipolar 1DCH couplings. Despite its utility minimizing phase distortions and its 

straightforward implementation, it still provides some interferences that can complicate 

the accurate measurement of 1JCH/1DCH due to the evolution of JHH (Term III). 

Eq. 5

1H 

13C 

Gz 

y 

Φ1 

∆ 2⁄  

G2 G1 

δ′ δ 

∆ 2⁄  ∆ 2⁄  ∆ 2⁄  

t1 

Φrec 

Figure 3: General pulse scheme of the F2-heterocoupled CLIP-HSQC pulse sequence. The red 

rectangle defines the key 90º (13C) CLIP pulse. 
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1.1.1.1.2. Perfect-HSQC  

 

During the INEPT and retro-INEPT blocks, the evolution of JHH couplings takes place 

as observed with term III in Eq. 4, causing additional antiphase distortions that can 

preclude a reliable J measurement.  

For an H1-H2 spin system, the conventional spin-echo experiment (∆ – 180º - ∆) 

(Figure 4A) produces AP terms that can cause signal phase distortion (Eq. 6) 

 

��(� � ��� ∆�(/0�∆������� ��(��∗ � 2�(����s∗ 

−����∗ + 2����(�s∗ 

 

where c*= cos(πJHH∆) and s* = sin(πJHH∆). 

The concept of perfect-echo was reported to avoid this JHH evolution into a spin-

echo period.19 The perfect-echo consists of a double spin-echo scheme separated with a 

90ºy (1H) (Figure 4B) with the interpulse delay set to ∆ < 1/JHH to refocus AP terms (Eq. 

7). 

 

� . 6	 30(�)���� ��(�c∗ � 2�(����s∗ − ����∗ + 2����(�s∗ ∆�(/0�∆
������� −�(�c∗�

+ 2�(����c∗�∗ − 2�(����c∗�∗ − ����∗� − ����∗� + 2����(�c∗�∗

− 2����(� c∗�∗ −�(�s∗� = −�(� − ��� 

 

This methodology was implemented in the typical INEPT block, converting it into 

a perfect-INEPT block involving a double spin-echo period (Figure 4C and D).20 The 

signal amplitude in the conventional INEPT block is modulated by the effect of both 

JCH and JHH. However, the signal in perfect-INEPT is only modulated by the effect of 

JCH. In this block, the first homonuclear spin-echo makes evolve JHH. Then, when the 

second INEPT is applied, JHH is refocused while JCH evolves. The product operator at 

the end of the block is defined by two terms free from homonuclear J-modulations:  

 

2�(���	s∗ � 	2�����	�∗ 
 

 

Eq. 7

Eq. 6
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Figure 5: General pulse schemes of the (A) perfect-HSQC experiment and (B) F2-heterocoupled 

perfect CLIP-HSQC experiments. The red rectangles correspond to the new additional pulses in 

relation with the basic HSQC sequence of Figure 2A.  
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Perfect-echo INEPT can be implemented into the HSQC scheme by substituting the 

corresponding INEPT and R-INEPT periods. The perfect-HSQC sequence (Figure 5A) 

affords PIP signals without JHH modulation, allowing a better quantification of peak 

volumes, improving integrations and phase corrections and also facilitating more 

accurate peak picking (Figure 6). 
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of NMR building blocks: A) Spin-Echo, B) Perfect Echo, C) 

INEPT and D) Perfect INEPT. 
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(2) 

Perfect-HSQC can be easily adapted to determine 1JXH just by disabling CPD and 

adding the characteristic 90º 13C pulse of the CLIP technique before the acquisition 

(Figure 5B). The resulting F2-coupled perfect CLIP-HSQC spectrum provides 1JXH 

without distortions of either JHH or JCH. Both experiments are robust, easy to implement 

and especially useful when the sample studied present large JHH magnitudes. The use of 

long echoes and therefore the potential sensitivity loss by T2 relaxation is minimized in 

the case of small molecules that have longer T2 relaxation times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of some cross-peaks extracted from perfect-HSQC (black) and conventional 

HSQC (red) spectra of the alkaloid strychnine (2). Figure extracted from the reference4 

 

1.1.1.1.3. PIP-HSQC 

 

The PIP-HSQC experiment is another interesting approach for obtaining HSQC spectra 

without phase distortions.18 This sequence adds a Zero-Quantum Filter (ZQF) to remove 

any AP contribution and a refocusing perfect-echo period just before the acquisition 

(Figure 7), providing PIP cross-peaks. That ZQF is a z-filter involving the simultaneous 

application of an adiabatic 180º 1H pulse and a purging encoding gradient, showing a 

significant capacity in removing homo- and heteronuclear AP interferences.16,21–25  

Just before the ZQF, the magnetization is formed by four components (Eq. 4). After 

the 90º 1H pulse: 

 � . 4 →	��(����∗�*+, � 2�(����∗���*++, 
�2�(�����∗��∗�*+++, � 4�(���������∗�∗*+., 

Eq. 8
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   A) HSQC    B) CLIP-HSQC       C) PIP-HSQC 

Figure 8: Comparison of the 1D traces corresponding to the methylene H20 protons extracted 

from the A) HSQC, B) CLIP-HSQC and C) PIP-HSQC spectra of (2). Figure extracted from the 

reference.18 

  

In Eq 8, the terms II and IV correspond to transverse AP heteronuclear 

magnetization, and the term III represents a mixture of homonuclear ZQC and DQC. 

These three undesirable terms are efficiently removed with the use of the ZQF, 

remaining just the IP term I.  This sequence is beneficial for the accurate extraction of 
1JXH coupling constants, and its efficiency has been demonstrated with anisotropic 

samples to get residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). In case of signal overlap, the In-

Phase/Anti-Phase (IPAP) technique affords the separation of each component in two 

spin-state selective spectra, the IP+AP and IP-AP components of the doublet, to 

simplify the measurement.26–28  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.1.2. 1JXH Measurements from F1-coupled HSQC  

 

The extraction of 1JCH along the direct F2 dimension can entail the loss of accuracy in 

the measurement due to the complex multiplet patterns of 1H signals. Even with the 

improvements explained in the section 1.1.1.1, there are some situations where others 

factors can distort this measurement, like the existence of RDCs when working with 
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Figure 7: General pulse scheme of PIP-HSQC experiment. The red and green pulses and delays are 

the novelties in comparison with the basic HSQC scheme of Figure 2A. The ZQF is formed by a z-

filter with an adiabatic 180º (1H) pulse and a spatial-encoding gradient G0 (marked in red). The 

final perfect-echo element is marked in green. 
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Figure 9: Several HSQC pulse schemes to measure 1JCH along the F1 dimension. A) F1-HSQC, B) 

F1-coupled HSQC incorporating a G-BIRD element, C) JSB-HSQC and D) F1-iINEPT (β=36º). 
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anisotropic samples, or the presence of strong coupling effects and broad linewidths. IT 

has been reported that 1JCH can also be determined from the F1 dimension of HSQC 

spectra. A comparison of several NMR methods for the measurement of 1JCH  along the 

different F1 or F2 dimensions was reported.29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Taking the basic HSQC pulse sequence of Figure 2 as a starting point, the simplest 

way to get the heteronuclear coupling in F1 is just by removing the 180º 1H pulse 
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situated in the center of the t1 period. This simple F1-HSQC experiment (Figure 9A) 

provides a conventional heteronuclear correlation spectrum showing the splitting due to 
1JXH in F1.30 One drawback of this approach is the line broadening because of the 

simultaneous evolution of long-range heteronuclear couplings. 

Following with this idea, the J-scaled bilinear rotation decoupling (BIRD) HSQC 

(JSB-HSQC) experiment31 (Figure 9C) was developed, derived from the F1-coupled 

HSQC with G-BIRD (Figure 9B).32 This experiment allows the accurate measurement 

of 1JCH by a J-scaling method to avoid the use of a large number of t1 increments. This 

sequence uses a separate, J-scaled t1-incrementable 

BIRD-element to allow the exclusive evolution of 
1JXH, whereas 13C chemical shift is refocused. This 

experiment is very efficient for CH and CH3 

systems. However, it does not differentiate 

between 1JCHa and 1JCHb in prochiral CH2 groups.  
1JCH is related to the s character of this bond and 

the electronegativity effects of the substituents and 

its surrounding. Thus, the magnitudes of 1JCH in a 

CH2 group can provide information about 

equatorial and axial 1H positions and help in the 

assignment of their relative stereoselectivity. The 

application of Non-Uniform Sampling (NUS) in JSB-HSQC experiment was reported to 

allow high-resolution improvements without sacrificing experimental time as it is going 

to be explained in more detail in the section 1.1.3. .31 

The F1-iINEPT experiment (Figure 9D) was proposed to solve the inaccuracy 

derived from having to divide by 2 the value of 1JCH in diastereotopic groups.33 In this 

experiment, the initial INEPT is avoided and the sequence starts from the 13C 

Boltzmann polarization. The flip angle of the first 1H pulse of the R-INEPT can be set 

to 36º instead of the typical 90º. The corresponding four-component exclusive 

correlation spectroscopy (E.COSY) cross-peak allows the separated measurement of the 

magnitude of JCHa from JCHb as well as the magnitude and sign of 2JHa-Hb (Figure 10).  

Resolution improvements in the F1 dimension can be achieved by reducing the 13C 

spectral width. This reduction of the spectral width is generally realized in 2D J-

resolved experiments where each proton only display the scalar JHH coupling 

information along F1, symmetric to the central F1=0 axis.
34 The J-resolved HSQC 

Figure 10: Characteristic E.COSY 

coupling pattern obtained for a 

prochiral H A-C-HB group in a F1-

iINEPT spetrum. Figure adapted 

from reference.72 
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Figure 11: Pulse sequence schemes of several non-refocused HSQMBC sequences, A) standard 

HSQMBC, B) BIRD-HSQMBC, and C) CPMG-HSQMBC experiments. 
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experiment was developed based on this idea, avoiding the use of an extra delay for 13C 

evolution and improving digital F1 resolution.35 It is a very useful experiment to 

measure JCH free from signal overlap and, combined with homodecoupling techniques, 

can provide substantial improvements in spectral quality, sensitivity, and both signal 

and digital resolution enhancements.  

 

1.1.2. The HSQMBC Experiment  

 

The Heteronuclear Single Quantum Multiple Bond Correlation (HSQMBC) experiment 

corresponds to a long-range optimized version of the HSQC, which affords 

heteronuclear correlations that are further away than a one-bond distance.36 This 

experiment is beneficial in the structural determination since it allows the observation of 

the correlations between quaternary carbons and protons. 
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The ∆ delay in HSQMBC has to be optimized to a long-range heteronuclear 

coupling value, close to 5 to 8 Hz, that implies the lengthening of the sequence (∆ is 

about 50 o 70 ms). Regarding sensitivity, this can give losses by relaxation for samples 

with short T2. The non-refocused HSQMBC scheme is commonly used avoiding the 

refocusing INEPT step to prevent further relaxation losses (Figure 11A). 

A drawback of the HSQMBC is the simultaneous evolution of JHH during ∆, which 

have similar sizes than nJCH. These additional modulations cause distortions in the phase 

and the intensity of cross-peak, as well as to facilitate partial or full signal cancellation. 

Some approaches have been developed to avoid these problems, for instance, 

implementing a BIRD block in the middle of the INEPT period to differentiate nJXH vs 
1JXH evolution (BIRD-HSQMBC) (Figure 11B). Another improvement was the 

incorporation of a Carr-Purcell-Maiboom-Gill (CPMG) composite π pulses block during 

the INEPT period (Figure 11C) to minimize JHH modulations, by adjusting the delay 

between 90º pulses to a value shorten than 1 2 · <=� + 	∆>�⁄ .37 It approaches to 1 2 · ∆>?@�⁄  in cases of weak coupling (small J), being ∆>?@� the biggest difference 

between chemical shifts in coupled proton partners. Unfortunately, this option can cause 

probehead heating by fast pulsing due to the required short interpulse delays to remove 

completely JHH for all spin systems. Both enhancements can be joint in a BIRD-CPMG-

HSQMBC experiment to get a spectrum with the minimum amount of distortions, but 

still remaining some of the problems due to relaxation and sample heating.38 The 

incorporation of the CLIP and PIP concepts, previously explained for the HSQC, into 

the HSQMBC affords the related CLIP-HSQMBC39 and PIP-HSQMBC experiments,18 

which yield undistorted IP cross-peaks, making the measurement of small coupling 

constants more accurate and easy. It is also possible to apply the IPAP methodology to 

HSQMBC experiments (IPAP-HSQMBC) to overcome overlapped signals.27 

 

1.1.2.1. Other long-range heteronuclear correlation experiments  

 

HSQMBC is not the only option to trace out heteronuclear long-range correlations. Just 

as the HSQMBC is the long-range of the HSQC, the long-range version of HMQC, the 

Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation (HMBC), is also routinely used (Figure 13A). 

HMBC provides NMR spectra with good sensitivity, but it shows important phase and 

intensities modulations arising from JHH evolution. HMBC has been extensively 
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modified by incorporating, for instance, z-filters,21,40 constant-time periods41 or EA 

coherence selection.40,42,43 

Another very interesting experiment is the long-range HSQMBC (LR-HSQMBC). 
44–46 This experiment consists of a refocused HSQMBC scheme optimized for very 

small nJCH values of 2-4 Hz. It affords good results in challenging structures, but it can 

be critical in molecules with short T2 relaxation times because of the long INEPT 

periods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another family of long-range heteronuclear experiments use additional 1H-1H 

mixing blocks, like COSY and TOCSY (Figure 12B). The most straightforward 

approach is the HSQC-COSY (Figure 13B), where the long-range connectivity is traced 

out by to the 1H-1H  COSY transfer. In the same way, 2D HSQC-TOCSY (Figure 13C) 

provides similar patterns, but 1H-1H transfer can arrive further away. 47 Both HSQC-

COSY and HSQC-TOCSY sequences have been modified from the basic scheme of 

Bax et al. on several occasions to improve their spectral features. In the case of spectra 

with poorly resolved multiplets, IPAP methodology simplifies the measurement of 
nJCH.25,41,48–50 On the other hand, PEP element increases the sensitivity for CH groups49 

whereas the addition of a ZQF provides cleaner spectra by removing AP contributions.25 

Nevertheless, any of this improvement can change the major drawback that this family 

of sequences experience; they do not work for non-protonated carbons.  

Figure 12: Spin coupling topologies and J-coupling transfer mechanisms involved in some long-

range heteronuclear NMR experiments. White circles represent intermediate spins that are not 

observed, red/blue circles represent observed spins. Figure adapted from reference.37 
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Figure 13: Pulse sequence scheme of some long range heteronuclear correlation experiments: A) 

HMBC, B) HSQC-COSY, and C) HSQC-TOCSY. 
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On the other hand, the extended transfer mechanism through carbon-carbon 

correlations in the ADEQUATE experiment has been also explored (Figure 12D).51 This 

experiment was adapted to long-range versions optimizing the evolution period for 

small long-range carbon-carbon coupling values in the initial transfer.52 ADEQUATE 

experiments are particularly interesting for proton-deficient molecules since it can 

provide information between non-protonated carbons, but they suffer from very low 

sensitivity.  
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1.1.3. Resolution-enhanced NMR 

 

The improvement of the digital and/or the signal resolution is one of the most 

interesting topics in modern NMR spectroscopy. A better resolution facilitates more 

accurate measurements and improves signal overlap. Some resolution-enhanced NMR 

techniques are now available for these purposes. For instance, broadband 

homodecoupling techniques afford simplified multiplet patterns, whereas spectral 

aliasing (SA) or NUS can achieve better digital resolution per time unit, economizing 

spectrometer time. 

 

1.1.3.1. Pure-shift NMR Spectroscopy 

 

Despite the use of high magnetic fields, the range of 1H chemical shift is small 

(typically 10ppm; 6000 Hz at 600MHz) and frequently leads to signals overlap due to 

the multiplicity JHH pattern splitting of each proton resonance (around 10-40 Hz). The 

development of novel homodecoupling techniques has been explored in the last years, 

improving signal resolution and doing some measurements and assignments easier and 

more straightforward.   

The traditional homodecoupling method used frequency-selective continuous-wave 

irradiation on a specific signal during the acquisition.53 Modern homodecoupling 

methods are based on the original Zangger-Sterk (ZS) experiment.54 This experiment 

uses a pseudo-2D acquisition mode, where a decoupling block consists of a hard 180º 

pulse and a slice-selective element (simultaneous application of a selective 180º pulse 

and a weak encoding gradient) applied in the middle of a variable t1 delay. A post-

processing protocol generates a new homodecoupled 1D FID joining the first data 

chunk of each collected FID. Real-time ZS methods have also been reported where the 

mentioned homodecoupling block is repeatedly applied during the FID period.55 In 

general terms, real-time 2D experiments provide better signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) but 

they suffer from lower spectral quality. Pseudo-2D ZS experiments afford better 

spectral quality at the expense of longer acquisition times. Both acquisition modes have 

been applied to a plethora of NMR experiments, both offering advantages and 

drawbacks depending on their implementation (Figure 14).  
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Some homodecoupling blocks are available, all including a hard 180º 1H pulse to 

the passive spins and a selective inversion element to the chosen active spins. They can 

be separated into three groups: isotopic editing by a BIRD module, frequency-selective 

180º pulses, and spatially encoded elements. 

 

 

Figure 14: Different approaches to obtain homodecoupled NMR spectra depending on the 

acquisition mode and the chosen homodecoupling block.  
 

a) Spatially encoded elements 

Slice-selective NMR experiments involve the application of selective or adiabatic 

180º 1H pulses simultaneously with a PFG having both the same duration. The PFG 

makes the magnetic field spatially inhomogeneous along the dimension where it is 

applied (z-axis). Under these conditions, spins will be excited depending on their 

position along the NMR tube, providing a spatial dependence frequency shift. These 

experiments give excellent results in weakly coupled signals although it can fail for 

strongly coupled spin systems. The major drawback is the low sensitivity (about 1-5% 

of the conventional 1H sensitivity), as just a small part of the entire sample (z-slice) is 

getting excited by each frequency. Some sensitivity improvements have been reported 

to circumvent this inconvenient.56–60 
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Figure 15: A) Pulse scheme of the PSYCHE experiment. B) Comparison between the conventional 
1H spectrum (red) and the PSYCHE spectrum acquired with two chirp pulses of 15 ms of the 

alkaloid strychnine. The PSYCHE spectrum has been enlarged by a factor of 30 to show the same 

signal than the conventional spectrum. 
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The original ZS experiment is based on this methodology, achieving the 

homodecoupling spectrum with the use of a slice-selective pulse timing combined with 

a pseudo-2D acquisition.54 A similar approach was applied in a real-time ZS version 

where PFGs suppress strong signals from passive spins. Currently, the most commonly 

used experiment with real-time homodecoupling is the homodecoupled broadband 

(HOBB) technique,61 whereas the pure-shift yielded by chirp excitation (PSYCHE) 

experiment is the preferred as a pseudo-2D ZS method (Figure 15).62,63–65 The spatial 

encoding in PSYCHE is achieved thanks to the simultaneous application of a pair of 

low-flip angle swept-frequency pulses with a PFG. It is possible to obtain a fully 

broadband homodecoupled spectrum by adjusting the pulse flip angle of the adiabatic 

pulse. The significant advantage of PSYCHE lies in its sensitivity, almost one order of 

magnitude better than conventional pseyudo-2D ZS or BIRD-based experiments (Figure 

15B).  
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b) Frequency-selective 180º pulse  

Another homodecoupling block uses a hard 180º pulse and a frequency-selective 

inversion element. It is the same approach as the above encoding method but without 

using the encoding gradient. These experiments allow the excitation of well isolated 1H 

signals by the application of a selective 180º pulse, and they can be used to excite a 

single frequency, a region, or multiple frequencies. The major advantage of this 

approach is its full sensitivity whereas the only practical requirement is to have well-

isolated proton resonances. 

The homodecoupled band-selective (HOBS) strategy was developed based on the 

real-time ZS experiment from Meyer and Zangger.61 This approach affords full 

sensitivity thanks to avoiding the simultaneous application of the spatially encoding 

gradient with the selective 180º 1H pulse. 66–68 

 

c) BIRD module 

The BIRD cluster developed by the group of Pines is based on a differential 12C/13C 

isotope behaviour.69 The homodecoupling BIRD module consists of a hard 180º 1H 

pulse followed by a BIRDd,X element, which inverts direct 1H,13C while 1H,12C is not 

affected. This block minimizes the problem of the strong JHH coupling but is not able to 

decouple germinal 2JHH because both protons are attached to the same 13C nucleus. Due 

to the selectivity of the 13C in front of the 12C, the sensitivity decreases to the natural 

abundance of that isotope, 1.1%. However, in experiments that already selects 1H{ 13C} 

magnetization, as in the case of HSQC, the application of this homodecoupling block 

does not introduce an additional sensitivity penalty. This module has been used both 

with the real-time55 and pseudo-2D acquisition modes.70  

 

1.1.3.2. Spectral aliasing 

 

A simple approach to increase the resolution of a 2D spectrum is by increasing the 

number of points in the F1 dimension until the limit of T2 relaxation, and with the 

consequence of a significant increase of overall experimental time.  
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 SA was proposed to solve that problem a straightforward and elegant solution. This 

methodology consists in the reduction of the spectral width in the indirect dimension; by 

doing this, the signals that remain outside the spectral size are repositioned in the new 

spectrum (Figure 16). 

In 1D experiments, aliased/folded signals are digitally filtered out and will not 

appear in the spectrum. But this filter applies only in the direct dimension, so, it is 

possible to take advantage of that phenomenon in the indirect dimension of a 2D 

experiment. The lost of information of the 13C chemical shift can be determined from δ 

= δexp ± K * SWa where δ is the actual chemical shift, δexp is the chemical shift in the 

aliased spectrum, SWa is the spectral width in the aliased spectrum, and K is the aliasing 

order and corresponds to a positive or negative integer value that has to be determined 

to know δ. To find K several solutions has been proposed, one of them requires the 

combination of the aliased spectrum with other spectra. One of the options consists of 

0.6 ppm 

C) A) 

B) 

0.06 ppm 

D) 

Figure 16: Application of spectral aliasing in a F2-coupled HSQC experiment of strychnine. A) 

Without aliasing, SW(13C) = 180 ppm. B) Aliased to SW(13C) = 4 ppm. C-D) Expanded signals 

corresponding to H16 and H8 protons. It is observed how the resolution improves one order of 

magnitude for the aliased spectrum maintaining the same values for t1 and the same experimental 

time. 
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taking the coordinates of any signal in the aliased spectrum and looking for its 

corresponding signal in the full spectrum of a 13C spectrum or a low-resolved HSQC.71–

74 Other more complexes solutions provide the information of the aliasing order 

encoded in the aliasing spectrum, causing differences in the phase or multiplets for each 

signal along the F1 dimension with a distance proportional to the chemical shift. It is 

also possible to simplify the calculation by the use of the computer program Computer-

Optimized Spectral Aliasing (COSA).75 

This technique depends on the quadrature detection used in the indirect dimension. 

If TPPI is used, instead of achieving an aliased spectrum, a folded spectrum is obtained. 

As can be seen in Figure 17, while in SA the spectrum behaves as if it were rolling in on 

itself, placing the signals that are outside the window at the opposite end of the window. 

In spectral folding, these signals are located on the same end, changing the phase and 

following the edge of the end as an axis of symmetry. That behaviour implies that, in 

contrast with spectral folding, SA maintains the phase properties of the full spectrum. 

SA has been widely used in both hetero- and homonuclear 2D experiments,76,77 and 

even in 3D experiments.78 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.3.3. Non-uniform sampling 

 

Another attractive alternative to getting a high-resolved spectrum without 

compromising the experimental time consists in avoiding the Nyquist condition. The 

Spectral 
Aliasing 

Spectral 
Folding 

Figure 17: Schematic representation of spectral aliasing and spectral folding. The color red of the 

signals in spectral folding represents the change of phase. 
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Nyquist condition explains that the rate of the sampling (dwell time) has to be at least 

twice the wavelength. For a traditional experiment with M dimensions and N points, 

this sampling rate entails an experimental time T = NM-1·2M-1·TFID, where TFID is the 

time required for the measurement of a single data point. With the NUS technique, the 

selection of the data points is made in non-equal random intervals to reconstruct the 

spectrum with a much smaller amount of data.79,80 A special processing algorithm is 

needed to reconstruct the spectrum, for instance, multi-dimensional decomposition 

(MDD)81 or compressed sensing (CS).80,82 The quality of the final spectra depends on 

the processing algorithm chosen and the sampling schedule. CS process separately each 

2D spectrum in a series (forming pseudo-3D data) giving cleaner spectra. MDD treats 

all data together, affording faster reconstruction. 

NUS can reduce significantly the time needed to obtain high-resolved 2D, 3D and 

higher dimensional NMR experiments. Thus, using a 50% NUS, it is possible to obtain 

the same spectrum with the same resolution in the half of the time. It is also possible to 

improve the resolution without compromising the experimental time. For example, a 

reduction of the 13C linewidth from 200 Hz (without NUS) to 6 Hz (with NUS) has been 

reported for HSQC at the same time and without altering the spectral quality.83  

  

 

 

Linear Sampling Non-Uniform Sampling 

Figure 18: Schematic representation of uniform sampling and non-uniform sampling to a FID. 
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1.2. NMR in anisotropic media 

 

The determination of relative configurations is one of the main objectives in structure 

elucidation by NMR spectroscopy. There are three general NMR strategies that helps to 

determine the 3D structure of molecules: i) from dihedral angles determined by 3JHH via 

the Karplus equation,84 ii) determination of nuclear Overhauser effects (NOE) to obtain 

internuclear distances,85,86 and iii) the obtention of anisotropic NMR parameters, namely 

dipolar couplings, chemical shift anisotropies and quadrupolar couplings.87–90  

The limitation of 3JHH is that they cannot distinguish positive from negative 

dihedral angles due to its J cosine dependence. On the other hand, the use of NOE has 

been extensively applied since the first conformational studies realized by Anet and 

Bourn in 1965.85 NOE can be defined as a local parameter because of its direct 

relationship with the distance between nuclei, and therefore it shows limitation when 

atoms are too far one of the other. 

On the other hand, anisotropic NMR parameters can be defined as global restraints 

and can relate atoms from any part of the molecule, no matter the distance between 

them. The properties of these parameters depend on the molecular orientation and they 

are measurable when working in an anisotropic medium. Anisotropic parameters were 

observed for the first time in the 60s decade by Saupe and Englert when they studied the 

alignment of molecules in oriented media.91 40 years later, in 2003, the first 

configurational analysis of small molecules in strained crosslinked polyacrylamide gels 

were reported.92,93 

 

1.2.1. Anisotropic NMR parameters 

 

Dipolar couplings (DEF) results of the interaction between two nuclei (i and j) with spin 

different from zero in an anisotropic medium. DEF 	depend on the distance between the 

two nuclei (GEF), on the angle between them and the magnetic field (H), moreover on the 

gyromagnetic ratios, according to: 

DEF =	 IGEF J�K��H � 13M 

Eq.  9 
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Where I =	 N/OP QEQFR0ℏ and γ correspond to the gyromagnetic constant, µ0 is the 

vacuum permeability constant and ℏ the Planck constant divided by 2π.  DEF is the most important parameter involved in solid-state NMR spectroscopy for 

nuclei with spin ½. However, these interactions cause undesired line broadening due to 

all the possible molecular orientations.  In liquid-state conditions, these orientations are 

averaged to zero and therefore DEF is not observed because of the Brownian isotropic 

motion. In a mid-point state, a little degree of orientation can be achieved by exposing 

molecules to a weakly anisotropic medium, allowing the observation and measurement 

of a fraction of the dipolar coupling, known as RDC. Other anisotropic parameters that 

can be observed under these sample conditions are the residual chemical shift 

anisotropy (RCSA) and the residual quadrupolar coupling (RQC). 

 

1.2.1.1. Residual Dipolar Couplings 

 

In isotropic media, NMR signals show a splitting due to indirect spin–spin couplings, 

are also known as scalar coupling. In a weakly aligned media, the splitting experienced 

a variation due to the effect of dipolar interaction. The resulting RDCs are the variation 

experimented for each signal between a weakly aligned and a not aligned sample. Thus, 

it is necessary to determine both the isotropic (scalar coupling; J) and the anisotropic 

(total coupling; T) values to measure RDCs. 

 
1TCH = 1JCH + 1DCH 

Eq.  10 

RDCs provide structural information about the relative orientation of two 

internuclear vectors so that they can help in the determination of relative configurations, 

no matter the distance between the stereocenters. 

The measurement of 1H-1H RDCs has been reported by using different versions of 

the COSY sequence.94,95 However, 1DCH has proven to be the most commonly 

determined RDC by using HSQC-type spectra.96–99 These experiments measure 1JCH and 
1TCH along the F2 dimension because of the simplicity, the speed and the excellent 

resolution obtained. Some examples are the F2-heterocoupled CLIP-HSQC,16 Perfect-

HSQC17 and PIP-HSQC18 experiments.  Despite these improvements, the complex 

multiplet pattern and broad linewidths obtained for anisotropic signals due to the 
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presence of both JHH and DHH can introduce considerable errors in the measurements 

along F2. Broadband homodecoupled techniques have been proposed to partially 

solving this problem, such as real-time BIRD-based homodecouped HSQC 

experiments.31,62,67,100,32,101 However, signal distortions can still be observed due to the 

presence of large 2JHH and 2DHH in diastereotopic CH2 groups. Alternatively, the JSB-

HSQC experiment has been proposed for the measurement of 1JCH and 1TCH along the 

F1 dimension.31,102  

 

1.2.1.1.1. Theory of Residual Dipolar Couplings 

 

   To deeply understand the meaning of RDCs and how to work with them it is essential 

to focus on some equations. For simplicity, it can be assumed that the molecule is rigid, 

so there are not internal dynamics and the internuclear distance is constant. Dij	is needed 

to solve the term �K��H	which means that the knowledge on the probability of the 

orientational distribution for the couple of nucleus is required. This probability, as it 

was explained in the paper of Kramer et al.,103  can be expressed as the 3x3 matrix VW 
where the components define the probabilities of finding the magnetic external field in 

the fixed frame of reference in the molecule. Instead of this probability tensor, 

represented by P, the term alignment tensor A can be found in some references.103,104 

The relation between both is simply given by: AY = 	PY � (N 1W  where 1W is a unitary 

diagonal tensor. On the other hand, the concept of Saupe tensor B[ (B[ = 	 N�\[.) can also be 

found in some cases. 91  

The matrix VW can be expressed as: 

 

cos� H^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ = 	 G_VWG_ = 	 (` a b)cV�� V�� V��V�� V�� V��V�� V�� V��deàbf 

Eq.  11 

Where G_ is the internuclear vector and x, y and z correspond to its coordinates in 

the molecular frame. The matrix has a trace value of 1 ( Pxx + Pyy + Pzz = 1 ) and it is 

symmetrical ( Pxy = Pyx ,  Pzy = Pyz  and Pzx = Pxz ). That allow to reduce the number of 

unknowns to just five, that means that with five equations we are going to be able to get 

the value of the probability, alignment and Saupe tensor. In order to obtain those 
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equations, we need five values of RDCs, non-parallel among them. It is important that 

those vectors are not parallel because then they would have the same value of cos� H 

and give us the same information.  

With those five parameters, it is already possible to diagonalize the matrix through 

the Singular-value decomposition algorithm (SVD), as it is shown in the nice paper of 

Prestegard.105 SVDs provides a very optimal least-squares fit between the experimental 

and calculated values, although other methodologies are feasible such as TRAMITES106 

or Almond-Axelsen.107 The most commonly employed computer programs which 

implement this algorithm for RDCs data analysis are PALES108 and MSpin.109 These 

programs provide the value of the Cornilescu’s Q factor which scales for the fitting of 

our experimental RDCs with the selected structure. The closer to zero the Q is, the 

better the fitting with the structure.  

 

g = h∑jDEk�l � DFm@nmo�∑DEk�l  

Eq.  12 

 

1.2.1.2. Residual Chemical Shift Anisotropy 

 

RCSAs are based on the difference observed between the isotropic and the anisotropic 

chemical shift values and, therefore, depends on the relative orientation of the chemical 

shielding tensor. In contrast to RDCs, RCSAs are usually measured from 1D 13C NMR 

spectra because both protonated and mainly non-protonated RCSA carbons are usually 

required.110,111  

To measure RCSA, the peak that we expect has nothing or the small RCSA is used 

as a reference. Sometimes, Tetramethylsilane (TMS) is used as a reference because its 

symmetry makes RCSA negligible, although it may not be the best option for all 

cases.112 During alignment processes the environment of the sample change and produce 

changes in isotropic chemical shift of the reference. To avoid that drawback, several 

solutions have been developed. For instance, the use of a specific device to get variable-

angle sample spinning (VASS) 113,114 or variable-angle NMR spectroscopy115. 

Unfortunately, the technology necessary to obtain a variable angle is not common in 

many laboratories. Kuchel and his coworkers studied a rubber-based stretching 
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apparatus. 116 This apparatus, although improved by the group of Luy,117 still shows 

some limitations at solving the inaccuracies in the chemical shift. Without the use of 

any device , Gil et al. find a solution by making the approximation of the ∆∆RCSA 

calculation,118  where the differences of differences in the chemical shift of the same 

peak must be measured under two aligning conditions, 1 and 2: 

 

∆∆RCSA= (9pqrp�K − 9Gstqrp�K)1 − (9pqrp�K − 9Gstqrp�K)2 

Eq.  13 

The effects on the reference coming from the changes in the environment of the 

atoms, also affect each of the signals. These changes do not affect the measurements of 

RDCs, but they do for RCSA. To solve that, a post-acquisition correction that 

compensated this isotropic shift has been proposed by Gil who use a certain amount of 

isotropic signal as an internal reference that always remains present in the compression 

device.111 Without having to acquire any other spectrum, the correction is performed by 

measuring the difference between the 13C signals of inside and outside the gel. It is 

based on the Eq. 14: 

 

(9puq` − 9Gstuq`) − (9pupr − 9Gstupr) = ∆v�B\p + (wp − wGst) · (Guq` − Gupr) 
Eq.  14 

Where “(wp − wGst)” is a constant that characterizes the isotropic contribution and 

“r” refers to the ratio gel/analyte.  

 

1.2.1.3. Residual Quadrupolar Couplings 

 

RQCs are the splitting observed in the signals of the NMR spectra of nuclei with spin 

larger than ½ dissolved in an anisotropic media. 2H is the most common nucleus to be 

studied for this purpose.   

Quadrupolar nuclei do not have a spherical electron density distribution of charge 

(Figure 19) This non-spherical distribution causes a gradient in the electric field that 

interacts with the nuclear charge, producing an unequally shift in the nuclear energy 

levels. The biggest the anisotropy, the biggest the RQC. 
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Figure 19: Electric distribution in nuclei with spin equal and different from ½. 

 

RQCs are usually an order of magnitude higher than 1DCH RDCs and they are used 

to study the degree of alignment in the anisotropic media (Figure 20). RQCs depends on 

the electric field gradient (EFG). If the molecule is highly symmetric, the EFG vanishes 

and nuclei act similarly as a spin ½ one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
1.2.2. Weak alignment media  

 

To measure any anisotropic NMR restraint, it is necessary to use a suitable alignment 

medium to create the required anisotropy. Alignment NMR media can be sorted into 

three major groups: liquid crystals (LC), paramagnetic susceptibility and strained 

aligning gels (SAG). 

 

 

Figure 20: 2H NMR spectra of PMMA gel with different compression: The most compressed 

sample is A) whereas spectrum C) shows the sample without compression. 
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1.2.2.1. Liquid crystals 

 

LCs were the first alignment media studied by NMR by Saupe and Englert.91 A proper 

alignment was achieved with a nematic LC which gave an extraordinary strong 

alignment and lead to obtaining too large RDCs and very broad signals. To avoid the 

broadening, current NMR experiments are done with lyotropic LC. Lyotropic LC were 

applied as oriented media in 2003 by the groups of Griesinger, Courtieu, and Thiele 

almost at the same time.43,119,120 This kind of LC are formed by two components, the 

builder and the solvent. By modifying the proportion of both components it is possible 

to manipulate, within some limits, the alignment obtained. Despite that, the lower 

degree of alignment achievable can still be very high causing undesired broad signals. 

LC are enantioselective, becoming the only chiral orienting media for organic 

solvents. Also, the high molecular weight of LC contributes to making their signals less 

visible, because of their fastest T2 relaxation. 

Besides the well-known homopolypeptides-based LC developed by Aroulanda in 

2001 et al. ( PBLG, PELG or PCBLL) there are plenty of other interesting options in 

this field, as summarized in Table 1 .121 

 

LC Solvent Commercial Availability 

PBLG (Poly-γ-benzyl-L-
glutamate) 43,119–124 

CDCl3, CD2Cl2, DMF, 
THF, Dioxane 

 

PELG (Poly-γ-ethyl-L-
glutamate) 29,121 

CDCl3, CD2Cl2  

PCBLL (Poly-ε-
carbobenzyloxy-L-lysin)121,123 

CDCl3, CD2Cl2 X 

Polyguanidines125 CDCl3 X 

Helical β-peptides126 CDCl3 X 

Polyisocianides127 CDCl3 X 

Polyacetylenes128 D2O X 

Disodium cromoglycate129 D2O  

Cetylpyridinium Chloride130 D2O  

C12E5 (Pentaehtylene glycol 
monodecyl ether)131 

Mixture D2O-DMSO  

 

Table 1: Liquid crystals more used to align organic molecules. 
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1.2.2.2. Paramagnetic susceptibility 

 

This methodology is based on the use of some paramagnetic ions to orient the sample. 

The paramagnetic ions are weakly attracted by an external magnetic field, leading to 

internal induced magnetic fields. This approach has been executed in 

biomacromolecules, but it has not been developed in the field of small molecules 

because of the excessive broadening signals observed in near nuclei. 132–134 

 

1.2.2.3. Strained Aligning Gels 

 

The SAG method consists in the use of a polymer gel that can be mechanically 

compressed or stretched, within certain limitations, to align the sample that has been 

diffused inside it. One of the main strengths that this method is its simplicity. These 

polymer gels can be acquired dry and only has to be swollen into the same NMR tube 

with the sample and the chosen solvent. The polymerization is carried out with the 

desired monomer in the presence of a cross-linker and a radical initiator. A washing 

procedure consisting of pumping, softly, clean solvent into the gel can be required to 

release the monomer remaining inside the gel.  

The study of the anisotropic properties of elastic polymers was started to study in 

1980 by Samulski and Deloche were they swell a polyisoprene based elastomer with 

benzene sample to see the differences observed in 2H NMR spectra.135 This work 

opened the way to the innovative works of the Tycko group in 2000 about the 

mechanical alignment of gels,136 followed by Grzesiek et al..137 

The most interesting advantage that this alignment media offers is the ability to 

have different degrees of alignment, without any lower limit, just by changing the 

mechanical compression. However, this technique still has an important way to go in 

the area of apolar solvents.  

The physical explanation for this alignment is simple. The gel is formed by cavities 

that, in the presence of some mechanical movement (compression or stretching), 

become asymmetric, manipulating the orientation probabilities of the sample in the 

space (Figure 21). 
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1.2.2.3.1. Devices used for SAG methodology 

 

There are two families of devices used in SAG methodology depending on the kind of 

mechanical movement realized, stretching or compression. Many devices have been 

developed in the field of stretched gels, highlighting one of the group of Luy,117 the 

device of Liu and Prestegard,138 the design by Kuchel et al.116 and the novel adaptation 

of Gil and coworkers112 derived from the one of the group of Bax.139   

The good point of stretched gels is the fact that the isotropic signals are completely 

removed, and therefore the isotropic shift interferences do not disturb the measurements 

of RCSAs. The main drawback of this technique is that only one alignment can be 

obtained each time. 

 

 

 

 

 

  Compressed   Stretched   Relaxed 

Figure 21: Representative scheme of the shape of the cavities formed in the gel depending of their 
compression. 
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A) 

B) C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The most common device for gel compression is the Shigemi plunger (Figure 23A), 

explained very well by Gil et al..118 The preparation with this traditional method is 

going to be described in the section 1.2.2.3.3.1.. However, this device it is quite 

rudimentary and inaccurate. Nowadays, a more novel and precise device, supplied by 

New Era Enterprises Inc.,140 is made of a special tube modified for compression 

applications and a Teflon plunge (Figure 23B).112 

Figure 22: Different stretching devices used to align organic molecules. A) The one developed by 

the group of Gil (Figure reproduced from the reference112 ). B) Device from Kuchel (Figure adapted 

from reference 116) C) The solution proposed by Prestegard where it is possible to observe the gel 

colored in red. (Figure extracted from the reference111) 
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1.2.2.3.2. Gel types 

 

There are a significant amount of possibilities in the area of SAG depending on the 

characteristics of the sample that is going to be analyzed. However, to our knowledge, 

nowadays just the dry sticks of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) are commercially 

available. In Table 2 are described most of the actual SAG gels.  

 

SAG Solvent 
Commercial 
Availability 

Remarks 

PMMA (Polymethyl 
metacrylate)98,118 

CDCl3, CD2Cl2  Easy to prepare 

Polyacrylamide136,137 D2O X  

PH.PDMAA 
(Dimethylacrylamide 

copolymers) 141,142 
D2O, DMSO X  

PAN 
(Polyacrylonitrile)143,144 

DMSO X Clean Spectra 

Figure 3: The most common devices used to compress the gel: A) Shigemi plunger method (Figure 

extracted from the reference 118) and B) the newly device from Gil.112 

NMR Tube 

Compressing device 
PMMA stick 

B) 

A) 
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PVAc (Polyvinylacetate)145 

CDCl3, CD2Cl2, 
CD3OD, CD3CN, 

DMSO, DMF, C6D6, 
Acetone, THF, AcOEt, 

Dioxane 

X  

PS (Polystyrene)146,147 
CDCl3, CD2Cl2, C6D6, 

THF, Dioxane 
X 

Long time for 
diffusion 

PDMS 
(Polydimethylsyloxane)148

  

CDCl3, CD2Cl2, C6D6, 
THF, Dioxane, n-

Hexane 
X Clean Spectra 

Gelatin149 
D2O, Mixture D2O-

DMSO 
X Chiral 

e̅ - Gelatin150 D2O, DMSO X Chiral 
 

Table 2: List of common SAG used to align organic molecules in different solvents.  

 

1.2.2.3.3. PMMA as an anisotropic medium 

 

The development of good SAG that can be used with dissolved samples in CDCl3 is of 

high interest for organic molecules. Of all the available gels, including polystyrene (PS) 

and poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), the cross-linked PMMA, synthesized by the group 

of Gil, is the one that shows better properties to align small molecules in CDCl3.98  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 24: 1H spectrum of strychnine in A) isotropic CDCl3 and B) in relaxed PMMA gel

dissolved in CDCl3. Note the broad signals corresponding to the gel in B. 

B) 

A) 
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PMMA is a polymer of the monomer Methyl methacrylate done using ethylene 

glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA, 98%) as a cross-linker. The different amount of cross-

linker used will provide a different degree of alignment. Also of being able to select a 

more significant or lower degree of alignment through the density of the crosslinker, it 

is also possible to refine this alignment by using compression devices, as in the case of 

the other SAGs. PMMA shows very good alignment properties with no important 

background signals (Figure 24) and, unlike PS, none of them in the aromatic part. The 

preparation of PDMS requires the use of β-rays from an electron generator; instead, 

PMMA gels have an affordable preparation. 

 

1.2.2.3.3.1. Preparation of the PMMA/CDCl3 sample 

 

The preparation of the sample can depend on the gel to be used. There are two 

procedures to get the PMMA gel swollen in CDCl3: 

The first procedure consists in the introduction of the dry gel-stick into the NMR 

tube with CDCl3 until the stick is covered and the solvent exceeds it by 2 mm. Then, a 

Shigemi plunger is inserted until the upper part of the gel-stick. The plunger is fixed at 

the beginning of the tube with some Teflon to avoid that the gel swells vertically but 

allowing some flexibility (as it is seen in Figure 25). The stick is swollen in 24h and 

then it has to be washed by pumping some clean CDCl3 as many times as necessary 

until, in a fast 1H NMR experiment, we stop seeing the residual monomer that remains 

from the synthesis (usually it is accomplished with 5–7 washings with about 200 ml of 

fresh solvent). There is also the option of just, letting the gel with some CDCl3 

overnight and without needing to pump it, the gel will be cleaned.  

The second method consists in a previous pre-swollen by letting overnight the dry 

cross-linked gel-stick in a 40:60 acetone-methanol solution that moisturizes the gel, 

preventing a too fast swelling that could break the gel. Once the PMMA stick has been 

pre-swollen. it is put it in some container with CDCl3 and, without needing the use of a 

Shigemi plunger, it will fully swell perfectly exchanging the acetone and the methanol 

for CDCl3. After that, it can be transferred to another container with clean CDCl3 and 

keep it there, ready to be used. In that case, the monomer is being washed while it is in 

the solution of acetone-methanol so it has much less amount of monomer when it will 

be used.  
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Once it is verified that there is no monomer inside of the gel by 1H NMR, the 

degree of alignment is monitored by observing the RQC by 2H NMR. 

To introduce the sample into the gel, the excess of solvent is removed from the 

NMR tube. Then, the sample dissolved in a small amount of CDCl3 (100-200 µl.) is 

added and gently pumped to help the introduction into the tube. Now, the sample is 

ready for NMR measurements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 25: Schematic representation of the swelling process with the use of a Shigemi plunger. The 

grey square represents the gel stick, dry in the left picture, swollen but still compressed in the 

middle, and relaxed and fully swollen in the right one. 
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The main objective of this thesis was the exhaustive learning of the theoretical and 

experimental aspects of modern NMR spectroscopy, with particular emphasis on pulse 

sequence design and application to the structural elucidation of small molecules. Thus, 

the study has been focused on research in two general projects: 

 

1.- The development of new NMR experiments for the accurate and efficient 

measurement of both homo- and heteronuclear coupling constants. 

2.- The preparation and study of weak alignment media and the design of novel 

strategies for the measurement of anisotropic NMR parameters. 

 

These general objectives have been exploited through the work in several areas: 

 

♦ Practical implementation of modern NMR techniques to improve the digital and 

signal resolution of 2D experiments without compromising the experimental time. In 

particular, special emphasis will be made on the use of these highly-resolved 

experiments for the accurate and simultaneous determination of the magnitude and the 

sign of homonuclear and heteronuclear coupling constants. 

♦ Design of improved pulse sequences to achieve the measurement of longer- 

range heteronuclear connectivities, comparing them with existing NMR methods and 

evaluating pros and cons. 

♦ Implementation of novel NMR approaches to study samples in anisotropic 

environments, as well as the design of new pulse sequences adapted to the experimental 

measurement of NMR parameters in these media. 

♦ Evaluation of new NMR strategies for efficient structure discrimination using 

anisotropic NMR parameters. 

♦ Application of protocols for the easy automatization and measurement of 

coupling constants in isotropic and anisotropic media.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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The experimental results of this thesis are presented as a compendium of 7 publications 

published in recognized scientific peer-reviewed journals. All these publications are 

focused on the field of structural elucidation of small molecules through different NMR 

techniques:  

 

• Detection and application of long-range heteronuclear correlations: 

 

Publication 1: 

Extending long-range heteronuclear NMR connectivities by HSQMBC-COSY 

and HSQMBC-TOCSY experiments  

Saurí, J.; Marcó, N.; Williamson, R. T.; Martin, G. E.; Parella, T. J. Magn. 

Reson. 2015, 258, 25–32. 

DOI 10.1016/j.jmr.2015.06.004 

 

• Improvement in signal and digital resolution mainly using spectral-aliased 

HSQC experiments. Application to the measurement of isotropic and anisotropic NMR 

parameters: 

 

Publication 2: 

Ultra high-resolution HSQC: Application to the efficient and accurate 

measurement of heteronuclear coupling constants  

Marcó, N.; Fredi, A.; Parella, T. Chem. Commun. 2015, 51 (15), 3262–3265. 

DOI 10.1039/C4CC10279G 

 

Publication 3: 

Isotropic/Anisotropic NMR Editing by Resolution-Enhanced NMR 

Spectroscopy 

Marcó, N.; Gil, R. R.; Parella, T. ChemPhysChem 2018, in press. 

DOI: 10.1002/cphc.201800094 
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• Efficient and accurate measurement of homonuclear and heteronuclear scalar 

and RDCs in both isotropic and anisotropic media, respectively, along the F1 dimension 

of novel J-resolved HSQC experiments: 

 

Publication 4: 

Structural discrimination from in situ measurement of 1DCH and 2DHH residual 

dipolar coupling constants 

Marcó, N.; Gil, R. R.; Parella, T. Magn. Reson. Chem. 2017, 55 (6), 540–545. 

DOI 10.1002/mrc.4575 

 

Publication 5: 

Perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC: Efficient measurement of one-bond proton-

carbon coupling constants along the indirect dimension 

Marcó, N.; Souza, A. A.; Nolis, P.; Gil, R. R.; Parella, T. J. Magn. Reson. 

2017, 276, 37–42. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.jmr.2017.01.002 

 

Publication 6: 
1JCH NMR Profile: Identification of key structural features and functionalities 

by visual observation and direct measurement of one-bond proton-carbon 

coupling constants 

Marcó, N.; Souza, A. A.; Nolis, P.; Cobas, C.; Gil, R. R.; Parella, T. J. Org. 

Chem. 2017, 82 (4), 2040–2044. 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.joc.6b02873 

 

Publication 7: 
2JHH-resolved HSQC: Exclusive determination of geminal proton-proton 

coupling constants 

Marcó, N.; Nolis, P.; Gil, R. R.; Parella, T. J. Magn. Reson. 2017, 282, 18–26. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.jmr.2017.06.014 
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DOI:  10.1016/j.jmr.2015.06.004
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SUMMARY

The  detection  of  heteronuclear  long-range  proton-carbon  (nJCH)  connectivities  is  a

fundamental step in the structural elucidation of small molecules. Two-bond and three-

bond correlations are usually observed in regular HMBC and HSQMBC experiments.

Alternatively,  the  use  of  additional  homonuclear  transfers  as  the  propagation  of

magnetization between remote protons in HSQC pulse sequences (HSQC-COSY and

HSQC-TOCSY) has demonstrated to be a valuable tool to detect remote  nJCH. In this

publication,  the implementation  of  COSY and TOCSY transfers  into  the HSQMBC

experiment is evaluated. The newly developed pulse sequences, HSQMBC-COSY and

HSQMBC–TOCSY, have been compared with some other popular  sequences taking

into  account  the  couplings  between  1H-13C  as  well  as  between  1H-15N.   These

experiments  prove  to  be  very  helpful  for  non-protonated  heteronuclei,  allowing  the

observation  of  missing  cross-peaks  in  conventional  experiments  or  the  detection  of

ultra-long-range correlations (up to five and six bonds away).
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a b s t r a c t

The detection of long-range heteronuclear correlations presenting J(CH) coupling values smaller than
1–2 Hz is a challenge in the structural analysis of small molecules and natural products.
HSQMBC-COSY and HSQMBC-TOCSY pulse schemes are evaluated as complementary NMR methods to
standard HMBC/HSQMBC experiments. Incorporation of an additional J(HH) transfer step in the basic
HSQMBC pulse scheme can favor the sensitive observation of traditionally missing or very weak correla-
tions and, in addition, facilitates the detection of a significant number of still longer-range connectivities
to both protonated and non-protonated carbons under optimum sensitivity conditions. A comparative
1H–13C study is performed using strychnine as a model compound and several examples are also pro-
vided including 1H–15N applications.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Tracing long-range homo- and heteronuclear through-bond cor-
relations is a fundamental process in the structure elucidation of
small molecules and natural products studied by NMR spec-
troscopy. Homonuclear TOCSY is a very important NMR experi-
ment for establishing the identity of proton signals belonging to
the same spin system [1]. The incorporation of TOCSY transfers
in other regular NMR experiments also plays an important role in
the propagation of magnetization between remote protons, as rec-
ognized for the excellent complementarity between COSY/TOCSY
or HSQC/HSQC-TOCSY experiments (Fig. S1 in the SI). The
HSQC-TOCSY experiment essentially sorts proton–proton correla-
tions as a function of 13C chemical shift in the second frequency
domain using a well defined sequential double stage transfer
[2,3]. First, an initial HSQC scheme is used for 1H to 13C magnetiza-
tion transfer via 1J(CH). Then, the resulting in-phase 1H magnetiza-
tion is suitable for a subsequent TOCSY transfer, allowing the
correlation between protons and protonated carbons belonging
to the same J(HH) spin subsystem in a single 2D NMR experiment.
Numerous modifications of the basic HSQC-TOCSY pulse scheme
have been reported including versions designed for the quantita-
tive measurement of the magnitude and the sign of long-range

heteronuclear coupling constants (nJ(CH); n > 1) [4–12]. An equiv-
alent HSQC-COSY experiment provides analogous molecular infor-
mation but the additional J(HH) transfer is often limited to a single
neighboring proton step. H2BC has probably become the most pop-
ular version of this experiment to trace out two-bond 1H–(1H)–13C
connectivities, although longer connectivities can also be observed
[13]. However, this type of constant-time experiment can impose
stringent limitations on the F1 resolution that can be attained.
The major limitations of both HSQC-COSY and HSQC-TOCSY exper-
iments is that they only work for protonated carbons and there-
fore, quaternary carbon information is missing from these spectra.

Non-protonated centers are observed using long-range HMBC
[14] and HSQMBC [15] correlation experiments, where the evolu-
tion delay (D) is optimized to a fixed coupling value (typically
between 6 and 10 Hz) for detecting heteronuclear 2J and 3J and,
only in favorable cases, 4J correlations. In these experiments, signal
intensity depends on sin(pnJ(CH)D) and therefore cross-peaks
emanating from small nJ(CH) values (<2 Hz) usually present weak
intensity or may even be absent. Many different approaches have
been proposed to observe such weak/missing cross-peaks such as
the use of different delay optimization or the use of the accordion
approach combined with constant-time methods [16]. All these
HMBC methods have been recently reviewed in depth [17].

A refocused HSQMBC optimized to a very small nJ(CH) value
(2–4 Hz), referred to as LR-HSQMBC experiment, has been pro-
posed to efficiently detect correlations corresponding to small
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nJ(CH) values [18–20]. It has been demonstrated that the typical
range of HMBC data, which usually includes 2J and 3J connections,
can be efficiently extended in a similar fashion as an alternative
but much less sensitive 1,n-ADEQUATE experiment, even in
sample-limited situations or in proton-deficient molecules [21].
The LR-HSQMBC method allows the observation of longer-range
>3J (4J, 5J, and even 6J) correlations as well as some of the missing
2J/3J. In the cryptospirolepine example, even 6J and 7J correlations
from two N-methyl groups to the carbonyl were observed [22].
As a result, it was concluded that the ‘‘short-range’’ HMBC and
the ‘‘long-range’’ LR-HSQMBC are complementary tools to trace
out proton/carbon skeletons in natural products of high
complexity.

In this work we set out to explore and evaluate two further
experimental approaches, broadband HSQMBC-COSY and
HSQMBC-TOCSY experiments, as complements to the standard
HSQC-TOCSY, HMBC/HSQMBC, LR-HSQMBC, and ADEQUATE exper-
iments to observe either missing or weak short-range (2J/3J) as well
as long-range (>3J) heteronuclear correlations under optimum sen-
sitivity conditions (Scheme 1). The proposed experiments retain the
simplicity of their 1H frequency-selective versions (selHSQMBC
[23,24], selHSQMBC-COSY [25] and selHSQMBC-TOCSY [26]) which
have been recently reported for the quantitative measurement of
the magnitude and the sign of nJ(CH) and allow a general and rou-
tine application with a minimum set-up.

2. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 presents the three pulse schemes evaluated in the present
study to map long-range heteronuclear correlations. The basic
pulse scheme of Fig. 1A is a refocused HSQMBC experiment, similar
to a conventional HSQC pulse train with the interpulse delay, D,
optimized to 1/(2 ⁄ nJ(CH)) (typically about 50–80 ms). It employs
a refocusing INEPT to bring small heteronuclear coupling magneti-
zation back in-phase in order to perform data acquisition using
broadband heteronuclear decoupling. The method uses the
echo/anti-echo gradient selection protocol and data are
phase-sensitive rather than magnitude calculated, the latter being

typically employed in the HMBC experiment. The first analog,
HSQMBC-COSY, includes a final 90�(y) 1H pulse incorporated in
the pulse sequence to generate an additional homonuclear COSY

Scheme 1. Magnetization transfer mechanisms involved in different long-range heteronuclear correlation NMR experiments.

Fig. 1. Pulse schemes for the (A) HSQMBC, (B) HSQMBC-COSY, and (C) HSQMBC-
TOCSY heteronuclear correlation experiments. The delay D is set to 1/[2 ⁄ nJ(CH)]
and all 13C 180� pulses were adiabatic CHIRP pulses for broadband inversion and
refocusing and broadband heteronuclear decoupling is applied during proton
acquisition. The added COSY and TOCSY blocks in B and C are marked with a box.
Complete details are found in the experimental section.
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transfer (Fig. 1B). This experiment affords a dual step transfer
mechanism (nJ(CH) + J(HH)) since J(HH) couplings also evolve dur-
ing the INEPT periods. Finally, the HSQMBC-TOCSY pulse scheme
(Fig. 1C) incorporates a 1H–1H TOCSY transfer mechanism, being
practically the same pulse scheme as the HSQC-TOCSY experiment.
The transfer mechanism of the HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment is
based on a dual nJ(CH) + RJ(HH) step where D is optimized for
nJ(CH). In terms of overall pulse sequence length, the
HSQMBC-TOCSY sequence is longer than the HSQMBC and
HSQMBC-COSY counterparts due to the additional duration of the
TOCSY mixing process in the form of a z-filtered DIPSI pulse train.
This fact can introduce some sensitivity losses in molecules having
shorter T2 relaxation times but it offers superior performance
through modulation of the signal propagation as a function of
the TOCSY duration. No attempts have been employed to minimize
the presence of direct responses in these experiments by including,
for instance, a BIRD element into the initial INEPT period because
the last COSY/TOCSY transfer would recover part of these
contributions.

All three experiments use the same data acquisition and pro-
cessing set-up and therefore, it is easy to perform a comparative
study in terms of relative sensitivity and the number and nature
of the observed cross-peaks from each of the methods. The alkaloid
strychnine (1) has been chosen as a target to study the response of
long-range correlations as a function of their J(CH) values. This
molecule should present 40 2J and 68 3J heteronuclear connectivi-
ties. Taking as a basis the theoretical J(CH) values of strychnine
previously calculated by DFT [27], 5 correlations should be
expected with 2J < 1 Hz, 12 with 1 Hz < 2J < 2 Hz, 11 with 3J < 1 Hz
and 8 with 1 Hz < 3J < 2 Hz. This means that 42.5% of 2J and 28%
of 3J connectivities present couplings smaller than 2 Hz and, a

priori, they would show a very small intensity or would even be
absent in a conventional 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC experiment.
Fig. 2 shows the HSQMBC, HSQMBC-COSY and HSQMBC-TOCSY
(40 ms mixing time) spectra of strychnine (1) acquired with the
pulse sequences described in Fig. 1 and processed identically. It
can be quickly observed that a significant number of additional
cross-peaks are observed in the two hyphenated experiments.
Table 1 summarizes the numbers of correlations obtained in these
spectra and compares the results with the data previously reported
for the same target molecule using other related NMR experiments
such as LR-HSQMBC, decoupled refocused HMBC (D-HMBC) and
conventional HMBC, the three experiments were optimized to

Fig. 2. (A) HSQMBC, (B) HSQMBC-COSY and (C) HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra (8 Hz optimized) of strychnine (1). For a detailed comparison, the marked areas are expanded in
Fig. 3.

Table 1
Comparison of the number and the nature of long-range heteronuclear responses
observed in different NMR experiments performed on the alkaloid strychnine.

2J 3J 4J 5J 6J Total >3J Total

2 Hz LR-HSQMBC a 33 59 55 11 2 68 160
2 Hz D-HMBC a 29 43 34 8 2 44 116
2 Hz HMBC a 34 54 43 10 1 54 142
8 Hz HMBC a 34 53 36 4 1 41 129
HSQC_TOCSY b 23 15 11 2 0 13 51
8 Hz HSQMBC-Refoc c 36 58 40 1 0 41 135
8 Hz HSQMBC-COSY d 38 58 58 14 2 74 170
8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY e 38 58 65 18 3 86 182

a Taken from [18].
b Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1C optimized to 140 Hz.
c Measured in this work using pulse sequence of Fig. 1A optimized to 8 Hz.
d Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1B optimized to 8 Hz.
e Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1C optimized to 8 Hz

and using a mixing time of 40 ms.
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2 Hz, as well as to an HMBC experiment optimized to 8 Hz [18]. In
this previous study, it was shown the major number of connectiv-
ities were observed in the LR-HSQMBC (68 correlations >3J and a
total of 160 correlations) experiment. Otherwise, the conventional
8 Hz HMBC showed a number of correlations (129) that are in
strong agreement with our results obtained with a regular 8 Hz

HSQMBC, (135 connectivities). Of particular interest is the excel-
lent and similar behavior of the 8 Hz HSQMBC-COSY vs. 2 Hz
LR-HSQMBC, providing a total number of correlations of 162 vs
160, respectively, and 74 >3J correlations compared to 68. An
advantage of the 8 Hz HSQMBC-COSY experiment is that it offers
better sensitivity because it avoids the use of long INEPT delays,

Fig. 4. (A) 1H Reference spectrum. 1D slices corresponding to the C10 carbon frequencies extracted from the (B) 8 Hz HSQMBC and (C and D) 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY (40 and
60 ms, respectively) spectra of 1. Proton NMR spectrum is shown in (A) for reference. Purple arrows stand for correlations from B whereas the red arrows stand for
correlations from C to D). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Expanded areas corresponding to the (A) 8 Hz HSQMBC (see Fig. 2A) and (B) 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra with a 40 ms TOCSY mixing time (see Fig. 2C) of 1. The
number of bonds across which the correlation is observed is shown parenthetically. Schematic illustration showing the (C) direct 1H–13C HSQMBC and (D) relayed HSQMBC-
TOCSY correlations observed for the H13 proton.
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as found in a 2 Hz optimized LR-HSQMBC experiment (250 ms
long), which can become critical in molecules presenting short T2

relaxation times. The results obtained with the HSQMBC-TOCSY
experiment exceed the performance of all other experiments. A
total of 182 correlations were observed, 86 of them being of >3J.
This represents a 14% increase over the total number of correla-
tions observed in the LR-HSQMBC experiment and a 26% increase
in the correlations observed that were >3J [18]. In order to be con-
fident with data in Table 1 and to compare the relative sensitivity
and complementarity between related experiments reported in
Ref. [18], we have collected 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY and 2 Hz
LR-HSQMBC experiments under the same experimental conditions
and overall acquisition times (Figs. S2–S4).

Selected expansions to highlight the complementarity between
HSQMBC and HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra are shown in Fig. 3. For
instance, H15b and H13 protons each exhibit four intense
cross-peaks in the 8 Hz HSQMBC spectrum, corresponding to cor-
relations arising from coupling constants in the range of 3.1–
7.6 Hz, all experimentally measured from selHSQMBC experiments
[23,24]. In comparison, the number of correlations is increased in
the 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment recorded with an additional
40 ms TOCSY transfer (compare Fig. 3A vs B). H15b shows seven
additional cross-peaks, including the direct correlation response,
a 3J correlation to the quaternary C7 carbon, and five new 4J con-
nectivities. As an additional benefit compared to HSQC-TOCSY,
long-range correlations can be observed with proton/carbon pairs
belonging to different 1H spin systems, such as the four-bond
H15b–C22 connectivities through the vicinal J(H15b–
H14) = 1.9 Hz coupling, or H15b–C20 through a mixture of both
H15b–H14 and J(H15b–H16) = 2.1 Hz transfer mechanisms. On
the other hand, H13 shows seven new cross-peaks, including its
direct correlation, a 2J connectivity with C12, two new 3J correla-
tions to C7 and C11, and three 4J correlations including the aro-
matic C5 and C6 non-protonated carbons (Fig. 3C vs D). For
instance, the observed correlation of H13 to C5 and C6 arise from
an initial 3J coupling of these carbons to H8 followed by a TOCSY
transfer from H8 to H13. It can be concluded that many
cross-peaks corresponding to nJ(CH) correlations <1 Hz can be
detected in a 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY spectrum under
optimum sensitivity conditions. The number of connectivities
could be increased provided that the use of longer TOCSY allows
the J(HH) propagation without serious sensitivity losses by
relaxation.

Similar conclusions can be extracted from an equivalent com-
parative study performed on the alkaloid quinine (see Table S1
and Figs. S5–S7 in the SI). The total number of correlations
observed in HSQC-TOCSY, HSQMBC, HSQMBC-COSY and
HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra were 98, 112, 127 and 159, respectively.
Of these, 31, 32, 44 and 71 cross-peaks correspond to >3J connec-
tivities, respectively.

The HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment can also benefit from the
sequential propagation character associated with the TOCSY trans-
fer. The 8 Hz HSQMBC 1D trace corresponding to the carbonyl C10
carbon exhibits two-bond correlations to the diastereotopic H11a
and H11b protons as well as a three-bond correlation to H12 pro-
ton (Fig. 4B). These interactions correspond to coupling constant
values of �7.9, �6.3, and +2.0 Hz, respectively, as determined from
selective HSQMBC-TOCSY-IPAP experiments [26]. It can be shown
that the equivalent 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY with a 40 ms DIPSI-2
mixing time affords an additional four-bond connectivity to H13
(Fig. 4C) and the use of a longer mixing time (60 ms) shows a fur-
ther correlation to the H8 proton (Fig. 4D). Clearly, the H8–C10
peak results from the effective five-bond transfer pathway thanks
to the sequential TOCSY transfer via the large J(H8–H13) trans

Fig. 5. 1D slices extracted from the (A) C12 and (B) C10 carbon frequencies of the 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY spectrum of strychnine acquired (middle) without and
(top) with a ZQF element into the z-filtered DIPSI-2 element (40 ms).

Fig. 6. Comparison of 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra of 1 acquired with
(A) uniform sampling (128 t1 increments) and (B) 10% NUS. Both datasets have been
acquired with the same experimental time.
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diaxial coupling (10.5 Hz) and not from the direct three-bond cor-
relation through the nitrogen N9 atom. Theoretical calculations
afforded H13–C10 and H8–C10 coupling constants of +0.10 and
�0.12 Hz, respectively [27].

As shown in Fig. 4C and D and, as was previously reported for
other TOCSY-related experiments, signals after the HSQMBC and/or
after the DIPSI mixing process can present dispersive anti-phase
contributions that lead to distorted cross-peaks. The
HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment can be further perfected by incorpo-
rating a zero-quantum filter (ZQF) [28] consisting of a simultane-
ous adiabatic 1H pulse and the gradient Go applied just after the
DIPSI-2 train for a complete removal of any anti-phase contribu-
tion (see Fig. S8 in the SI). In this PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment,
pure in-phase (PIP) signals are obtained, as previously reported for
related HSQC-TOCSY [10] and PIP-HSQMBC [29] experiments. This
can be particularly useful when determining nJ(CH) coupling con-
stants along the detected dimension. In such cases no 13C decou-
pling is applied during acquisition and the analysis of
cross-peaks will exhibit an additional IP splitting due to the active
J(CH) value. The price to be paid is a sensitivity loss that in some
cases could preclude the observation of some signal(s). For
instance, note how the intense H22–C12 or H13-10 cross peaks
practically vanishes when a ZQF is applied (Fig. 5). The analysis
of pure in-phase multiplets facilitates a more accurate analysis
and a reliable extraction of nJ(CH) value. In the case of
non-resolved multiplets, nJ(CH) can be extracted comparing line-
widths in coupled/decoupled spectra [7]. In contrast to the
PIP-HSQMBC experiment [29], a PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY cross-peak
can be the cumulative result of several and different coupling path-
way contributions. This would preclude the extraction of nJ(CH)
using the IPAP methodology or the determination of the relative
sign as reported for selective HSQMBC versions [23–26].

The HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment is amenable for other practical
considerations. For instance, the encoding G1 and decoding G2 gra-
dients used for coherence selection are separated by both the long
refocusing and the TOCSY periods, which can lengthen the pulse
sequence by about 100–120 ms under routine conditions. This pro-
longation can introduce sensitivity losses due to diffusion effects
that can be diminished by a careful setting of the maximum

gradient strengths. Conversely, convection effects can also be
encountered in routine analysis when working with temperature
regulation and common non-viscous solvents. Simply spinning
the sample can be a viable means to avoid these problems, thereby
maximizing sensitivity. We also have studied the impact of acquir-
ing HSQMBC-TOCSY datasets using conventional vs. non-uniform
sampling (NUS) [30]. Important gains in digital resolution along
the indirect dimension have been achieved under the same

Fig. 7. 8 Hz optimized 1H–15N HSQMBC-TOCSY on strychnine, using a mixing time of 60 ms.

Fig. 8. 1H–15N HSQMBC-TOCSY spectrum (60 ms mixing time) of 1,7-phenantroline
optimized to 8 Hz. Red arrows stand for correlations from a conventional HSQMBC
whereas the purple arrows stand for additional correlations from this spectrum.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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experimental times using 10–25% of NUS data (Fig. 6, Figs. S9 and
S10). In the case of PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY, 25% of NUS keeps the data
quality high maintaining the well defined in-phase multiplet struc-
ture required for a precise J extraction are maintained; however,
sampling the data more sparsely could distort the final multiplets.
Although the experimental percentage of applied NUS is a
sample-dependent parameter, additional datasets confirming all
these predictions are also provided for the cyclic peptide cyclos-
porine (Figs. S11–S13 in the SI). Alternatively, NUS can also be used
to shorten experimental time but spectral quality may be affected
if a reduced number of t1 increments is used.

HSQMBC-TOCSY can be especially interesting when applied to
other heteronuclei [31]. Fig. 7 shows the 1H–15N counterpart of the
HSQMBC-COSY experiment of 1, which displays all expected 2J, 3J,
and 4J proton–nitrogen connectivities for both N9 and N19 centers.
There are additional correlations to the aliphatic N19 resonance in
the spectrum above that are not observed in either conventional
1H–15N HMBC spectra or 2 Hz optimized 1H–15N LR-HSQMBC spec-
tra [20]. N19 exhibited correlations to H16, H20a/b, H18a/b, H15a
(weak), and H17a/b in the 2-Hz LR-HSQMBC spectrum. In addition,
correlations are also observed to H14, H15a (strong peak vs. weak
in the LR-HSQMBC spectrum) and to H15b. Another example is
shown in Fig. 8. A 10 Hz 1H–15N PIP-HSQMBC spectrum of the
organic heterocycle 1,7-phenanthroline only shows two intense
cross-peaks corresponding to the two-bond N1–H2 and N7–H8 cor-
relations. These couplings are �11.2 and �10.7 Hz, respectively, as
measured from their PIP signals (Fig. S14). The additional TOCSY
scheme visualizes additional 3J and 4J correlations with excellent
sensitivity, despite their very low nJ(NH) values.

3. Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that HSQMBC-COSY and
HSQMBC-TOCSY experiments can be valuable and complementary
tools to the conventional HSQMBC experiment. As concluded for
the LR-HSQMBC experiment, the information density extracted
from HSQMBC-COSY and HSQMBC-TOCSY due to the large number
of detected nJ correlations is generally too high to be used directly
without ‘‘filtering’’ shorter range correlations that would come
from HMBC. These experiments can provide additional 1H–13C cor-
relations even in the extreme case that the corresponding
nJ � 0 Hz. They are useful to confirm regular two- or three-bond
correlations that are missing in the conventional HSQMBC experi-
ment, or longer range correlations depending to the duration of the
TOCSY mixing time and to the existing 1H spin systems. Naturally,
the success of these methods will depend on the molecule and spin
systems being studied and on the presence of J(HH).

All of the experiments described use the same acquisition,
set-up, and processing protocols as the original HSQMBC experi-
ment and offer better sensitivity than some complementary exper-
iments like the recently proposed LR-HSQMBC that use longer
evolution delays or the less sensitive ADEQUATE [32,33] or
HCNMBC [34] experiments, which are based on 13C–13C and
13C–15N transfers at natural abundance, respectively. On the other
hand the HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment can be easily tuned for
quantitative measurements using the PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY version
which affords pure in-phase multiplets amenable for a direct anal-
ysis or for a coupled/decoupled approach. Application to any type
of heteronucleus is perfectly suitable, as shown for 1H–15N correla-
tion experiments.

4. Methods and materials

NMR experiments were recorded at 298 K on a BRUKER
DRX-500 spectrometer equiped with a 3-channel 5-mm cryoprobe

incorporating a z-gradient coil. The test sample was 20 mg of
strychnine (1) in 0.6 ml of CDCl3. The 2D HSQMBC, HSQMBC, and
HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra of Fig. 2 were recorded with the pulse
sequences shown in Fig. 1A–C, respectively, optimized to 8 Hz
(D = 1/(2 ⁄ nJ(CH)) = 62.5 ms). The recycle delay was 1 s and 4
scans were collected for each of the 128 t1 increments accumu-
lated, with 2048 data points in each t1 increment. Prior to
Fourier-transformation, zero-filling to 1024 points in F1 and a
squared sine-bell apodization phase-shifted 90� in both dimen-
sions were applied. The total experimental time was about
14 min for each individual experiment. Pulse phases are x unless
indicated otherwise and a basic two-step phase cycling scheme is
applied: U1 = x, �x, Ur = x, �x. Gradient echo/anti-echo and coher-
ence selection was achieved by switching gradients according to
G1/G2 = ±80:20.1. Gradients G1 and G2 with a duration of 1 ms
(d) are used for echo–antiecho coherence selection, d stands for
the ovell duration of the gradient and its recovery delay and
d0 = d + t1. TPPI-like incrementation with the echo/anti-echo
recording scheme was achieved by simultaneous inversion of 13C
pulses applied prior to the variable t1 period. 13C 180� pulses are
applied as CHIRP inversion and refocusing pulses of 500 ls and
2000 ls of duration, respectively. The optional ZQF element in
the PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment (see pulse scheme in Fig. S8)
includes a chirped adiabatic 180� 1H pulse of 30 ms of duration
applied simultaneously with a purging G0 gradient of 1.6 G cm�1

to remove undesired transverse and ZQ contributions.
NUS was applied using the standard protocols incorporated into

the TOPSPIN 3.1 software package. Different datasets were
recorded with different percentage of data sampling (from 10% to
50%) and processed using the compressed sensing algorithm for
reconstructing the final spectra.

1H–15N HSQMBC, HSQMBC-COSY and HSQMBC-TOCSY experi-
ments were recorded on the same sample of strychnine and on a
sample of 20 mg of 1,7-phenantroline in CDCl3. These experiments
were collected under similar conditions as described for the 13C
counterparts, using a G1:G2 gradient strength of ±80:8.1. The
interpulse delay was optimized to D = 1/(2 ⁄ nJ(NH)) as indicated
in each example and the number scans was incremented to 32
per each one of the 32 t1 increments. Data were processed as
described before using a zero-filling to 256 K in the indirect dimen-
sion. No NUS were applied in these examples.
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Figure S1: Complementarity between TOCSY-related (60 ms mixing time) versus 

regular NMR experiments: A) COSY compared to TOCSY; B) HSQC compared to 

HSQC-TOCSY and C) HSQMBC compared to HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra. The sample 

is strychnine in CDCl3. 
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Figure S2: A) HSQMBC-TOCSY and B) LR-HSQMBC spectra of strychnine in CDCl3. 

For a confidence comparison, both experiments were sequentially recorded in a 1.7mm 

microcryoprobe using 8 scans per each one of the 128 t1 increments. The overall 

acquisition time for each experiment was about 30 minutes.  
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Figure S3: 1D rows extracted at the carbonyl C10 
13

C chemical shift from the 

HSQMBC-TOCSY and LR-HSQMBC spectra of Figure S2. Compare the sensitivity 

and the complementarity between the two different approaches. 

 

Figure S4: 1D rows extracted at the olefinic C21 
13

C chemical shift from the spectra of 

Figure S2. Compare the sensitivity and the complementarity between the two different 

approaches. 
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Table S1:    Comparison of long-range heteronuclear responses observed in different 

NMR experiments performed on quinine, 2.  

  

2
J 

3
J 

4
J 

5
J 

6
J 

Total 

>
3
J 

Total 

HSQC-TOCSY
 a
 30 37 30 1 0 31 98 

HSQMBC-Refoc
 b
 30 50 27 4 1 32 112 

HSQMBC-COSY
 c
 34 49 37 7 0 44 127 

HSQMBC-TOCSY
 d

 34 54 49 13 8 71 159 

 

a 
Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1C optimized to 140 Hz and using a 

mixing time of 60 ms. 

b
 Measured in this work using pulse sequence of Fig. 1A optimized to 8 Hz. 

c 
Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1B optimized to 8 Hz. 

d
 Measured in this work using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1C optimized to 8 Hz and using a 

mixing time of 60 ms. 
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Figure S5: A) HSQC (optimized to 145 Hz), B) HSQC-TOCSY (optimized to 145 Hz 

and using a mixing time of 60 ms), C) HSQMBC (optimized to 8 Hz) and D) 

HSQMBC-TOCSY (optimized to 8 Hz and using a mixing time of 60 ms) spectra of 

quinine (2) in CDCl3. See expanded areas in Figure S6. 
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Figure S6: Expanded areas extracted from spectra of Figure S5, corresponding to A) 

HSQC-TOCSY, B) HSQMBC, and C) HSQMBC-TOCSY experiments of quinine. In 

C), enhanced cross-peaks are encircled. 
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Figure S7: Comparison of 1D slices extracted from the same 
13

C row at 118.5 ppm 

(C3’) in A) 8 Hz HSQMBC and B) 8 Hz HSQMBC-TOCSY (60 ms) spectra of quinine 

(as shown in Fig. S5). 16 scans were acquired for each one of the 128 t1 increments in 

each experiment. Note that long-range correlations to 
6
J, 

7
J and 

8
J can be observed in 

C). 
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Figure S8: Pulse scheme for the 
1
H-X PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment. The delay  

is set to 1/[2*
n
J(CH)] and the ZQ-filter after the DIPSI-2 train includes a chirped 

adiabatic 180º 
1
H pulse applied simultaneously with a purging G0 gradient; 

Broadband heteronuclear decoupling during proton acquisition is optional (not 

shown).  
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Figure S9: Comparison of 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra of 1 acquired 

with the same experimental time using A) uniform sampling (128 t1 increments), B) 

25% NUS (512 t1 increments) and C) 10% NUS (1280 t1 increments).  
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Figure S10: Comparison of 1D slices extracted at the C12 chemical shift from 8 Hz 

optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra of 1 acquired with B) uniform sampling (128 t1 

increments) and C) 25% NUS and D) 10% NUS (see Figure S9).  
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Figure S11: 8 Hz optimized A) HSQMBC and B) HSQMBC-TOCSY (40 ms) spectra of 

cyclosporine in C6D6.  
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Figure S12: Comparison between a 8 Hz optimized HSQMBC-TOCSY (40 ms) spectra 

of cyclosporine in C6D6 acquired under the same experimental time A) with uniform 

sampling (128 t1 increments) and B) with 25% of non-uniform sampling (512 t1 

increments).  
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Figure S13: Expansions of the carbonyl region of the 8 Hz optimized A) HSQMBC, B) 

HSQMBC-TOCSY (40 ms) and C) HSQMBC-TOCSY with 25% NUS spectra of 

cyclosporine in C6D6 acquired with the same experimental times.  
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Figure S14: A) PIP-HSQMBC and B) PIP-HSQMBC-TOCSY spectra of 1,7-

phenantroline optimized to 12 Hz. Whereas two main cross-peaks corresponding to the 

2
J(NH) couplings are observed in the standard HSQMBC (see expansion in C)), three- 

and four-bound NH connectivities are clearly visible in the corresponding HSQMBC-

TOCSY spectrum. These long range correlations correspond to coupling values smaller 

than 1.5 Hz, as confirmed by the IPAP-HSQMBC-TOCSY experiment.   
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SUMMARY

In the field of NMR, one of the principal aims is obtaining the best available resolution

in the least amount of time. Many techniques have been developed over the years to get

a desired improved resolution in 2D NMR spectra. Some of the most notorious methods

are:  i)  the  reduction  of  the  spectral  width  to  achieve  spectral  aliasing,  ii)  the

implementation of non-uniform sampling (NUS) to decrease the number of t1 increments

needed for an equal resolution, and iii) the use of broadband homodecoupled or pure-

shift techniques in order to simplify multiplet appearance and enhance signal resolution.

Enhanced resolution is fundamental to differentiate hidden signals or to measure

couplings  with  high  accuracy.  In  this  publication,  it  is  illustrated  how  with  the

simultaneous use of the three resolution-enhanced methods (NUS, spectral aliasing and

pure-shift  techniques)  in  a single NMR experiment  affords incredible  levels  of both

signal  and  digital  resolution  in  optimum  spectrometer  times.  It  is  shown  how  the

resolution achieved allows the measurement, not only of the magnitude, but of the sign

of  both  coupling  constants  JCX and  JHX  (being  X=  19F,  31P,  and  2H) from E.COSY

patterns  obtained  in  a  fast  2D  ultra-high  resolved-HSQC  spectra.  Coupling  values

smaller than the linewidth can be determined from simplified cross-peaks.
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Ultra high-resolution HSQC: application to the
efficient and accurate measurement of
heteronuclear coupling constants†

Núria Marcó, André Fredi and Teodor Parella*

A rapid NMR data acquisition strategy in terms of enhanced resolution

per time unit for the simple and efficient determination of multiple

coupling constants is described. The use of 13C spectral aliasing

combined by broadband 1H homodecoupling allows accurate

measurements from ultra high resolved 2D HSQC cross-peaks.

Digital resolution and signal resolution are two important concepts
in NMR spectroscopy. One of the more critical parameters defining
the total acquisition time of a 2D NMR experiment is the number of
t1 evolution times required to achieve a satisfactory digital resolution
in its indirect F1 dimension. This is particularly important when
analyzing highly congested areas where signal overlap can occur due
to the lack of resolution. Many different solutions to improve this
limitation have been proposed over the years such as the use of
region-selective pulses,1 spectral-aliasing,2–8 non-uniform sampling
or maximum-entropy reconstruction algorithms,9 among others. Of
these, the use of spectral aliasing plays a particular role for its great
simplicity, general application and high efficiency, as demonstrated
by the interesting applications reported for kinetic, diffusion and
titration NMR studies, in addition to structural characterization of
similar compounds or the analysis of highly overlapped spectra and
complex mixtures.

In this study, the success in implementing spectral aliasing
into routine NMR experiments is expanded by demonstrating its
high relevance to the easy measurement of coupling constants
from the indirect dimension of 2D HSQC spectra. It also shows its
full compatibility with modern pure shift NMR techniques,10–13

enhancing even more signal dispersion, as recently reported for
the determination of small chemical shift differences in enantio-
differentiation studies.14 The resulting joint effects to combine
13C spectral aliasing in the F1 dimension and broadband
1H homonuclear decoupling in the detected F2 dimension of
a 2D HSQC experiment afford ultra high resolved cross-peaks

from which the analysis and the extraction of accurate J values
become more efficient.

For proof of principle, we illustrate our proposal by measuring
the sign and the magnitude of both J(CF) and J(HF) coupling
constants in fluorinated compounds from the clean E.COSY
pattern obtained in high-resolved HSQC spectra.15–21 Attempts
to measure these couplings from a regular 2D HSQC spectrum
frequently encounter the lack of spectral resolution along the F1
dimension. Spectral aliasing is easily achieved by setting a very
small 13C spectral width (SW(13C)), and the practical consequence
is a tremendous resolution enhancement without any other
special requirements such as pulse sequence modification, par-
ticular hardware configuration, additional set-up or the need for
post-processing tools. For instance, using a conventional SW(13C)
of 160 ppm and 128 t1 increments, a poor digital resolution of
251.5 Hz/Pt is achieved before data processing. Upon reducing
SW(13C) to 2 ppm, an improved digital resolution of 3.1 Hz/Pt is
automatically achieved which should be equivalent to acquire
10 200 t1 increments, representing an increased factor in terms of
resolution or acquisition time of about 80. As an example, Fig. 1A
shows the spectral-aliased HSQC spectrum of 2-fluoropyridine
recorded using a 400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a standard
broadband probehead. Excellent resolution levels are achieved using
SW(13C) of 2 ppm and 128 t1 increments, within a short experimental
time of 7 minutes and without the need for any additional prior
calibration or set up. After data processing, the resolution in the F2
and F1 dimensions is 0.5 and 0.2 Hz/Pt, respectively.

Spectral aliasing depends on the quadrature detection mode used
in the F1 dimension and, in contrast to the effects associated with
spectral folding, the phase properties and the appearance of the
E.COSY multiplet structure in the reported HSQC are retained as in
the original experiment. Hence, the magnitude and the relative sign
between CF and HF couplings can be extracted by a direct and
simple analysis of each individual signal. For instance, note the clear
splitting and the relative positive/negative slope for all cross-peaks,
even for the small couplings of J(C5–F) = +4.4 Hz and J(H5–F) =
+2.3 Hz, displayed for the C5–H5 correlation or the small J(H6–F) =
�1.1 Hz. All data agree with previously reported results22 and simple
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modifications of the basic pulse sequence can offer additional
measurements, such as the simultaneous determination of a com-
plete set of magnitudes and signs of 1J(CH), J(FH) and J(FC) coupling
constants from a F2-13C-coupled spectral-aliased HSQC spectrum
(Fig. S1, ESI†). In these spectra, the observed chemical shift value
from signals outside of the active window deviates from its true value
due to the extensive signal aliasing. In practice, this is not a problem
because the determination of coupling constants is usually per-
formed after a chemical shift assignment process and, therefore, the
real chemical shift can be reestablished, if needed, comparing
aliased data obtained from a reference HSQC or 1D 13C spectrum,2

by recording two differently SW(13C)-optimized datasets2,3,8 or using
computer-optimized methods.4 Anyway, the ambiguity in the
incorrect d(13C) assignment in HSQC spectra is easily resolved
because each individual proton yields only a single cross-peak.

Fig. 2 compares the different 2D cross-peak resolutions exclusively
as a function of SW(13C), whereas all other experimental parameters
remain exactly the same. Clearly, the use of SW(13C) between 2 and
5 ppm resolves most of the coupling patterns. It is also shown how
the signal dispersion is further enhanced from the spectral-aliased
pure shift HSQC experiment which uses a BIRD-based element for
homonuclear decoupling during acquisition13,14 (see Fig. 1B and the
right column in Fig. 2). In addition to the evident simplification of the
multiplet structure, a relative sensitivity gain is also achieved by signal
collapsing as shown in 1D traces of Fig. 1.

The performance of the experiment has also been verified
with albaconazole, a triazole derivative with potent and broad
spectrum antifungal activity containing two fluorine atoms in
its structure. The advantages of 2D multiplet simplification are
visible from the results obtained from the double E.COSY
nature of some cross-peaks (Fig. 3). The relative sign and the
magnitude of four- and five-bond J(FH) and J(CF) couplings are
readily and simultaneously measured. It can be seen how the
highly overlapped H-21 and H-23 can be clearly distinguished,
allowing the easy measurement of their couplings. In the case
of H-23, note the different positive/negative skew observed for
their 3J(HF) and 5J(HF) correlations. Note that in the case of the

diastereotopic H-13 and H-130 protons, the geminal 2J(HH) is
still observed because BIRD cannot homodecouple these

Fig. 1 2D spectral-aliased 1H–13C HSQC spectrum of 2-fluoropyridine
acquired with a reduced SW(13C) of 2 ppm: (A) without and (B) with broadband
1H homodecoupling in the F2 dimension. (C) Expanded cross-peaks showing
the high levels of digitization and signal dispersion achieved for each experiment.

Fig. 2 Experimental effects on signal resolution after reducing SW(13C) in
HSQC experiments. In the right column, the additional benefits to add broad-
band 1H homodeocupling along the detected F2 dimension can be appreciated.

Fig. 3 2D spectral-aliased 1H–13C HSQC spectrum of albaconazole acquired
with a reduced SW(13C) of 2 ppm: (A) without and (B) with broadband 1H
homodecoupling in the detected dimension. (C) Expanded 2D cross-peaks
showing the high levels of digitization and signal dispersion for each experiment.
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interactions. In these protons, small and positive five-bond
5J(H13–F20) couplings smaller than the line width can be
determined, even without being resolved in the conventional
1H multiplet.

A further example involves the measurement of the magnitude
and sign of J(CP) and J(HP) in phosphorus-containing molecules
(Fig. 4). Previous studies performed these measurements using
conventional experiments applying numerous t1 increments, using
scaling J factors along the F1 dimension or by triple resonance
1H/13C/31P NMR experiments.23,24 Note, for instance, the advanta-
geous resolution conditions for the wide and highly complex 1H
resonance corresponding to the olefinic H2 proton in allyltriphenyl-
phosphonium bromide, which present an overall multiplet width of
45.9 Hz. The H2–C2 HSQC cross-peak is reduced to an ultra
simplified and well resolved two-component E.COSY multiplet
pattern with line widths of only 3.5 Hz (Fig. S4, ESI†). It must also
be highlighted that 4J(CP) and 5J(PH) are precisely measured. The
absolute signs of the involved couplings can be obtained taking a
known coupling as a reference cross-peak. In the absence of this
reference, a spectral-aliased HSQC-TOCSY experiment can be very
helpful because it provides different cross-peaks for the same 1H or
13C peak (Fig. S5, ESI†). Thus, comparison of the skew patterns of all
cross-peaks for a determined proton (selected column) or a specific
carbon (selected row) can facilitate this determination.

Finally, the method has been applied to a mixture of common
deuterated solvents (acetonitrile, acetone, dimethyl sulfoxide, metha-
nol and methylene chloride) for the fast and efficient measurement
of J(HD) and J(CD) in residual mono-deuterated isotopomeric
derivatives (Fig. 5). The negative slope for all observed cross-peaks
confirms the negative sign of the small 2J(HD) couplings, assuming
that 1J(CD) is positive. The high precision achieved in the indirect
dimension makes these experiments very interesting to obtain H/D
and 12C/13C isotope effects on both 1H and 13C chemical shifts.

It can be anticipated that spectral aliasing can be extended
in a variety of NMR experiments involving J measurement from
the F1 dimension of a 2D spectrum. The most obvious applications
should be the measurement of the reported J(XH) and J(CX)
couplings on non-protonated carbons from spectral aliased HMBC
or HSQMBC experiments or the measurement of 1J(CH) along the
F1 dimension of F1-coupled HSQC spectra, with particular interest
in the measurement of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) in small
molecules dissolved in weakly aligned anisotropic media.25 Also of
interest should be the measurement of long-range proton–carbon
coupling constants, as reported for the SJS-HSQC experiment
which provide the sign and the magnitude of J(HH) and nJ(CH)26

(see Fig. S6, ESI†). The feasibility of simplifying multiplet patterns
by broadband homodecoupling in this type of experiment is under
investigation and will be published elsewhere.

The proposed strategy is far superior to other NMR methods
which have been recently introduced to measure the same hetero-
nuclear couplings, some of them require sophisticated pulse
sequences with specialized set up, and hardware with special
configuration such as triple-resonance hardware capable of perform-
ing fluorine detection,15,16 and others provide only the magnitude of
J(HF) couplings17–20 or/and do not determine the positive/negative
sign of the coupling.19–21 In addition, despite the relative sensitivity
losses and the minimum increment of total acquisition time
associated with the very narrow SW(13C) and consequently long

Fig. 4 (A) Spectral-aliased 2D 1H–13C HSQC spectrum of allyltriphenyl-
phosphonium bromide acquired with a SW(13C) of 2 ppm. (B) Pure shift
version showing ultra simplified cross-peaks. The sign and the magnitude of
(top) J(HxP) and (bottom) J(CxP) couplings are shown for each cross-peak.

Fig. 5 2D spectral aliased 1H–13C HSQC spectrum of a mixture of deuterated
solvents acquired with a SW(13C) of 2 ppm. The residual mono-protonated
isotopomers are quickly observed in the HSQC spectrum, allowing the fast
measurement of 2J(HD) and 1J(CD).
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evolution times required for the multiple aliasing method (Fig. S2,
ESI†), our method offers optimum sensitivity without the important
losses associated with other related pure-shift methods. Also, its 2D
nature allows it to be used for assignment purposes, avoiding the
limitation of signal overlap in 1D NMR methods.

In summary, it has been shown that the superb digital
resolution achieved in spectral aliased HSQC experiments allows
the easy and simultaneous determination of the magnitude and
the sign of J(CX) and J(HX) coupling constants (X = 19F, 31P or 2H).
A common feature of spectral aliasing is its general implementation
in many routine experiments, even in low field magnets, improving
the attainable resolution along the F1 dimension up to two orders of
magnitude by a simple change in the 13C spectral width. It has been
shown that the gains of introducing aliasing are further improved
with the large signal resolution achieved by the collapse of the J(HH)
multiplet structure by broadband 1H homodecoupling in the F2
dimension. The resulting 2D cross-peaks exhibit ultra simplified
multiplet patterns from which the measurement of the active J values
is determined in a straightforward manner. As pointed out already,
this general approach introduced in this study can be applicable
in many experiments aimed at determining coupling constants
with high accuracy. Finally, it should be added that the presented
approach is fully compatible with other enhancing methods, such as
non-uniform sampling, improving even more the signal resolution
obtained per time unit.

Financial support for this research provided by MINECO
(project CTQ2012-32436) is gratefully acknowledged. We also thank
the Servei de Ressonància Magnètica Nuclear, Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona, for allocating instrument time to this project.
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Experimental Section 

 

NMR experiments were acquired on a Bruker AVANCE spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin, 

Rheinstetten, Germany) operating at 400.13 MHz proton frequency, equipped with a 5 

mm BBOF probe and a z-axis pulsed field gradient accessory (maximum strength of 

53.5 G/cm). All spectra were collected on 20 mg of sample (2-fluoropyridine, 2,3-

difluoropyridine, albacanazole and allyltriphenylphosphonium bromide) dissolved in 

0.6 ml of CDCl3 at a temperature T = 298 K, and processed with the software TOPSPIN 

3.1. The sample for measuring J(CD) and J(HD) was prepared mixing 120l of 

commercial acetonitrile-d3 (99.80%), acetone-d6 (99.80%), DMSO-d6 (99.80%), 

methanol-d4 (99.80%) and CD2Cl2 (99.90%).  

   The non-selective 180º 1H pulses were of 12.5s duration. The 2D 1H-13C HSQC 

spectra were acquired using the pulse sequence hsqcetgpsi (Bruker’s library) and 

optimized to 140-160 Hz (=1/(2*JCH)) depending of the sample (see A+C below). Two 

scans were collected for each of the 128 t1 values with 2048 complex points in the 

corresponding FID. Data were transformed with a shifted sine window function along 

both the F1 and F2 dimensions and with a zero-filling to 1K in F1. The total 

experimental time was about 7 minutes for each 2D spectrum. The analog pure-shift 

HSQC spectra were collected under the same experimental conditions as described in 

ref. 14 (see A+C below). Broadband homodecoupling during acquisition was achieved 

applying 130 loops (n) with =8-10 ms. 
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Figure S4: Expansion extracted from spectral aliased spectra of Fig. 4 showing the 

enhanced signal simplification and dispersion achieved by applying broadband 

homonuclear decoupling. The cross-peak corresponds to the H2 proton of 

allyltriphenylphosphonium bromide. 
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Figure S6: 2D 1H-13C SIS-J-HSQC spectra after selective excitation of the H22 proton 

(20 ms Gaussian) on a degradated sample of strychnine in CDCl3. A) Standard 

experiment recorded with SW(13C)=160ppm, TD1=128w and J-scaling=20; B) SW(13C) 

reduced to 5 ppm and J-scaling=3; C) SW(13C) reduced to 1 ppm and without J-scaling. 

The E.COSY pattern provides the sign and the magnitude of J(Hx-H22) and nJ(Cx-H22) 

between the excited proton (passive spin-H22) and the observed CH cross-peak. 
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SUMMARY

The two most powerful parameters in the field of the 3D structure determination by

weakly alignment NMR spectroscopy are RDCs and RCSAs. In this publication, it is

reported  the  simultaneous  measurement  of  Δδ(1H),  Δδ(13C),  1TCH and  1JCH and

consequently RDCs and RCSAs for each available cross-peak. They can be determined

in  a  high-resolved,  sign-sensitive,  spectral-aliased,  pure  in-phase  HSQC  (SA-PIP

HSQC)  experiment  using  a  PMMA gel  as  the  weakly  alignment  media.  With  this

implementation,  the  annoying  anti-phase  contributions  of  large  1H-1H  coupling

constants are avoided guaranteeing the accuracy of the measurement. 

As  RCSA measurement  only  needs  the  variation  in  the  chemical  shift,  not  the

chemical shift per se, the loss of the real 13C chemical shift information produced by the

spectral aliasing does affect the results.

The high sensitivity of that experiment,  similar to the common HSQC, makes it

ideal in the case of diluted samples.
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Isotropic/Anisotropic NMR Editing by Resolution-Enhanced
NMR Spectroscopy
Nfflria Marc�,[a] Roberto R. Gil,[b] and Teodor Parella*[a]

Modern resolution-enhanced NMR techniques can monitor the
in situ discrimination of co-existing isotropic and anisotropic
contributions of small molecules dissolved in weakly aligning
PMMA/CDCl3 media. The simultaneous sign-sensitive determi-
nation of accurate Ddiso–aniso(1H), Ddiso–aniso(13C) and/or isotropic
1JCH and anisotropic 1TCH coupling constants (and consequently
1H-13C residual dipolar couplings and 1H/13C residual chemical
shift anisotropies) can be performed from spectral-aliased het-
eronuclear single-quantum correlation spectra.

Anisotropic NMR parameters such as residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs), residual chemical shift anisotropies (RCSAs) and residu-
al quadrupolar couplings (RQCs) have proven to provide valua-
ble structural information for small molecules and natural
products dissolved in appropriate partially aligning media.
One-bond proton-carbon RDCs (1DCH) have become the most
effective tools for a reliable one-shot determination of multiple
relative configurations.[1–5] On the other hand, the complemen-
tary use of other interesting restraints such as geminal proton–
proton (2DHH)[6] and long-range proton-carbon (nDCH)[7, 8] RDCs as
well as 13C RCSAs[9–13] have shown a more limited but not less
useful application. Very recently, the benefits to combining
computer-assisted structural elucidation (CASE) programs and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations in exclusive con-
cert with RDCs and/or RCSAs opens exciting perspectives for
the automatic and efficient structural discrimination of chal-
lenging molecular structures without the need of the classical
scalar J couplings or NOEs.[14–16] In contrast to the isotropic
(iso) J and chemical shifts (diso), anisotropic (aniso) RDCs and
RCSAs constraints show a strong dependence on the type,
nature, and level of molecular alignment of the sample to be
analysed, and therefore their accurate determination and re-
producibility represent an important, challenging task.

Experimentally, the magnitude and, above all, the sign of
RDCs or RCSAs can be determined by comparing two inde-
pendent measurements in two separate isotropic versus aniso-
tropic samples or at two different alignment conditions. A pri-
mary experimental concern is the equivalence between the iso

and aniso sample conditions besides to the possible experi-
mental errors induced between the two different measure-
ments. Also, when trying to measure RDCs/RCSAs, sample ho-
mogeneity and the absence of isotropic contributions in the
anisotropic sample should be minimised to avoid additional
errors in the measurement. Thus, the extraction of multiple
NMR parameters using a single sample (similar experimental
conditions) and from a single measurement should be highly
advantageous. Contrary to the general opinion that the pres-
ence of the isotropic contribution represents a nuisance, the
synchronised determination of both scalar 1J(CH) and total
1T(CH) in a single NMR spectrum was initially demonstrated
using a DMSO-compatible cross-linked poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) (poly-HEMA) aligning gel. In such conditions,
sizeable 1H chemical shift dispersions between iso and aniso
components (Dd=diso-daniso) around 0.1 ppm (�50 Hz at
500 MHz) could be observed in a JSB-HSQC spectrum.[17] These
simultaneous J/T measurements have been further refined in
more extreme sample conditions showing smaller magnetic
susceptibility differences, such as found in poly(methyl metha-
crylate) PMMA/CDCl3 media,[3, 18] in where more optimal analyti-
cal conditions due to the relatively longer T2 relaxation times
and narrower signals are often available.[19–21] In this Communi-
cation, a step forward is introduced by extending this optimal,
direct recording of 1H-13C RDCs at the same time that Dd(1H)
and Dd(13C) are also detected in molecules dissolved in PMMA/
CDCl3 gels. Initially, both isotropic (outside the gel) and aniso-
tropic (inside the gel) contributions are quickly monitored ana-
lysing the solvent signal by 2H NMR. NMR spectra acquired in
the fully relaxed media (DnQ = 0) can be used as a reference to
assign the isotropic contribution to the anisotropic sample. In-
creasing the compression, the ratio iso/aniso is progressively
decreased until that DnQ values about 30–35 Hz prove to give
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Table 1. Correlation between NMR experiments and isotropic/anisotropic
NMR parameters.

NMR Experiment Indirect
dimension

Detected
dimension

1D PSYCHE Dd(1H)

1D 13C{1H} Dd(13C)

2D spectral-aliased PIP-HSQC Dd(13C) Dd(1H)

2D spectral-aliased
PIP-HSQC without 13C-decoupling

Dd(13C) Dd(1H)
1J(CH)
1T(CH)

2D J-resolved HSQC 1J(CH);1T(CH) Dd(1H)
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satisfactory results for the reliable measurement of RDCs and/
or RCSAs. As a reference for subsequent NMR experiments, the
signal integration in the 2H spectrum provides the isotropic/
anisotropic ratio which also is reflected in the signal intensities
of other NMR spectra.

Modern 1D and 2D NMR techniques offer unique features to
improve signal overlap and to facilitate assignments. Several
NMR approaches are feasible to distinguish between iso and
aniso components, depending on the existing differences be-
tween diso/daniso and/or 1JCH/1TCH coupling values. Table 1 lists
some NMR techniques and the corresponding parameters in-
volved in each case.

As a proof of concept, the analysis of the compressed
PMMA sample of the target molecule strychnine (1) by 1D 1H-
CPMG becomes complicated due to the presence of complex
multiplets, broad linewidths and high d(1H) degeneracy (Fig-
ure 1 B). Although it is not apparent, this spectrum contains
two sets of indistinguishable signals corresponding to the mol-
ecules inside the separate isotropic and anisotropic cavities.
Such complexity can be simplified using broadband homode-
coupling that efficiently collapse all conventional J/D multiplets
to singlet patterns. Figure 1 C shows the efficiency of the 1D
PSYCHE spectrum[22] in 1 where each set of highly overlapped
signals are reduced to two 1H singlets with acceptable line-
widths (about 1.8–2.0 Hz) for both iso and aniso signals. Note

Figure 1. Expanded 1D multiplets corresponding to the 600.13 MHz A) conventional 1H spectrum of an isotropic sample of strychnine (1) in CDCl3 ; and
B) CPMG and C) homodecoupled PSYCHE spectra of an anisotropic sample of 1 dissolved in a compressed PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H DnQ(CDCl3) = 33.6 Hz). Note
that Dd(1H) >1.5 Hz can be determined for those resonances showing differentiated isotropic and anisotropic singlet signals in the homodecoupled spec-
trum.
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the distinction of Dd(1H) below 10 ppb at 600 MHz, being also
noteworthy its detection limit up to Dd(1H) >1.5 Hz and the
ambiguity identification of each iso/aniso component and the
sign determination.

On the other hand, the simplicity of a regular 1D 13C{1H}
spectrum offers a simple solution to visualise Dd(13C) with high
precision (Figure 2). This is the method of choice to determine
13C RCSAs on both protonated and non-protonated carbons,
allowing differentiation of Dd(13C) >2.0 Hz, which involves sep-
arate measurements at two different strong/weak alignment
conditions.[11] Obviously, the most pronounced experimental
Dd(13C) effects are observed for the carbonyl, aromatic and ole-
finic sp2 carbons (in the range between 20 and 5 Hz), whereas
maximum differences up to 4–5 Hz are observed for aliphatic
sp3 carbons. The broader aniso linewidths can be used for as-
signment purposes and sign determination in favourable
cases, and an additional reference fully-relaxed spectrum
should be required to extract 13C RCSAs. In this approach, the
challenge is to keep equivalent the composition of the solvent,
gel, and analyte in all measurements to avoid the introduction
of additional changes that would require a further chemical-
shift compensated correction.[11]

Herein we propose the use of a spectral aliased (SA), pure
in-phase (PIP) HSQC (SA-PIP-HSQC) experiment[23] for the simul-
taneous monitorization of small Dd(1H) and Dd(13C).[24] The ob-
tention of undistorted multiplets, free of anti-phase contribu-
tions due to the possible existence of large THH couplings
(about 30–40 Hz), is fundamental to ensure the accuracy of the
measurement. As a benefit, SA enhances the digital resolution
per time unit in the 13C dimension about two orders of magni-
tude. Because only the determination of Dd(13C) is the interest,
the loss of the right d(13C) value along F1 is irrelevant in this
case, although it could be quickly recovered from a reference

spectrum if required. Also, SA retains the chemical shift sense
between peaks in PIP-HSQC, allowing a sign-sensitive determi-
nation of both Dd(13C) and Dd(1H). Thus, the use of narrow 13C
spectral widths (SW(13C)) (between 1–4 ppm) and 128–256 t1

increments offers optimum performance and efficient and
direct measurement of both Dd(1H) and Dd(13C) along the F2
and F1 dimensions, respectively, up to 1–3 ppb (Figure 3 A).
Note that the anisotropic components usually shows broader
and complex multiplets that help to the iso/aniso identifica-
tion. The analysis becomes challenging in the aliphatic region,
where Dd should be smaller (see some challenging cross-
peaks corresponding to sp3 carbons in Figure 4). Under favour-
able conditions, even some signals that are not differentiated
in the high-resolved 1D 1H PSYCHE or 13C{1H} spectra could be
distinguished in the 2D SA-PIP-HSQC spectrum. For instance, it
is noteworthy that Dd(13C) about 2–3 Hz is enough to resolve
signals with similar d(1H). Also, the broader lineshapes of the
aniso signal guarantee the sign determination, as shown for
H8 (Dd(1H) =�1.8 Hz). On the other hand, tiny Dd(13C) differen-
ces below 2.0 Hz which cannot be determined from the con-
ventional 1D 13C spectrum, could be measured in signals with
different d(1H) or multiplet amplitudes, as shown for C11
(Dd(13C) = + 0.6 Hz) or C20 ((Dd(13C) = + 0.4 Hz), or vice-versa.

Similarly, SA can be incorporated in the F2-13C-coupled SA-
PIP-HSQC experiment to obtain the characteristic large 1JCH/
1TCH doublets along the F2 dimension. If iso/aniso signal sepa-
ration is optimum, all four Dd(1H), Dd(13C), 1JCH and 1TCH values
can be extracted for each set of CH cross-peaks. Figure 3 B
shows the expansions corresponding to the aromatic/olefinic
region of the SA-PIP-HSQC spectrum of 1 collected without 13C
heterodecoupling. The bonus of this approach is demonstrated
by determining the magnitude and sign of 1DCH from a single
dataset with high accuracy, simplicity and optimum sensitivity.

Figure 2. 150.6 MHz 1D 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 1 dissolved in a compressed PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H DnQ(CDCl3) = 33.6 Hz) displaying the individual isotropic
and anisotropic contributions. Note that the direct determination of Dd(13C) >2.0 Hz can be accomplished for most of the resonances.
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For instance, the large Dd(13C) of + 20.3 Hz obtained for H-4
allows the direct determination of 1D(C1-H1) of + 28.8 Hz. Be-
sides, the determination of the tiny 1D(CH) of + 0.3 Hz in H-22
due to the very similar 1J(C22-H22) and 1T(C22-H22) values is
only feasible due to its observable Dd(13C) of + 6.7 Hz. As re-
cently reported, 1JCH and 1TCH measurements could also be per-
formed along the indirect F1 dimension of complementary JCH-
resolved HSQC (J-HSQC) spectra.[19–21, 25–27] Figure 5 A and 5B
compare the SA-PIP-HSQC and J-HSQC cross-peaks for the H13
and H15b protons, respectively, of 1. Note that the observed
Dd(13C) in the SA-PIP-HSQC spectrum is fundamental to distin-
guish both iso/aniso contributions because the similar values
of Dd(1H) and 1JCH vs. 1TCH on these signals prevent their pre-
cise measurements in the J-HSQC spectrum. The measured 1H-
13C RDCs and the magnitude and the sign of the Dd(13C) and
Dd(1H) of 1 extracted from these reported PIP-HSQC spectra
are in strong agreement with those obtained from the 1D
spectra and also with those published in previous reports
under similar sample conditions.[11, 19–21, 23]

In summary, the application of modern resolution-enhanced
NMR techniques in compressed PMMA samples allows the fast,
in situ and simultaneous determination of a complete set of
isotropic and anisotropic parameters from a single NMR data-
set. It has been shown that the use of spectral aliasing tech-
niques allows very accurate measures of 1H-13C RDCs, Dd(13C)
and Dd(1H). The sensitivity of the reported NMR experiments is
close to the regular HSQC. Therefore, the applicability of the

proposed approach is feasible even for dilute samples. These
simultaneous measurements could also be made using other
alignment media showing more favourable anisotropic condi-
tions, and they could be further improved from the analysis of
more simplified multiplets obtained in real-time BIRD-based
homodecouped HSQC experiments (see SI).[24, 28] Unfortunately,
13C RCSA for non-protonated carbons could be only accessed
by 1D 13C{1H} or by ultra-high-resolved long-range correlation
experiments. Much work is in progress about new NMR meth-
ods to measure other anisotropic restraints of those described
in this manuscript.
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Figure 3. Expansion of the aromatic/olefinic region of the 2D SA-PIP-HSQC spectra of 1 acquired (top) with and (bottom) without broadband heterodecou-
pling during acquisition, showing how Dd(1H), Dd(13C), 1J(CH) and 1T(CH) (and therefore 1D(CH)) (all values in Hz) can be simultaneously determined from
well-resolved cross-peaks. Experiments were collected with SW(13C) = 1 ppm (150 Hz), td1 = 256, td2 = 2048, relaxation delay = 1 s, SW(1H) = 9 ppm. Data were
processed with zero-filling to 2048*2048 (QSINE and SSB1 = SSB2 = 2 in both dimensions). FID resolution 4.39 (F2) and 0.98 (F1) Hz/pt. The spectral resolution
after processing was of 2.19 (F2) and 0.06 (F1) Hz/pt.
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Experimental Section 

All NMR experiments were recorded on a 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a triple-

resonance 1H/13C/BB inverse probe. The temperature for all measurements was set to 298K. 

The isotropic sample consisted of 20 mg of 1 dissolved in CDCl3. The anisotropic sample 

consisted of 20 mg of 1 aligned in a poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) gel swollen in 

CDCl3 using the reversible compression/relaxation method described in ref. 1. The 2H 

quadrupolar splitting (Q) for the CDCl3 signal was set to 33.6 Hz.  

The 1D 1H-CPMG spectrum shown in Fig. 1B was recorded using the perfect-echo CPMG 

pulse scheme described in ref. 2.  The overall CPMG time was set to 60 ms, using two echo 

periods of 3.0 ms (10 loops) to allow the elimination of J-modulation effects.                   

The 1D 1H-PSYCHE spectrum shown in Fig. 1C was recorded as described in ref. 3. Data 

were collected in a 2D acquisition mode, using 32 t1 increments, SW(F1) = 50 Hz, and a 

pair of frequency-swept adiabatic chirp pulses of 15ms each one applied with a small flip 

angle of = 15º. Data were processed using the automated pshift program. 

The 2D SA-PIP-HSQC and J-resolved HSQC experiments used in this work are depicted in 

Figures S1A and S1B, respectively, and they were acquired and processed as described in 

ref. 4 and 5, respectively. These 2D HSQC spectra were collected using standard parameter 

sets, with proton 90° pulses of 8.5 μs and carbon 90° pulses of 10.5 μs. SA-PIP-HSQC and 

1JCH-resolved HSQC experiment were acquired with spectral windows of 150 and 500 Hz 

in F1, respectively. For broadband carbon inversion and refocusing, 0.5 ms smoothed Chirp 

pulses sweeping over a frequency band of 60 kHz and a 1:2:1 composite adiabatic pulse 

with an overall duration of 2 ms duration were used, respectively. The interpulse delays 

in INEPT were set to 3.5 ms (= 1/(2*1JCH); optimized to 1JCH = 145 Hz) and the recycle 

delay to 1 s. Pulse phases are x unless indicated otherwise (=y) and a basic two-step 

phase cycling scheme is applied: 1=x,-x, r=x,-x. Four scans were collected for each one 

of the 128 t1 increments, with 2048 data points in each t1 increment. Before Fourier-

transformation, zero-filling to 2048 points in F1, 4098 points in F2 and a squared sine-bell 

apodization phase-shifted 90º in both dimensions were applied. Gradient ratios for G1:G2 
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was set to 80:20.1, measured as a percentage of the absolute gradient strength of 53.5 

G/cm. The zero-quantum filter (ZQF) consists of a chirped adiabatic pulse applied 

simultaneously to a weak rectangular gradient (G0 = 11%) of the same duration (20 ms). 

Sine bell-shaped gradients had 1 ms of duration and were followed by a recovery delay of 

100 µs (). All experiments were acquired and processed using the echo/anti-echo protocol 

where the gradient G1 was inverted for every second FID. Broadband heteronuclear 

decoupling during proton acquisition is optional, as a function if 1JCH/1TCH want to be 

measured. 13C-heterodecoupoled and 13C-coupled pure shift versions of the SA-PIP-HSQC 

experiment were recorded under the same acquisition and processed conditions as 

described previously. Real-time BIRD-based homodecoupling during the 1H acquisition 

period was implemented as described in ref. 6 and 7, respectively.  
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Figure S1. Pulse schemes to record A) spectral-aliased PIP-HSQC and B) J-resolved 

HSQC experiments.  
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Figure S2. (bottom) 1D 1H CPMG and (top) 1D 1H PSYCHE of an anisotropic sample of 1 

dissolved in a compressed PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H Q(CDCl3) = 33.6 Hz). Expansions are 

shown in Fig. 2 of the main manuscript. 
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Figure S3. 1D 13C{1H} spectrum of an anisotropic sample of 1 dissolved in a compressed 

PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H Q(CDCl3) = 33.6 Hz). Expansions are shown in Fig. 3 of the main 

manuscript. 
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Figure S4.  Effects of alignment compression in SA-PIP-HSQC spectra: A) isotropic 

sample and B) anisotropic sample (2H Q(CDCl3) = 48 Hz) of 1. Note that isotropic 

correlations present the same coordinates in both spectra (red boxes). Note that how at this 

maximum compression, (1H) can be measured for the H1 and H22 protons. 
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Figure S5: 2D Spectral Aliased PIP-HSQC spectra (top) with and (bottom) of an 

anisotropic sample of 1 dissolved in a compressed PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H Q(CDCl3) = 

33.6 Hz), with and without broadband heterodecoupling during acquisition, respectively. 

Experiments were collected with SW(13C) = 1 ppm and 256 t1 increments.   
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Figure S6: 2D J-resolved HSQC of 1 dissolved in a compressed PMMA/CDCl3 gel (2H 

Q(CDCl3) = 33.6 Hz),. Note that 1J and 1T splittings are not distinguished in some 1H 

signals, such as shown for H22, H15a or H13. These separate contributions can be 

visualised from the corresponding cross-peaks in the SA-PIP-HSQC spectrum. See 

expansions in Fig. 5 of the main manuscript. 
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Figure S7: Expansions corresponding to the (top) conventional and (bottom) F2-1H-

homodecoupled versions of the SA-PIP-HSQC experiment. 
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SUMMARY

It is recognized the importance of the non-local character of RDCs in the 3D structural

determination  of  small  molecules.  Usually,  RDCs  are  measured  from the  splittings

obtained  along  with  the  F2  or  F1  dimensions  of  HSQC  spectra.  The  accurate  J

measurement  along the direct dimension F2 is  challenging due to the extensive line

broadening caused for the complex multiplets  generated for  1H-1H couplings.  As an

alternative, the determination of RDCs along F1 can be postulated as a better option. By

the use of a novel pulse scheme that combines the  13C editing block, an incremented

BIRDd,X-based  J-resolved element and a final ZQF, the simultaneous measurement of

both 1JCH and 2JHH can be performed from a single dataset.

The application of this  J-resolved HSQC sequence in a sample weakly aligned in

PMMA gel allows observing both the isotropic and the anisotropic signals into the same

resolution-enhanced spectrum. In this way, 1TCH and 1JCH, as well as 2THH and 2JHH can be

simultaneously  determined  along  the  highly-resolved  F1  dimension.  A  fast  and

straightforward strategy to assign all diastereotopic protons thanks to the calculation of

the  alignment  tensor  is  achieved,  allowing  a  robust  strategy  to  determine  multiple

relative configurations in a fast way. 
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Structural discrimination from in situ
measurement of 1DCH and 2DHH residual dipolar
coupling constants
Núria Marcó,a Roberto R. Gilb and Teodor Parellaa*

ABSTRACT: A fast residual dipolar coupling constant-assisted strategy involving the simultaneous determination of scalar and
total coupling constants from a single 1JCH/

2JHH-resolved NMR spectrum is reported. It is shown that the concerted use of the
directly measured 1DCH (for all CHn multiplicities) and 2DHH residual dipolar couplings allows an on-the-fly assignment of
diastereotopic CH2 protons, as well as of an efficient discrimination between diastereoisomeric structures of strychnine which
contains six stereocenters. Copyright © 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Keywords: residual dipolar couplings; NMR; relative configuration; J-resolved HSQC; structural discrimination

Introduction

Residual dipolar coupling constants (RDCs) provide structural
information of non-local character, permitting the determination
of the relative orientation of stereochemical centers regardless of
the distance between them. This powerful advantage over conven-
tional isotropic NMR parameters makes RDCs the tool of choice to
lift structural ambiguities of small molecules in solution generated
by using only scalar coupling constants (J) or through-space NOE
enhancements.[1] The most valuable RDC restraints are the
proton-carbon coupling constants (1DCH) that are usually deter-
mined using a two-step NMR measurement approach based on
the difference between the scalar coupling constant (1JCH) mea-
sured in an isotropic sample and the total coupling constant
(1TCH =

1JCH +
1DCH) measured in a different but, in principle, equiv-

alent anisotropic sample. Many different alignment media have
been used to generate such particular anisotropic conditions, basi-
cally consisting of strained gels or lyotropic liquid crystals, which
produce a restrictive, weak molecular alignment along the main
magnetic field.[1] Whereas 1JCH can be accurately determined from
many different NMR experiments, the accuracy and simplicity of the
1TCH determination are fundamental for a successful use of RDCs.
Thus, the developments on novel NMR techniques to determine
1DCH have been mainly concentrated about the suitability to
measure such J/T splittings from the direct F2 or the indirect F1
dimension in HSQC-type spectra. At first glance, the measurement
from the F2 dimension seems to be more suitable because of its
better digital resolution and its ability of measuring the CH
couplings for diastereotopic protons, but, in practice, important
errors can be introduced because of the wide line broadening,
the complex multiplet patterns generated from the interference
of large 1H–1H dipolar couplings and the existence of strong cou-
pling effects that can produce unsymmetrical and distorted
satellite signals.[2] Although some homodecoupled HSQC methods
have been proposed to alleviate these drawbacks, their long
acquisition times or the undesired JCH-modulation during real-time
BIRD-based homodecoupling can limit their routine use.[3] In

addition, in some alignment media such as those used in this work,
compressed CDCl3-compatible swollen poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) gels, the simultaneous presence of isotropic and aniso-
tropic signals definitively prevents any attempts of success using
F2-coupled HSQC experiments.[4] An attractive alternative is to
measure J/T from the F1 dimension of JCH-resolved experiments,
which avoid the strong requirements for a large number of t1 incre-
ments or the use of wide spectral widths needed in δ correlations to
achieve high levels of resolution.[4,5] The JCH-resolved HSQC exper-
iment offers excellent sensitivity and simple spectral analysis, but
the central lines of the F1-multiplet corresponding to a methylene
CHaHb group are not observed, and therefore, only the sum
1JCHa + 1JCHb can be determined.[6] Although these central lines
could be observed from a novel JCH-resolvedmethod, its lower sen-
sitivity and accidental signal overlap limit its performance.[7]

Another controversial subject is the requirement for the accurate
measurement of individual 1DCH for each diastereotopic CH2

proton.[8] It has been shown that the sum 1DCHa +
1DCHb can be suc-

cessfully used in the singular value decomposition (SVD) calcula-
tions for effective discrimination of configuration without the
need for a priori diastereotopic protons assignments in CHaHb

systems.[4,6,9] Some different methods have been proposed for
the simultaneous measurement of both individual 1DCH and 2DHH

inmethylene systems,[7,10] butmost of themwere designed for pro-
teins, and a no general approach is available that works in a wide
range of sample and spectral conditions. We report here an
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improved version of the 13C-edited JCH/JHH-resolved experiment
that was previously used to distinguish enantiomers in chiral liquid
crystals.[6] The previous method was not suitable for accurate cou-
pling measurements because mixed phases necessitated an unde-
sirable magnitude mode presentation. Our approach affords pure
absorption lineshapes, allowing much better accuracy and
precision.

Results and Discussion

The novel pulse scheme (Fig. 1) consists of an initial 13C isotope
editing block based on the refocused HSQC scheme and an
incrementable BIRD-based J-resolved t1 element to allow 1JCH evo-
lution while 1H chemical shifts and JHH are refocused. However, the
BIRD element also inverts 2JHH, and therefore, these interactions will
be also displayed in the F1 dimension. Finally, the major novelty is
the efficiency of the last zero-quantum filter element[11] that
completely removes any dispersive signal contribution, as already
demonstrated to provide high-quality NMR spectra in other
experiments.[12] This new element affords pure in-phase multiplets
with perfect absorption lineshapes enabling a suitable phase-
sensitive data representation and a feasible quantitative extraction
of coupling constant values (Fig. S1). The mismatch between
experimental 1JCH and delay optimization only affects signal inten-
sity but not the accuracy and/or the precision of the measurement.

Figure 2 shows the experimental 1JCH /
2JHH-resolved spectra of a

sample of 20 mg of strychnine in isotropic and anisotropic condi-
tions [2H ΔνQ(CDCl3) = 26 Hz] recorded in only ~6min for each sam-
ple. Note that both 1JCH /

2JHH-resolved spectra provide the typical
symmetrical representation along the F1 = 0 axis, with clean dou-
blets due to 1JCH for each CH pair, and well-resolved double dou-
blets (1JCHa +

2JHaHb) for each individual diastereotopic proton in a
methylene CHaHb group. This symmetry also facilitates a very sim-
ple data analysis, and this is particularly important in the direct de-
termination of RDCs thanks to the simultaneous observation of
both the isotropic and anisotropic components in the same aniso-
tropic NMR spectrum (Fig. 2B).[13] This is a particular feature of some
compressed gels like PMMA that opens a robust approach to deter-
mine RDCs in a very quick and single-shot manner, with minimized

errors compared to the traditional two-step measurement
approach.

The expanded region shown in Fig. 3 outlines the different CH
and diastereotopic CH2 cross-peak patterns obtained in the
JCH/JHH-resolved spectrum. The excellent resolution along the indi-
rect dimension allows the perfect distinction between the different
isotropic and anisotropic components, and therefore represents a
valuable tool for the direct and efficient determination of both
1DCH and 2DHH. For instance, the simple column analysis corre-
sponding to the methine H8 proton allows the precise in situmea-
surement of both 1JC8H8 (+144.6 Hz) and

1TC8H8 (+136.6 Hz) yielding
a fast and very efficient determination of the corresponding 1DC8H8

(�8.0 Hz). In a more simple way, this 1DC8H8 coupling can be mea-
sured directly by determining the difference in hertz between the
two upfield or downfield components. In the case of methylene
CHaHb groups, four different 1JCHa/

1TCHa and 2JHaHb /
2THaHb cou-

plings can be extracted for each diastereotopic Ha proton, allowing
the direct determination of both 1DCHa and

2DHaHb provided that
enough signal resolution differentiates the iso/aniso components.
For instance, assuming that 1JCH are positive and 2JHH are negative,
1DC20aHa = �8.2 Hz and 2DH2aH20b = �15.6 Hz can be directly ob-
tained from the peak separation along the F1 dimension (Fig. 3B).

Most of the 1DCH and
2DHH RDCs in 1 have been extracted from a

single JCH/JHH-resolved dataset, and themajor challenges were only
found for the mentioned H18a/H18b and the degenerate
H17a/H17b protons, whichwere excluded from further calculations.
In case of doubts, the reference 1JCH/

2JHH-resolved spectrum in
isotropic conditions can assist the identification and assignment
of the isotropic signals in the anisotropic sample (Fig. S1). For 1,
most of the anisotropic components have been distinguished from
their broader lineshapes and wider multiplicities. In some cases, the
co-existence of both iso/aniso signals can produce some accidental
signal overlap and therefore can make the J/T extraction difficult.
On the other hand, the JCH/JHH-resolved experiment does not pro-
vide the sign neither 1J/TCH nor 2J/THH, but assuming that 1JCH are
positive and 2JHH are large and negative, obtaining the absolute
sign of 1DCH and

2DHH is usually an easy task. An exception is found
for H18a and H18b protons where the isotropic 2JH18aH18b is easily
determined to be �9.5 Hz but the corresponding 2TH18aH18b split-
ting is not well resolved along F1, deducing that it corresponds to

Figure 1. Zero quantum-filtered 1JCH /
2JHH-resolved pulse scheme to measure 1JCH /

1TCH and 2JHH/
2THH in small molecules at natural abundance. Narrow-

filled and wide-filled bars correspond to 90 and 180 ° pulses, respectively, with phase x unless indicated otherwise. The interpulse delay in INEPT and BIRD
elements is set to Δ = 1/(2*1JCH). Coherence order selection and echo/anti-echo phase-sensitive detection are achieved with gradient pulses G1 and G2 in
the ratio of 80 : 20.1. A basic two-step phase cycle is used: ϕ1 = x,�x and ϕr = x,�x.

In situ measurement of 1DCH and 2DHH RDCs
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a small absolute value (<�2 Hz). This makes difficult to accurately
determine both the magnitude and sign of 2DH18aH18b (in the range
about +7/+11 Hz), and also limiting the accurate measurement of
1DC18H18a (tentatively about 0 Hz). It is important to note that a D
value of 0 Hz also provides structural information, indicating that
this particular internuclear vector is oriented in the magic angle of
the alignment tensor.
We have evaluated the robustness of the JCH/JHH-resolved exper-

iment by SVD fitting of 10 1DCH for methines, 10 individual 1DCH for
methylene protons and 4 2DHH RDC data to the structures of eight
possible diastereoisomers of strychnine generated fromMM-based
geometries using MSpin,[14] as used in Snider et al.[4] Six different
calculations have been performed with a special emphasis on the
inclusion of individual 1DCH for each methylene proton, the homo-
nuclear 2DHH values or the use of sums of 1DCHa +

1DCHb in CH2 sys-
tems (Table S1).[4] Three selected 1DCH datasets (with and without

2DHH) have been chosen: (i) only incorporating CH groups, (ii)
including all individual 1DCH for both CH and CH2 spin systems
and (iii) using the individual 1DCH for CH and the overall sum
1DCHa + 1DCHb for methylenes (SVD calculation without prior
diastereotopic 1H assignment). Definitive conclusions can be
extracted from the analysis of the Q factors obtained for each
isomer and calculation (Table 1 and Fig. 4).

First of all, the six calculations provide a solid discrimination of
the correct configuration [isomer 6; Q(6) = 7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S]
versus the second lowest value [isomer 5 that corresponds to the
C12 epimer; Q(5) = 7R,8S,12R,13R,14R,16S] that is in accordance
with related works.[4,15,16] As a general trend, it is observed that
Q(6) has a narrow range in all calculations (0.094–0.116), whereas
Q(5) shows the largest dispersion (0.134–0.262). The Q factor by it-
self is not very indicative because it depends on the experimental
RDCs to be used and also on the quality of the geometry of the
computer-generated structures to be fit. For quantifying an objec-
tive level of efficient discrimination, a Q ratio (Qr) factor comparing
the two lowest Q structures and a Q global (Qg) factor, defined as
Qr/Qavg, where Qavg is the average Q factor for all involved stereo-
isomers, to get more insight on the overall discrimination quality
over the whole set of possible isomers are introduced (Tables 1,
S1 and S2 and Fig. S2).

In 2012, a new strategy to assign diastereotopic CH2 protons by
calculating the alignment tensor and performing the selection of
configuration without previous assignment the CH2 proton was
reported.[4] Once the alignment tensor was known, a new input file
in MSpin was created, and the individual couplings for 1DCHa and
1DCHb were back predicted. The reason why the tensor has to be
used is that if the SVD fitting is performed using the sums
1DCHa + 1DCHb for CH2 groups, the program back calculates only
the sums. In this previous work, the sums were collected using
the F1 1H-coupled J-scaled BIRD HSQC, which fails to provide the in-
dividual values for 1DCHa and

1DCHb separately. Hence, in order to
compare the back calculated individual couplings, we measured
them using the J-scaled BIRD HMQC-HSQC experiment, which suf-
fers from serious distortions (‘banana-shaped’ peaks), and both
the J and T splittings could not be measured accurately. In the cur-
rent work, we can measure simultaneously each individual CH2

splitting together with the 2JHH/
2DHH, andwe can exploit a very use-

ful feature implemented inMSpin. If we perform SVD fittings of RDC
data to structures using an input file that only contains the 1DCH

values for CH groups and the 2DHH values for CH2 groups, leaving
blank the fields for the 1DCH values for CH2 groups, the program
back calculates all the values including those that were left blank.
To score the quality of the fitting, the Q factor is calculated using
only the experimental values that were fed into the program com-
paring the experimental with the back-calculated RDCs. Selection
of configuration is performed using only these experimental values
without the need of a priori assignment of the diastereotopic pro-
tons. For instance, the calculation with the exclusive use of 1DCH

only for CH distinguishes the correct structure of strychnine (with
five CH stereocenters) but with modest Qr (0.73) and Qg (2.77)
values. The inclusion of 2DHH in this calculation generates a signifi-
cant divergence in the incorrect structure, improving Qr up to
0.50, although Qg remains moderate (1.71). This same tendency
on the improved discrimination quality is generally observed when
adding 2DHH in any calculation. At thismoment, each diastereotopic
proton was straightforwardly assigned by comparison of the back-
calculated RDCs with the experimental ones, and the correspond-
ing experimental 1DCH values are added to the input table for a
new SVD fitting (Table S3). Clearly, the best degree of discrimination

Figure 2. 500.13 MHz 1JCH /
2JHH-resolved spectra of strychnine (1) in (A)

isotropic CDCl3 and (B) anisotropic poly(methyl methacrylate)–CDCl3 [2H
νQ(CDCl3) = 26 Hz] conditions. The projections along the F2 dimension are
the conventional 1H spectrum in isotropic conditions and the 1H–CPMG
spectrum in anisotropic conditions, respectively. Marked red boxes are
expanded in Figs 3 and S1. Experimental conditions: 2 K(F2) * 128(F1), pre-
scan delay = 1 s, Δ = 3.6 ms, ns = 2, SW(F2) = 10 ppm, SW(F1) = 250 Hz,
FID resolution = 4.88(F2) * 3.90(F1) Hz and acquisition time = 6 min for
each spectrum. Data were processed with 2 K(F2) * 2 K(F2),
WDW1 = WDW2 = QSINE and SSB = 2, giving a spectral resolution of
2.44(F2) * 0.12(F1) Hz.
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is achieved using individual 1DCH for each CH and CH2 protons with
lowest Qr andQg factors of 0.43 and 0.87, respectively. These Qr fac-
tors are in strong agreement with previously reported results for
strychnine/PMMA-CDCl3, using other NMRexperiments (Qr=0.39)

[4]

or adding other NMR restraints such as long-range CH couplings
(Qr = 0.45 with 1DCH; Qr = 0.76 with nDCH; and Qr = 0.48 with
1DCH + nDCH)

[15] or 13C residual chemical shift anisotropy (RCSA)
(Qr = 0.43with 1DCH +

13C RCSA andQr = 0.49 with only 13C RCSA)[16]

(Table S4). Very similar results are also obtained with RDC data
collected at a different compression (2H νQ(CDCl3) = 49 Hz)
(Fig. S3 and Tables S3 and S5).

Conclusions

In summary, it has been shown a general strategy for the fast and
efficient discrimination of the correct configuration of strychnine

against all its possible stereoisomers using both 1DCH and 2DHH

RDCs. The advantages of such an approach are based on several
combined facts: (i) an efficient NMR experiment that provides re-
liable values of 1JCH/

1TCH for both CH and diastereotopic CH2

protons as well as of the geminal 2JHH/
2THH couplings in a

sensitive and straightforward way, (ii) the use of a particular
sample condition (PMMA gel) that allows to visualize directly in
a single spectrum both isotropic (J couplings) and anisotropic
(T couplings) components, (iii) the direct determination of the
corresponding 1DCH and 2DHH RDCs from a single NMR dataset,
(iv) a fast and straightforward strategy to assign all pairs of
diastereotopic protons on-the-fly as the discrimination of the
correct structure is performed and (v) the improved structural
discrimination quality when all these RDCs data are jointly used
in the calculation. It has been shown that this better discrimina-
tion is not based on an improvement of the Q factor in the cor-
rect structure, but considerably poor fitting results for the rest of

Figure 3. Coupling patterns for individual signals in the 1JCH /
2JHH-resolved spectrum of strychnine in poly(methyl methacrylate)-CDCl3 gel: (A) the C16–H16

and C8–H8 methine protons and (B) the diastereotopic H20 proton belonging to the CH20a–H20b group. Signals corresponding to the isotropic component
are distinguished from their sharper line widths.

Table 1. Summary of the individual quality (Q), Q ratio (Qr) and Q global (Qg) factors obtained from several fittings of residual dipolar coupling constant
data applied to (1)

Q factors

NMR restraints 7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S 7R,8S,12R,13R,14R,16S Q ratio Q global

1DCH only for CH 0.098 0.134 0.73 2.77
1DCH only for CH + 2DHH 0.094 0.188 0.50 1.71
1DCH for all CH/CH2 0.116 0.247 0.47 0.93
1DCH for all CH/CH2 +

2DHH 0.112 0.262 0.43 0.87
1DCH for CH and sum for CH2 0.105 0.156 0.67 2.34
1DCH for CH and sum for CH2 +

2DHH 0.098 0.198 0.49 1.69
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the incorrect structures. Using the novel Qr and Qg quality fac-
tors, a fast view about the overall quality of discrimination be-
tween the possible candidate structures and the complete set
of structures, respectively, can be realized. This strategy should
also be compatible for molecules involving CH3 groups or for
other samples with different alignment properties or dissolved
in other alignment media.

Methods and Materials

All NMR experiments were recorded on a Bruker Avance 500 spec-
trometer (Bruker Corporation, Rheinstetten, Germany) equipped
with a cryoprobe at 298 K. The sample consisted of 20 mg of strych-
nine (1) aligned in a PMMA gel swollen in CDCl3 using the reversible
compression/relaxation method.[4] Two different measurements
were performed using compressions with 2H quadrupolar splitting
(ΔνQ) for the CDCl3 of 26 and 49 Hz.
Two-dimensional 1JCH/

2JHH-resolved spectra were recorded with
proton 90 ° pulses of 6.0 μs and carbon 90 ° pulses of 14.0 μs. For
broadband carbon inversion and refocusing, 0.5-ms-smoothed
Chirp pulses and a four-Chirp composite pulse of 2 ms duration
were used, respectively. The interpulse Δ delays in INEPT and BIRD
elements were set to 3.5 ms (Δ = 1/(2 × 1JCH)) and the recycle delay
to 1 s. Two scans were accumulated for each one of the 128 t1 incre-
ments, and the number of complex data points in t2 was set to
2048. Spectra were acquired with an spectral window of 5000 Hz
(in ω2) and 250 Hz (in ω1) giving an FID resolution of 4.9 (F2) and
3.90 (F1) Hz, respectively. Prior to Fourier transformation of each
data, zero filling to 2048 in ω1 and a π/2-shifted-squared cosine

window function (QSINE, SSB: 2) in both dimensions were applied.
After applying zero filling, the digital resolution was 2.44 (F2) and
0.12 (F1) Hz, respectively. Gradient ratios for G1 : G2 were set to
80 : 20.1 measured as percentage of the absolute gradient strength
of 53.5 G/cm. Sine bell-shaped gradients had 1 ms of duration and
were followed by a recovery delay of 100 μs (δ). All experiments
were acquired and processed using the echo/anti-echo protocol
where the gradient G1 was inverted for every second FID.

The 3D structures of all compounds were generated using the
MacroModel Suite from Shrödinger (https://www.schrodinger.
com/MacroModel/). The diastereomers were automatically gener-
ated using the LigPrep module in MacroModel and further energy
minimized using the molecular mechanics force field (MMFF).
AM1 and density functional theory (DFT) (B3LYP/6-31G*) calcula-
tions were performed in Gaussian 09 (http://www.gaussian.com).
As performed in Snider et al.,[4] because of ring tension limitations,
eight geometrically possible 3D diastereomeric structures of strych-
nine (1) were generated, which has six chiral carbons (7, 8, 12, 13, 14
and 16). Maintaining the absolute configuration of C7 as R and
keeping the configurations of C14 and C16 as R and S, respectively
(due to geometrical restrictions), there are three remaining chiral
carbons to vary in order to generate a pool of 23 = 8 possible
configurations: (i) 7R,8R,12R,13R,14R,16S; (ii) 7R,8R,12S,13R,14R,16S;
(iii) 7R,8R,12R,13S,14R,16S; (iv) 7R,8R,12S,13S,14R,16S; (v)
7R,8S,12R,13R,14R,16S; (vi) 7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S; (vii)
7R,8S,12R,13S,14R,16S; and (viii) 7R,8S,12S,13S,14R,16S. Calculations
have also been performed on the basis of 13 diastereoisomeric
structures calculated at a DFT level (Table S6 and Fig. S4), obtaining
similar results and general trends as using the MM-based eight
stereoisomers database.

Figure 4. Q factors (y-axis) obtained for eight possible structures of strychnine using six different sets of 1DCH and/or
2DHH residual dipolar coupling constants

determined from a single JCH/JHH-resolved spectrum. Note that (i) all calculations determine the correct structure (lowest Q factor) with configuration
7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S and (ii) the major overall discrimination is achieved using individual 1DCH for all CH and CH2 protons (with and without 2DHH).
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Fitting of RDC data to structures was performed using the MSpin
software package (Mestrelab Research SL, Santiago de Compostela,
Spain; http://www.mestrelab.com).
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Figure S1. Expanded region of the 2D  JCH/JHH-resolved spectra  of  1 in  A-B) isotropic

(CDCl3)  and  C)  anisotropic  (CDCl3-PMMA)  sample  conditions.  Effect  on  the  spectral

quality achieved A) without and B) with application of the ZQF element (30 ms adiabatic

CHIRP pulse applied simultaneously with a weak (3%) rectangular gradient of the same

duration). B-C) Isotropic  vs. anisotropic spectra showing that the isotropic component in

the anisotropic sample can be used as an internal reference to determine directly 1DCH and
2DHH  by peak distance measurement in spectrum C. Vertical red and blue arrows indicate
2JHH and 

 2THH, respectively.
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Table S1:  Q factors obtained for eight possible structures of strychnine using different set
of RDCs Q(CDCl3) = 26 Hz). They were calculated using 10 1DCH for CH, 8 1DCH for
CH2 and 4 2DHH (H17 and H18 protons were excluded).

Isomer

1DCH for all
CH/CH2 +

2DHH

1DCH for
all

CH/CH2

1DCH only
for CH

1DCH only
for CH +

2DHH

1DCH for CH
and

(Ʃ 1DCHa+1DCHb)

for CH2

1DCH for CH
and

(Ʃ 1DCHa+1DCHb)

for CH2 + 2DHH

7R,8R,12R,13R,14R,16S 0,489 0,507 0,267 0,298 0,308 0,297

7R,8R,12S,13R,14R,16S 0,555 0,613 0,406 0,379 0,403 0,370

7R,8R,12R,13S,14R,16S 0,749 0,787 0,361 0,368 0,365 0,364

7R,8R,12S,13S,14R,16S 0,619 0,592 0,311 0,357 0,345 0,356

7R,8S,12R,13R,14R,16S 0,262 0,247 0,134 0,188 0,156 0,198

7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S 0,112 0,116 0,098 0,094 0,105 0,098

7R,8S,12R,13S,14R,16S 0,847 0,897 0,359 0,382 0,374 0,380

7R,8S,12S,13S,14R,16S 0,295 0,278 0,177 0,274 0,238 0,278

Qratio 0,43 0,47 0,73 0,50 0,67 0,49

Qaverage 0,491 0,504 0,264 0,292 0,287 0,293

Qglobal 0,871 0,933 2,783 1,712 2,354 1,689

The Q factors obtained from the same RDCs datasets using a DFT structure of the correct
isomer 7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16 are:

DFT MM
1DCH for all CH/CH2 + 2DHH 0,082 0,112

1DCH for all CH/CH2 0,088 0,116
1DCH only for CH 0,080 0,098

1DCH only for CH + 2DHH 0,072 0,094

The effect to exclude the smallest RDCs (highest errors) of the calculation (1DCH for all 
CH/CH2 + 2DHH) is summarized in the following table:

Q factors (26 Hz)
7R,8S,12S,13R,

14R,16S
7R,8S,12R,13

R,14R,16S
Qratio Qglobal

Calc 1: Excluding H17a/b
& H18a/b

0,111 0,257 0,43 0,879

Calc 2: calc 1 + Excluding
H13

0,1 0,252 0,40 0,829

Calc 3: Calc 2 + Excluding
H15aH15b

0,09 0,253 0,36 0,749

calc 3 using the DFT
structure

0,061
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Table S2: Comparison of several Q factors for different calculations and datasets 
performed at Q(CDCl3) = 26 and 49 Hz. 

Q factors (26 Hz)
7R,8S,12S,13R

,14R,16S
7R,8S,12R,13R

,14R,16S
Qratio Qglobal

1DCH only for CH 0,098 0,134 0,73 2,770
1DCH only for CH +

2DHH
0,094 0,188 0,50 1,712

1DCH for all
CH/CH2

0,116 0,247 0,47 0,932

1DCH for all
CH/CH2 + 2DHH

0,112 0,262 0,43 0,871

1DCH for CH and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb for
CH2

0,105 0,156 0,67 2,345

1DCH for CH and
sum1DCHa+1DCHb

for CH2 + 2DHH

0,098 0,198 0,49 1,689

Q factors (49 Hz)
7R,8S,12S,13R

,14R,16S
7R,8S,12R,13R

,14R,16S
Qratio Qglobal

1DCH only for CH 0,055 0,106 0,52 2,109
1DCH only for CH +

2DHH
0,078 0,178 0,44 1,485

1DCH for all
CH/CH2

0,101 0,247 0,41 0,802

1DCH for all
CH/CH2 + 2DHH

0,11 0,27 0,41 0,812

1DCH for CH and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb  for
CH2

0,064 0,129 0,50 1,798

1DCH for CH  and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb  for
CH2 + 2DHH

0,082 0,189 0,43 1,461
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Figure S2. Qr (blue) and Qg (green) quality factors obtained for six different sets of 1DCH

and/or 2DHH RDCs determined from a single JCH/JHH-resolved spectrum (Q(CDCl3) = 26
Hz)  (see  table  S1A).  The  lowest  Qr  and  Qg  determines  the  best  quality  factors  for
discriminating  the  correct  configuration  of  strychnine  between  the  two  lowest  and  all
possible stereoisomers, respectively.
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Table S3: Scalar, total and residual dipolar coupling constants of strychnine measured in 
CDCl3-PMMA gel at Q(CDCl3) = 26 and 49 Hz.

 (ΔνQ (CDCl3)
= 36 Hz)a

This work 
(ΔνQ (CDCl3) = 26 Hz)

This work
 (ΔνQ (CDCl3) = 49 Hz)

J D J T D J T D

C1H1
158.3

8 20.97 159.1 176.5 17.4 159.1 193.2 34.1

C2H2
161.7

0 12.29 161.2 170.6 9.4 161.2 181 19.8

C3H3
160.1

9 10.04 161.9 169.1 7.2 161.9
176.,

1 14,2

C4H4
168.3

5 21.58 170.7 188.3 17.6 170.7 205.5 34.8

C8H8
144.9

1 -9,75 144.6 136.6 -8.0 144.6 128.7 -15.9

C12H12
149.0

3 -20,59 149.1 132.1 -17 149.1 114.9 -34,2

C13H13
124.8

8 -4,87 123.7 122.4 -1.3 123.7 119.4 -4.3

C14H14
131.0

3 -20,66 130.9 116.1 -14.8 130.9 95.9 -35

C16H16
146.5

5 14,04 146.7 157.9 11.2 146.7 170.7 24

C22H22
158.9

1 -1,06 159.5 159.5 0 159.5 159.5 0

C11H11a
260.8

4 -3.46 134.8 143.4 8.6 134.8 150 15.2
C11H11b   124.8 111.2 -13.6 124.8 97.8 -27

C15H15a
260.6

6 2.54 129.2 131.4 2.2 129.2 137.8 8.6
C15H15b   130.3 134.5 4.2 130.3 130.7 0.4

C17H17a
265.9

2 1.38 133,1  133.1 133.1  
C17H17b   133.1  133.1 133.1  

C18H18a
276.2

0 6.89 146 145.5 -0.5 146 145 -1
C18H18b   130.5 140.5 10 130.5 153.3 22.8

C20H20a
276.5

6 -7.39 138.7 130.5 -8.2 138.7 123.1 -15.6
C20H20b   137.7 132.9 -4.8 137.7 128.9 -8.8

C23H23a
282.4

2 -10.3 144.8 149.4 4.6 144.8 159.9 15.1
C23H23b   137.9 116.5 -21.4 137.9 93.3 -44.6

H11aH11b   -17.7 -27.5 -9.8 -17.7 -36.7 -19
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H15aH15b   -14.8 -3.2 11.6 -14.8 7.2 22
H17ah17b    0   0  
H18aH18b   -9.5 2 11.5 -9.5 11.5 21
H20aH20b   -14.9 -30.5 -15.6 -14.9 -44.9 -30
H23ah23b   -14.4 -26.4 -12 -14.4 -35.4 -21

a Data extracted from: J. D. Snider, E. Troche-Pesqueira, S. R. Woodruff, C. Gayathri, N. V. 
Tsarevsky and R. R. Gil, Magn. Reson. Chem., 2012, 5, S86-S91.

Table S4: Comparison of all quality factors obtained in this work with those calculated 
from other related works.

Q factors

NMR Restraints
7R,8S,12S,13R,

14R,16S
7R,8S,12R,13R,

14R,16S
Q ratio Q global

1DCH only for CH 0,098 0,134 0,73 2,770 This work
1DCH only for CH

+ 2DHH

0,094 0,188 0,50 1,712 This work

1DCH for all
CH/CH2

0,116 0,247 0,47 0,932 This work

1DCH for all
CH/CH2 + 2DHH

0,112 0,262 0,43 0,871 This work

1DCH for CH and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb  for
CH2

0,105 0,156 0,67 2,345 This work

1DCH for CH  and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb  +
2DHH

0,098 0,198 0,49 1,689 This work

1DCH for CH and
the sum

1DCHa+1DCHb  for
CH2

0,045 0,115 0,391
With JSB-

HSQCa

1DCH for CH and
1DCHa+1DCHb  for

CH2

0,054 0,115 0,470 b

1DCH  + 13C
RCSA

0,05 0,1 0,500
 

stretchingc

Only 13C RCSA 0,071 0,129 0,550
 

stretchingc
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1DCH  + 13C
RCSA

0,174 0,399 0,436
 

compression
c

Only 13C RCSA 0,19 0,389 0,488
 

compression
c

1DCH 0,086 0,189 0,455  d

only nDCH 0,17 0,223 0,762  d

1DCH  + nDCH 0,09 0,186 0,484  d

a J. D. Snider, E. Troche-Pesqueira, S. R. Woodruff, C. Gayathri, N. V. Tsarevsky and R. R. Gil, Magn. 
Reson. Chem., 2012, 5, S86-S91.
b With our DFT-based structure
c N. Nath, M. Schmidt, R.R. Gil, R.T. Williamson, G.E. Martin, A. Navarro-Vázquez, C. Griesinger and Y. 
Liu, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2016, 138, 9548-9556.
d N. Nath, E. J. d'Auvergne and C. Griesinger, Angew. Chem. Intl. Ed., 2015, 54, 12706-12710.

Figure S3: 1JCH/2JHH-Resolved spectrum of strychnine in CDCl3/PMMA gel (Q = 49Hz).
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Table S5:  Experimental and calculated RDCs (at two different compressions) obtained for 
the DFT-based structure of the correct structure of strychnine:

Q = 0,085 Q = 0,090

Q =26 Hz Q = 49 Hz

Exp Calc Exp Calc
C1H1 17.4 16.85 34.1 32.49
C2H2 9.4 9,66 19.8 22.37
C3H3 7.2 7.85 14.22 16.27
C4H4 17.6 17.09 34.8 32.95
C8H8 -8.04 7.76 -15.9 -12.89

C12H12 -17 -16.69 -34.2 -34.99
C13H13 -1.3 -3.87 -4.3 -5.7
C14H14 -14.8 -16.79 -35 -35.41
C16H16 11.2 10.69 24 24.01
C22H22 0 0.27 0 1.87
C11H11a 8.6 8.92 15.2 17.03
C11H11b -13.6 -15.17 -27 -29.14
C15H15a 2.2 1.86 8.6 5.31
C15H15b 4.2 3.11 0.4 3.83
C17H17a - -4.78 - -11
C17H17b - 9.54 - 20.69
C18H18a -0.5 0.78 -1 0.75
C18H18b 10 10.17 22.8 23.08
C20H20a -8.2 -7.21 -15.6 -15.95
C20H20b -4.8 -3.43 -8.8 -5.05
C23H23a 4.6 4.22 15.1 12.15
C23H23b -21.4 -20.96 -44.6 -43.2
H11aH11 -9.8 -10.25 -19 -20.84
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b
H15aH15

b 11.6 11.06 22 20.98
H17ah17b - 10.27 - 21,72
H18aH18

b 11.5 10.96 21 22.03
H20aH20

b -15.6 .14.47 -30 -27.87
H23ah23b -12 -12.05 -21 -22.45

Table S6: Q factors obtained for 13 possible DFT generated diastereomeric structures of
strychinine using different set of RDCs at 2H RQC of 26 Hz. They were calculated using 10
1DCH for CH, 8 1DCH for CH2 and 4 2DHH (H17 and H18 protons were excluded)

1DCH for
all

CH/CH
2 + 2DHH

1DCH for
all

CH/CH
2

1DCH

only
for
CH

1DCH

only
for CH
+ 2DHH

1DCH for CH
and sums 1DCHa

+1DCHb for CH2 

1DCH for CH
and sums 1DCHa

+1DCHb for CH2

+ 2DHH

RSSRRS_Strychni
ne 0,087 0,093 0,080 0,073 0,091 0,080
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RSRSRS 0,864 0,917 0,394 0,419 0,420 0,414

RSRSSS 0,727 0,727 0,417 0,629 0,530 0,627

RSRRRS 0,497 0,541 0,105 0,187 0,147 0,198

RSSSRS 0,312 0,306 0,165 0,282 0,265 0,291

RSRRSS 0,768 0,762 0,546 0,700 0,595 0,689

RSSSRS 0,725 0,692 0,550 0,657 0,557 0,644

RSSRSS 0,772 0,786 0,679 0,738 0,694 0,726

SSRSSR 0,547 0,587 0,425 0,393 0,413 0,383

SSSSSR 0,416 0,420 0,233 0,325 0,294 0,328

SSRRSR 0,842 0,876 0,305 0,374 0,351 0,374

SSSRSR 0,431 0,484 0,345 0,373 0,355 0,369
RSRSSR 0,721 0,723 0,345 0,552 0,507 0,567

Qratio 0,28 0,30 0,76 0,39 0,62 0,40
Qaverage 0,59 0,61 0,35 0,44 0,40 0,44
Qglobal 0,47 0,50 2,14 0,89 1,55 0,92
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Figure  S4. Q factors  (y-axis)  obtained  for  thirteen  possible  DFT-based  structures  of

strychnine  using  six different  set  of  1DCH and/or  2DHH RDCs determined  from a single

JCH/JHH-resolved spectrum (see table S6). Note that i) all calculations determine the correct

structure (lowest  Q factor) with configuration  7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S, and ii) the major

overall discrimination is achieved using individual 1DCH for all CH and CH2 protons (with

and without 2DHH).
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Pulse Program fro BRUKER spectrometers

;teo_hsqc_jres
;JCH/JHH-resolved experiment
;for AVANCE spectrometers  (checked TSv3.2)
;with optional BIRD-based homodecoupling (cnst15)
;or 2JHH-resolved format (cnst14)

#include <Avance.incl>
#include <Grad.incl>
#include <Delay.incl>
#include <De.incl>

"p2=p1*2"
"d0=3u"
"d2=1s/(cnst2*2)"
"d4=1s/(cnst2*4)"

"in0=inf1/2"

"DELTA=p16+d16+p2+d13*2-4u"
"DELTA2=d4-p14/2-4u"
"DELTA4=d4-p14/2-4u-p16-d16"
"DELTA5=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2"

if "cnst15==1"
  {  
dwellmode explicit
"d22=aq/2*l2"
}

"acqt0=0"
baseopt_echo

1 ze
2 d1 do:f2
  d12 pl1:f1
3 (p1 ph1)
  DELTA2 pl0:f2
  4u
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 )
  4u
  DELTA2 pl2:f2 UNBLKGRAD
  (center (p1 ph2) (p3 ph3):f2 )
  d13 
  (p2 ph1)
  d13
  p16:gp1*EA
  d16 pl0:f2
  (p24:sp7 ph4):f2
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  4u
  DELTA pl2:f2
  (center (p1 ph1) (p3 ph4):f2 )
  DELTA2 pl0:f2
  4u
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
  4u
  DELTA4
  p16:gp2
  d16

  d0
  (p1 ph1)
  DELTA5 pl0:f2
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl2:f2
  (p1 ph1)

 if "cnst14==1"
  {
 (p4 ph1):f2   ;OPTIONAL for specific 2JHH-J-resolved spectrum
}

  d0

  p1 ph2
  d12 pl0:f1
  300u gron0
  p32:sp29:f1 ph1
  100u groff
  d16 BLKGRAD
  d12 pl1:f1
  d12 pl12:f2
  p1 ph1

if "cnst15==1"
  {  
   ACQ_START(ph30,ph31) 
   0.05u DWL_CLK_ON cpd2:f2
   0.1u REC_UNBLK
   d22
   0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF
   0.1u REC_BLK do:f2

;bird y
5 (p1 ph15)
  DELTA5 pl0:f2
  (center (p2 ph16) (p14:sp3 ph16):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl12:f2
  (p1 ph17)
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;chem. shift refoc.
  20u
  (p2 ph15):f1
  20u  
  
   0.05u DWL_CLK_ON cpd2:f2
   0.1u REC_UNBLK
   d22
   0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF
   0.1u REC_BLK  do:f2

;bird -x
 (p1 ph25)
  DELTA5 pl0:f2
  (center (p2 ph26) (p14:sp3 ph26):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl12:f2
  (p1 ph27)

;chem. shift refoc.
  20u
  (p2 ph25):f1
  20u 
  
   0.05u DWL_CLK_ON  cpd2:f2
   0.1u REC_UNBLK
   d22
   0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF
   0.1u REC_BLK do:f2

 lo to 5 times l2

10 rcyc=2
 }
 else
 {
 go=2 ph31 cpd2:f2
 }
 
  d1 do:f2 mc #0 to 2 
     F1EA(calgrad(EA), caldel(d0, +in0))
exit
   
ph1=0 
ph2=1
ph3=0 2
ph4=0 
ph6=0

ph15=1 
ph16=2 
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ph17=3 
ph25=2
ph26=3
ph27=0

ph30=0
ph31=0 2 
 
;pl0 : 120dB
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;pl2 : f2 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;pl10: f1 channel - power level for TOCSY-spinlock
;sp3: f2 channel - shaped pulse 180 degree
;spnam3: Crp60,0.5,20.1
;sp7: f2 channel - shaped pulse (180degree refocussing)
;spnam7: Crp60comp.4
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p2 : f1 channel - 180 degree high power pulse
;p3 : f2 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p14: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for inversion
;     = 500usec for Crp60,0.5,20.1
;p16: homospoil/gradient pulse                         [1 msec]
;p24: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for refocussing
;     = 2msec for Crp60comp.4
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                           [3 usec]
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1
;d2 : 1/(2J(XH))
;d4 : 1/(4J(XH))
;d16: delay for homospoil/gradient recovery
;cnst2: = J(XH)
;cnst15: = conventional(0)/pure shift(1)
;cnst14: = conventional(0)/2JHH-resolved(1)
;cnst17: = -0.5 for Crp60comp.4
;in0: 1/(2 * SW(X)) = DW(X)
;nd0: 2
;NS: 2 * n
;DS: >= 16
;td1: number of experiments
;FnMODE: echo-antiecho

;use gradient ratio: gp 1 : gp 2 : gp 0
;   80 : 20.1 :   11   for C-13

;for z-only gradients:
;gpz1: 80%
;gpz2: 20.1% for C-13
;gpz0: 11%

;use gradient files:   
;gpnam1: SINE.100
;gpnam2: SINE.100
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Tutorial explaining how to perform structure discrimination and stereochemical 
assignments for diastereotopic CH2 protons using MSpin.

Step 1: Calculation using 10   1  D  CH only belonging to methine (CH) groups. This is the 
MSpin file defining all couplings:

rdc_data {
#H-2
4 31 9.4
#H-3
5 32 7.2
#H-1
3 30 17.4
#H-4
6 33 17.6
#H-22
19 38 0
#H-17ab
27 44
27 45
#H-18ab
28 46
28 47
#H-23ab
18 36
18 37
#H-15ab
25 41
25 42
#H-11ab
12 34
12 35
#H-20ab
21 39
21 40
#H-14
22 24 -14.8
#H-12
13 16 -17
#H-16
26 43 11.2
#H-13
15 23 -1.3
#H-8
11 14 -8
#
#Two-Bond HH RDCs
#
#H11a-H11b
34 35 
#H15a-H15b
41 42 
#H17a-H17b
44  45
#H18a-H18b
46  47
#H20a-H20b
39 40
#H23a-H23b
36 37

}
grid {
256
}

Step 2: Calculated   Q   factors: The program discriminates isomer 6 (correct structure)   
from the incorrect ones (isomer 5 has the second lowest   Q   value). The discrimination   
is considered moderate (  Q  r=0,098 vs 0,134)  
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Quality factors for all conformers in solution 1

Conformer<Q> Highest Q Lowest Q

1 0.268626 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

2 0.409294 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

3 0.36354 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

4 0.315734 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

5 0.133802 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

6 0.0975169 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

7 0.359907 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

8 0.182503 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

Step 3: Experimental   vs.   calculated RDCs for isomer 6.  
Once the alignment tensor is calculated and all Q factors are obtained for all structures, the 
program affords the calculated 1DCH and 2DHH for all pairs of each isomer. Below is the list 
of experimental vs. calculated values for the selected isomer 6.

All 1DCH and 2DHH (marked with ***) not included as input in the calculation are shown in 
red. 

In blue, experimental values not included in the calculation. 

In green, the calculated 2DHH that can be used to check the accuracy of the corresponding 
experimental values.

The comparison between red and blue/green values allows the on-the-fly stereoassignment 
of individual diastereotopic protons in CH2 groups and also can be used for to validate 
experimental data

Exp Hz Comp Hz

C4,H31 9.40 9.34

C5,H32 7.20 7.32

C3,H30 17.40 17.16

C6,H33 17.60 17.11

C19,H38 0.00 0.59

C22,H24 -14.80 -17.26

C13,H16 -17.00 -15.03

C26,H43 11.20 10.88

C15,H23 -1.30 -3.01

C11,H14 -8.00 -7.55
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C27,H44 *** -5.77 *

C27,H45 *** 9.15 *

C28,H46 *** 9.73 10

C28,H47 *** 2.76 -0.5

C18,H36 *** -20.54 -21.4

C18,H37 *** 4.42 4.6

C25,H41 *** 2.82 2.2

C25,H42 *** 0.88 4.2

C12,H34 *** 6.59 8.6

C12,H35 *** -13.06 -13.6

C21,H39 *** -8.76 -8.2

C21,H40 *** -2.04 -4.8

H34,H35 *** -11.47 -9.8

H41,H42 *** 10.40 11.6**

H44,H45 *** 10.26 11.5**

H46,H47 *** 11.99 *

H39,H40 *** -14.60 -15.6

H36,H37 *** -10.63 -12

Step 4: Repeat the calculation as step 1 but including the new assigned RDCs: 5   2  D  HH 
(protons H17 out): Discrimination of 6 vs 5 is much better!!!!

Isomer<Q> Highest Q Lowest Q

1 0.321709 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

2 0.389786 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

3 0.36024 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

4 0.351856 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

5 0.184424 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

6 0.0924997 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

7 0.373441 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

8 0.270089 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

Step 5: Repeat the calculation as step 4 but including now the new stereoassigned 10 
2  D  HH belonging to CH2. This is the new input file: 

rdc_data {
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#H-2
4 31 9.4
#H-3
5 32 7.2
#H-1
3 30 17.4
#H-4
6 33 17.6
#H-22
19 38 0
#H-17ab
27 44
27 45
#H-18ab
28 46 10
28 47 -0.5
#H-23ab
18 36 -21.4
18 37 4.6
#H-15ab
25 41 4.2
25 42 2.2
#H-11ab
12 34 8.6
12 35 -13.6
#H-20ab
21 39 -8.2
21 40 -4.8
#H-14
22 24 -14.8
#H-12
13 16 -17
#H-16
26 43 11.2
#H-13
15 23 -1.3
#H-8
11 14 -8
#
#Two-Bond HH RDCs
#
#H11a-H11b
34 35 -9.8
#H15a-H15b
41 42 11.6
#H17a-H17b
44  45
#H18a-H18b
46  47 11.5
#H20a-H20b
39 40 -15.6
#H23a-H23b
36 37 -12

}
grid {
256
}

Step 6:   Q   factors:   Q  (6) is worst tan other calculations probably because more   
experimental data have been used. However, note that although   Q  (6)) is higher the   
discrimination of 6 vs 5 (Qr) and 6 vs the rest (Qg) is much better!!!!

Quality factors for all conformers in solution 1

Conformer<Q> Highest Q Lowest Q
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1 0.538493 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

2 0.552556 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

3 0.744113 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

4 0.672611 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

5 0.258365 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

6 0.118295 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

7 0.831805 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313

8 0.284022 1.7226e-281 1.69773e-313
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Table S7: Coordinate files of the 8 different diastereoisomers of strychnine used in the 

calculations

47
1- RRR 7R8R12R13R14R16S
C     -0.115023   -7.307554    3.099094
C      1.024920   -6.454184    3.009393
C      2.273359   -6.893322    3.405307
C      2.374640   -8.204651    3.881160
C      1.249604   -9.055336    3.931062
C     -0.013932   -8.611834    3.527591
C      0.623399   -5.185338    2.264910
N     -1.252117   -6.579195    2.699924
C     -2.504472   -7.011458    2.328535
O     -2.894652   -8.174914    2.409900
C     -0.830674   -5.193872    2.769768
C     -3.422445   -5.913032    1.771026
C     -2.617220   -4.767689    1.134937
H     -0.806697   -4.997130    3.859583
C     -1.768348   -4.147160    2.231889
H     -2.029083   -5.215656    0.327915
O     -3.438730   -3.729337    0.609622
C     -2.882317   -3.114968   -0.561137
C     -1.407567   -2.767462   -0.525863
C     -0.568308   -2.678013    0.527863
C      0.922234   -2.433454    0.367359
C     -1.025650   -2.823872    1.959071
H     -2.466710   -3.896672    3.048302
H     -1.694281   -1.983138    2.188225
C      0.195973   -2.735390    2.913999
C      1.246516   -3.774353    2.458436
C      0.855537   -5.507994    0.769480
C      2.020975   -4.619120    0.395119
N      1.784284   -3.371669    1.123349
H      3.154298   -6.266111    3.317178
H      3.343622   -8.587468    4.196903
H      1.368316  -10.075025    4.292445
H     -0.877922   -9.264637    3.581025
H     -4.071208   -5.549558    2.576113
H     -4.077046   -6.357437    1.012355
H     -3.056148   -3.802887   -1.397289
H     -3.460885   -2.208594   -0.766626
H     -0.990347   -2.611246   -1.521132
H      1.139593   -1.416304    0.719514
H      1.213558   -2.423348   -0.690767
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H     -0.107059   -2.914723    3.952938
H      0.623560   -1.723988    2.911912
H      2.074299   -3.809435    3.175343
H     -0.002718   -5.265981    0.145116
H      1.101726   -6.555577    0.557584
H      2.117601   -4.487346   -0.687875
H      2.961860   -5.061722    0.744886
47
2- RRS 7R8R12S13R14R16S
C     -0.034560    2.990209    4.703806
C      0.434874    1.714823    4.281741
C      1.130054    0.889347    5.144986
C      1.342605    1.350176    6.447893
C      0.844402    2.600038    6.871315
C      0.139026    3.433098    5.996638
C     -0.133632    1.431873    2.895492
N     -0.625788    3.641943    3.601207
C     -1.425620    4.749341    3.568614
O     -1.752151    5.401654    4.560849
C     -0.161624    2.905952    2.447021
C     -1.859502    5.197626    2.178730
C     -1.936691    4.109955    1.091839
H      0.900799    3.222318    2.393198
C     -0.664678    3.269572    1.058849
H     -2.019945    4.651060    0.138843
O     -3.128273    3.354684    1.263973
C     -3.542415    2.689169    0.070658
C     -2.951882    1.322870    0.045673
C     -1.639702    1.027580    0.106946
C     -1.186271   -0.405737    0.306391
C     -0.517812    2.052917    0.106287
H      0.083078    3.988718    0.679114
H     -0.402568    2.424056   -0.920577
C      0.803659    1.328426    0.509678
C      0.547495    0.543221    1.820461
C     -1.495459    0.760944    3.171274
C     -1.269981   -0.669095    2.725262
N     -0.398597   -0.582198    1.546792
H      1.466764   -0.097201    4.844103
H      1.880734    0.724566    7.157746
H      1.014362    2.922392    7.896700
H     -0.227637    4.399522    6.323709
H     -1.142080    5.967741    1.868789
H     -2.842515    5.672517    2.284135
H     -3.316703    3.256255   -0.839366
H     -4.632473    2.597137    0.127053
H     -3.679467    0.513528    0.072944
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H     -0.575139   -0.709628   -0.553292
H     -2.031018   -1.106708    0.295974
H      1.622310    2.047408    0.639895
H      1.145323    0.656359   -0.288490
H      1.489003    0.126327    2.194694
H     -2.307557    1.232340    2.618361
H     -1.811234    0.770040    4.222149
H     -2.208951   -1.202781    2.542269
H     -0.741274   -1.226403    3.508618
47
3- RSR 7R8R12R13S14R16S
C      0.695560    3.897166    0.950553
C      1.053187    2.558023    0.585611
C      2.358008    2.241668    0.258046
C      3.305887    3.269427    0.304041
C      2.948511    4.581256    0.681448
C      1.628799    4.908523    1.008036
C     -0.138601    1.637067    0.777831
N     -0.702076    3.978375    1.090700
C     -1.551567    5.060008    1.234695
O     -1.201640    6.186795    1.576982
C     -1.177506    2.760557    0.536505
C     -3.018758    4.758835    0.819210
C     -3.516142    3.384347    1.297223
H     -1.216614    3.032005   -0.533548
C     -2.520110    2.304195    0.938969
H     -3.603794    3.455968    2.391031
O     -4.800993    2.998122    0.781723
C     -5.399610    1.846643    1.434246
C     -4.673518    0.494907    1.350343
C     -3.544867    0.218774    0.659576
C     -2.622829   -0.983289    0.823493
C     -2.942485    1.302373   -0.167303
H     -2.401466    1.808832    1.908914
H     -3.662563    1.721267   -0.879724
C     -1.752910    0.733942   -1.001433
C     -0.621553    0.379331   -0.022295
C      0.009693    1.074777    2.209746
C     -0.845578   -0.177235    2.316787
N     -1.178322   -0.610095    0.961478
H      2.652022    1.228295    0.004765
H      4.344057    3.052500    0.058301
H      3.713757    5.354661    0.708931
H      1.354567    5.924778    1.268428
H     -3.088712    4.832519   -0.272778
H     -3.667238    5.542038    1.228208
H     -6.392689    1.721854    0.989793
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H     -5.547632    2.101644    2.490116
H     -5.080086   -0.270176    2.009667
H     -2.729164   -1.636135   -0.051710
H     -2.928961   -1.595429    1.681168
H     -1.407483    1.453740   -1.752951
H     -2.065689   -0.141496   -1.586116
H      0.219987   -0.081255   -0.550701
H     -0.259700    1.805019    2.982184
H      1.051500    0.781667    2.400268
H     -1.729715    0.029179    2.931249
H     -0.295729   -0.971943    2.833451
47
4- RSS 7R8R12S13S14R16S
C     -8.769460   -8.390325   -2.555028
C     -7.356744   -8.571309   -2.691261
C     -6.759854   -9.768011   -2.345151
C     -7.588256  -10.790223   -1.870418
C     -8.984401  -10.613818   -1.765117
C     -9.591495   -9.403069   -2.113698
C     -6.764828   -7.358483   -3.386624
N     -9.090967   -7.057173   -2.879346
C    -10.289716   -6.389673   -2.923183
O    -11.379224   -6.908237   -2.679966
C     -7.833246   -6.383213   -2.826131
C    -10.217111   -4.937185   -3.438681
C     -8.908772   -4.146064   -3.217033
H     -7.706117   -6.241897   -1.737050
C     -7.720822   -5.049839   -3.444375
H     -8.909921   -3.713353   -2.209571
O     -8.850700   -3.076083   -4.198283
C     -7.686524   -2.225002   -4.169512
C     -6.443429   -2.869260   -4.776189
C     -5.793901   -3.900112   -4.190699
C     -4.686696   -4.764883   -4.767325
C     -6.381414   -4.450465   -2.930551
H     -7.719286   -5.204272   -4.531021
H     -6.535907   -3.664956   -2.181466
C     -5.413742   -5.489911   -2.303535
C     -5.360361   -6.701794   -3.240693
C     -6.819520   -7.680139   -4.896945
C     -5.868793   -6.734227   -5.603284
N     -4.934461   -6.227038   -4.600017
H     -5.694037   -9.930337   -2.467230
H     -7.152466  -11.748931   -1.594419
H     -9.599029  -11.434799   -1.400849
H    -10.662283   -9.267164   -2.011438
H    -10.434439   -4.983469   -4.514291
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H    -11.044106   -4.375608   -2.987102
H     -7.508927   -1.858762   -3.152231
H     -7.933423   -1.345861   -4.775033
H     -6.122597   -2.499173   -5.745953
H     -3.744238   -4.515525   -4.264109
H     -4.521267   -4.533219   -5.827052
H     -5.742587   -5.786903   -1.300583
H     -4.415590   -5.056825   -2.155324
H     -4.631290   -7.435866   -2.881028
H     -6.471552   -8.706334   -5.080468
H     -7.829895   -7.606761   -5.316098
H     -5.319963   -7.257889   -6.393905
H     -6.439071   -5.941163   -6.100361
47
5- SRR 7R8S12R13R14R16S
C     -9.831863   -1.612148   -2.120234
C     -9.012863   -2.702488   -1.765902
C     -9.576002   -3.891913   -1.325634
C    -10.967842   -3.977854   -1.240060
C    -11.777803   -2.886817   -1.594077
C    -11.209992   -1.688333   -2.034951
C     -7.556197   -2.392192   -1.996577
N     -9.041810   -0.500933   -2.448762
C     -9.442570    0.818063   -2.630352
O    -10.585655    1.159113   -2.937205
C     -7.639238   -0.872893   -2.272278
C     -8.377847    1.905578   -2.304565
C     -6.968811    1.373718   -1.985945
H     -7.151388   -0.666606   -3.234200
C     -7.149870    0.078772   -1.194320
H     -6.487357    1.213344   -2.961354
O     -6.136467    2.249459   -1.232804
C     -4.739452    2.097641   -1.568702
C     -4.194190    0.677209   -1.672302
C     -4.735116   -0.460321   -1.186065
C     -4.175972   -1.849890   -1.406659
C     -5.985302   -0.414601   -0.358670
H     -7.943734    0.251718   -0.447371
H     -5.824271    0.256886    0.495524
C     -6.363805   -1.789391    0.198739
C     -6.472845   -2.768219   -0.963332
C     -7.031546   -3.143532   -3.231433
C     -5.529732   -2.902303   -3.169863
N     -5.204298   -2.850276   -1.740432
H     -8.960115   -4.747265   -1.064648
H    -11.431843   -4.901641   -0.900467
H    -12.859608   -2.973681   -1.519404
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H    -11.845221   -0.847448   -2.291645
H     -8.326666    2.602860   -3.148484
H     -8.752954    2.476590   -1.446098
H     -4.160299    2.650585   -0.822152
H     -4.586040    2.599115   -2.531811
H     -3.264507    0.606613   -2.236049
H     -3.679586   -2.169088   -0.481072
H     -3.387898   -1.846519   -2.170218
H     -7.313908   -1.738963    0.745174
H     -5.611681   -2.131817    0.921316
H     -6.674500   -3.768976   -0.561023
H     -7.465137   -2.792628   -4.174631
H     -7.238179   -4.219381   -3.153505
H     -5.287891   -1.962929   -3.681598
H     -4.976875   -3.704467   -3.668704
47
6- SRS 7R8S12S13R14R16S Strychnine
C     -0.928284    5.983882    0.490736
C      0.110585    5.108392    0.149970
C      1.341893    5.601766   -0.263658
C      1.517960    6.985191   -0.337306
C      0.473800    7.856475    0.005015
C     -0.763062    7.356645    0.421349
C     -0.298609    3.672306    0.363661
N     -2.085258    5.259401    0.808598
C     -3.360632    5.753674    0.988521
O     -3.642066    6.935511    1.183579
C     -1.832875    3.825718    0.609897
C     -4.466830    4.701935    0.929557
C     -4.210062    3.456849    0.039511
H     -2.129255    3.307950    1.531970
C     -2.777028    3.441148   -0.536023
H     -4.933565    3.469556   -0.786073
O     -4.508529    2.327047    0.872216
C     -4.607433    1.087240    0.182308
C     -3.261459    0.446783    0.190081
C     -2.198262    0.947793   -0.463118
C     -0.820321    0.338048   -0.348552
C     -2.296218    2.204336   -1.305517
H     -2.769322    4.256648   -1.279194
H     -2.967626    2.016881   -2.153335
C     -0.909288    2.558937   -1.866284
C      0.079837    2.626475   -0.703037
C      0.410815    3.107434    1.601667
C      0.184788    1.612301    1.474793
N      0.186260    1.336425    0.030683
H      2.163434    4.936509   -0.512171
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H      2.475058    7.392510   -0.656153
H      0.626777    8.931620   -0.056475
H     -1.564495    8.042518    0.673736
H     -5.366126    5.206930    0.554175
H     -4.682050    4.409559    1.965079
H     -5.019262    1.200505   -0.826792
H     -5.302201    0.455748    0.745939
H     -3.155661   -0.444103    0.804185
H     -0.543995   -0.100013   -1.316106
H     -0.803502   -0.501581    0.358198
H     -0.933556    3.516173   -2.402116
H     -0.587689    1.812182   -2.603994
H      1.075863    2.841483   -1.109183
H      0.022537    3.504160    2.546330
H      1.488150    3.318830    1.573673
H     -0.767832    1.349948    1.950826
H      0.973168    1.045039    1.979663
47
7- SSR 7R8S12R13S14R16S
C     -1.266340    3.980945    3.975095
C     -0.583877    2.854289    3.476342
C      0.801788    2.850158    3.392493
C      1.498217    3.985980    3.812211
C      0.811045    5.110970    4.294123
C     -0.584380    5.116940    4.372039
C     -1.554722    1.792792    3.005000
N     -2.652047    3.750018    3.957692
C     -3.670367    4.631939    4.248241
O     -3.499250    5.752532    4.732237
C     -2.847671    2.329793    3.705738
C     -5.080340    4.220997    3.808102
C     -5.344105    2.741179    3.516970
H     -2.939957    1.881946    4.707838
C     -4.110746    2.075207    2.948902
H     -5.653708    2.244668    4.445199
O     -6.426857    2.631193    2.556975
C     -6.754638    1.312128    2.072451
C     -5.734936    0.610807    1.164386
C     -4.478998    1.031738    0.884851
C     -3.346380    0.174893    0.346551
C     -4.026400    2.354185    1.433988
H     -4.284572    1.007788    3.146471
H     -4.698646    3.149828    1.090487
C     -2.644675    2.727446    0.918855
C     -1.671558    1.700318    1.457204
C     -1.231976    0.342938    3.363922
C     -2.043948   -0.483311    2.363976
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N     -2.092801    0.310688    1.132180
H      1.343229    1.997544    2.993961
H      2.584586    4.005466    3.754199
H      1.370695    5.989372    4.608215
H     -1.101311    5.993926    4.745979
H     -5.304996    4.815711    2.912674
H     -5.785416    4.559092    4.577522
H     -7.683756    1.418626    1.502562
H     -6.971931    0.670608    2.934065
H     -6.035067   -0.385666    0.844703
H     -3.140080    0.477122   -0.687689
H     -3.638287   -0.881195    0.297353
H     -2.371222    3.740636    1.232755
H     -2.629016    2.743503   -0.178930
H     -0.689096    1.857229    0.994220
H     -1.479000    0.088499    4.399723
H     -0.165265    0.130566    3.220427
H     -3.038737   -0.686384    2.772880
H     -1.566912   -1.451496    2.179880
47
8- SSS 7R8S12S13S14R16S
C     -4.849512    5.056517    2.558395
C     -5.384618    3.982639    3.299621
C     -5.672899    4.137949    4.648155
C     -5.419537    5.375609    5.245593
C     -4.881227    6.437371    4.500185
C     -4.590369    6.282217    3.142384
C     -5.526803    2.735668    2.455078
N     -4.660256    4.677021    1.227077
C     -4.208570    5.410203    0.138445
O     -3.855346    6.586070    0.170005
C     -5.190423    3.342293    1.058959
C     -4.204637    4.609303   -1.177979
C     -3.554583    3.245411   -0.939641
H     -6.130203    3.501755    0.505499
C     -4.271357    2.527842    0.192521
H     -2.497947    3.441944   -0.715327
O     -3.609196    2.351682   -2.077940
C     -2.878084    1.099883   -1.920183
C     -3.488648    0.080060   -0.939958
C     -3.634784    0.303990    0.390680
C     -4.424917   -0.504195    1.403219
C     -3.220370    1.653729    0.894039
H     -5.024101    1.902217   -0.316008
H     -2.189972    1.856167    0.576712
C     -3.206482    1.741320    2.404471
C     -4.624495    1.547928    2.877662
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C     -6.891309    2.041578    2.451606
C     -6.585296    0.673773    1.830999
N     -5.250569    0.317659    2.323701
H     -6.078545    3.321055    5.237606
H     -5.637391    5.519354    6.302002
H     -4.690211    7.392165    4.985316
H     -4.179309    7.109361    2.573613
H     -3.642450    5.162736   -1.938097
H     -5.230219    4.509137   -1.550638
H     -1.832700    1.313150   -1.669113
H     -2.870205    0.635422   -2.912560
H     -3.868877   -0.838664   -1.379186
H     -3.709848   -1.068658    2.014749
H     -5.051857   -1.252994    0.904416
H     -2.808538    2.709374    2.730042
H     -2.545307    0.976213    2.831717
H     -4.625553    1.448473    3.970746
H     -7.658957    2.585006    1.891216
H     -7.265479    1.907970    3.474873
H     -6.616166    0.748652    0.738748
H     -7.326737   -0.071669    2.135176
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SUMMARY

The  efficient  and  accurate  determination  of  the  scalar  1JCH coupling  constants  can

become a fundamental step for correct structural elucidation task. The measurement of
1JCH along  the  F1  or  F2  dimension  of  HSQC experiments  has  been  explored  with

different  approaches.  Herein  it  is  described  the  successful  implementation  of  a

PerfectBIRD block into a  J-resolved HSQC sequence for the accurate and automated

measurement  of  1JCH for  all  13C  multiplicities  along  the  indirect  F1  dimension.  In

particular, this element cleans contributions arising from 2JHaHb modulation and allows

the individual 1JCHa and 1JCHb determination in prochiral CH2 spin systems. 

This new sequence has been proved for the correct and accurate measurement of
1DCH which  have  been  applied  to  determine  the  full  stereochemistry  of  a  multiple-

stereocenters  containing molecule.  Related versions including  J-scaling factors,  real-

time  broadband  homodecoupling  and  NUS techniques  have  been  redesign  to  avoid

problems due to signal overlapping. 
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a b s t r a c t

A versatile 1JCH-resolved HSQC pulse scheme for the speedy, accurate and automated determination of
one-bond proton-carbon coupling constants is reported. The implementation of a perfectBIRD element
allows a straightforward measurement from the clean doublets obtained along the highly resolved
F1 dimension, even for each individual 1JCHa and 1JCHb in diastereotopic HaCHb methylene groups.
Real-time homodecoupling during acquisition and other alternatives to minimize accidental signal
overlapping in overcrowded spectra are also discussed.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One-bond proton-carbon coupling constants (the scalar 1JCH
coupling in isotropic media or the total 1TCH coupling in anisotro-
pic media) are fundamental NMR restraints in the structural
determination of small molecules. In particular, residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs) have become very powerful to solve challenging
structural questions in molecules dissolved in weakly aligned
media. Their success relies on the determination of relative orien-
tations of specific chemical bonds with respect to a molecular
alignment tensor. For instance, it is possible to unravel the
relative configuration of multiple stereochemical centers without
a previous knowledge of scalar J coupling constants and
NOE enhancements [1]. One-bond proton-carbon RDCs
(1DCH = 1TCH � 1JCH) are the most efficient parameters for
unequivocal structural discrimination, whereas two-bond geminal
proton-proton coupling constants (2JHH in isotropic media and
2THH in anisotropic media) have also shown an excellent comple-
mentarity for this purpose [2]. New strategies involving long-
range proton-carbon RDCs (nDCH) [3] or residual 13C chemical
shift anisotropy (RCSA) [4] promise to be of great help in
proton-deficient molecules with a prominent lack of protonated

carbons. From the NMR methodological point of view, the interest
has been extensively focused on the suitability of measuring 1JCH
from the direct (F2) or the indirect (F1) dimension of HSQC
spectra. In particular, the extraction of individual 1JCH values in
diastereotopic protons HaCHb of methylene systems has always
been a challenging task and obtaining clean J patterns for these
protons has not been easy (Fig. 1). Probably, the easiest way to
measure these couplings would be the F2-heterocoupled CLIP-
HSQC experiment [5] where each 1H signal appears as a large
doublet along F2 due to 1JCH (Fig. 1A). Recently, two improved
solutions (perfectHSQC [6] and PIP-HSQC [7] experiments) have
been proposed to remove the interference of undesired JHH mod-
ulation during the INEPT periods in HSQC experiments. Both
approaches afford pure in-phase multiplets with respect to 1JCH
and JHH, allowing a much accurate measurement of 1JCH especially
when large JHH values are present, as it can happen when measur-
ing RDCs. The major drawbacks to measure accurately 1JCH from
the F2 dimension are due to the presence of complex JHH multi-
plets, the broader linewidths commonly observed in anisotropic
conditions and the significant signal distortions which may
appear due to strong coupling effects. To alleviate some of these
problems, several interferogram-based broadband homodecou-
pled versions of the CLIP-HSQC have been reported
(Fig. 1B and C) [8], although all of them require time-
consuming 3D acquisition modes that greatly hamper its routine
use. Very recently, an optimized BIRD-based real-time homode-
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coupled HSQC experiment has been developed to obtain simpli-
fied 1H multiplet patterns in F2 without sacrificing sensitivity.
However, diastereotopic CH2 protons appear distorted and par-
tially homodecoupled because the 2JHH splitting is not removed
by the BIRD effect (Fig. 1B) and, in addition, 1JCH and JHH modula-
tions during the homodecoupling block could induce unexpected
effects and non-accurate measurements [8d].

The measurement of 1JCH/1TCH along the F1 dimension of HSQC
spectra has been another alternative approach largely explored
(Fig. 1E–G) [9]. All these methods work very well for CH systems
where a clean doublet is obtained, but the major criticisms come
from the fact that only the sum of 1JCHa + 1JCHb is obtained for Ha-
CHb groups, as reported in the J-scaled BIRD-HSQC (JSB-HSQC)
experiment (Fig. 1E) [9d–9g]. Some alternatives have been
reported to measure individual 1JCH values in CH2 but they all
suffer from some important practical drawbacks. Here we offer a
solution to this problem by proposing a novel perfect 1JCH-
resolved HSQC experiment that allows an accurate determination
of 1JCH along F1 for any 1H multiplicity and with excellent levels
of resolution.

2. Results and discussion

The proposed pulse sequence of Fig. 2A has been derived from
three early ideas: (i) previous schemes where the initial fixed
INEPT element in the HSQC pulse sequence was made variable
to allow the modulation of 1JCH during the indirect dimension
[10], (ii) the perfectHSQC experiment [6] that uses a perfectINEPT
element [11d] to avoid JHH modulation during the INEPT periods,
and (iii) the use of a new perfectBIRD element, previously
implemented in an interferogram-based version of the
broadband homodecoupled HSQC experiment [8a], to efficiently
remove the 2JHaHb modulation in methylene HaCHb signals
generated by a BIRDd,X module [12]. This classical BIRDd,X element
consists of a 90�(1H)-D-180�(1H,X)-D-90�(1H) cluster (D = 1/

(2 ⁄ 1JCH)) that inverts both 1JCHa and 2JHaHb. A simple modification
referred to as BIRDd [13], employing the 90�(1H)-D-180�(1H,X)-
D-90�(1H),180�(13C) element, adds a last 180�(13C) pulse that
re-inverts again 13C magnetization and therefore only 2JHaHb
remains inverted. In our proposal, the initial INEPT period in a
conventional HSQC scheme is replaced by an incrementing per-
fectBIRD element (from point a to d in Fig. 1A) which is based
on the perfect-echo concept successfully implemented in many
interesting applications [11]. It consists of a double echo building
block, s-BIRDd-s-90y(1H)-s-BIRDd,X-s-, in order to let 2JHaHb evolve
during both echoes (from point a to b and c to d in Fig. 1A) while
1JCHa only evolves during the second one (from point c to d in
Fig. 1A). Thus, 2JHaHb is fully refocused at the end of the per-
fectBIRD and the signal will be only modulated by 1JCHa
(Fig. 1H). The perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC experiment is originally
designed to allow independent 1JCH (J-scale factor j) and/or d(13C)
(d-scale factor j0) evolution during two different variable t1
periods. However, we have concentrated our study in a classical
JCH-resolved presentation (j = 1 and j0 = 0) because the spectral
symmetry around the F1 = 0 axis affords a user-friendly finger-
printing visualization, with a clear and quick 1JCH profiling for
all 1H signals that is suitable for a reliable automated extraction
of 1JCH values (Fig. 2B). In addition, the use of a very reduced
spectral width in F1 (sw(F1) = 250 Hz) ensures high levels of
digitization and accurate measurements. This approach is highly
recommendable for small molecules where the probability of
signal overlap is low. In cases of accidental signal overlap due
to the presence of 1H signals with similar 1JCH and d(1H), a
d-correlation presentation offering better signal dispersion along
F1 may be advisable. Thus, the possibility to use independent j
and j0 scaling factors retains good levels of digital resolution by
using reduced sw(F1). Fig. 2C shows the corresponding
J-upscaled/d-downscaled perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC spectrum of
strychnine (1) acquired with j = 5, j0 = 0.1 and sw(F1) =
3000 Hz. The use of large j values would decrease the overall

Fig. 1. Schematic J coupling patterns for one of the diastereotopic protons’ (Ha) cross-peak (with an arbitrary multiplicity along F2) belonging to a HaCHb methylene group in
several implementations of (A–D) F2-and (E–H) F1-heterocoupled HSQC experiments. All patterns E–H could be further simplified along the horizontal F2 dimension by
homodecoupling, similarly as shown in B.
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sensitivity of the experiment but digital resolution could be prop-
erly optimized (i) acquiring a major number of t1 increments, (ii)
setting a major j/j0 scaling proportionality that allows the use of
more reduced sw(F1), or (iii) using non-uniform sampling (NUS)
schemes [9d].

Each 1H signal in the perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC spectrum dis-
plays a clean anti-phase doublet along F1 corresponding to its 1JCH
value (Figs. 3 and S1). The mismatch between 1JCH and the BIRD
delay setting is not critical and it can only generate some residual
signals at F1 = 0 that do not interfere with the measurement. Inter-
estingly, note that different 1JCH values for each CH and all diaster-
eotopic CH2 protons are quickly visualized and precisely measured,

as performed for H18a (145.6 Hz) and H18b (131.7 Hz) or H23a
(145.2 Hz) and H23b (136.9 Hz). In other cases, it is also possible
to differentiate similar values, as found for H20a (138.6 Hz) and
H20b (138.2 Hz). All these measurements can be performed auto-
matically because of the symmetry of cross-peaks with respect to
the F1 = 0 axis (Table S1). 1JCH mainly depends on the s character
of the CH bond and the electronegativity effects of substituents
and neighbours nuclei. Thus, such observed differences of 1JCH in
CH2 can give an insight about their equatorial and axial positions
and therefore can be helpful in their stereoselective assignments.
It is also interesting to compare the accuracy of the measurement
along F1 or F2 dimensions in terms of digital and signal resolution.
Using sw(F1) of 250 Hz and 256 complex t1 increments, the FID
digital resolution in the perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC is about
1.9 Hz/Pt. In contrast, in F2 measurements from the F2 using a
1H spectral width of 10 ppm (6000 Hz in a 600 MHz spectrometer)
and 4 k data points, the FID digital resolution is about 1.5 Hz/Pt. On
the other hand, signal resolution also takes into account the overall
multiplet width and therefore the accuracy in perfect 1JCH-resolved
HSQC should be better than a conventional PIP-HSQC or per-
fectHSQC experiment because of the absence of JHH splittings.
These high levels of both digital and signal resolution should be
only attainable in the recent real-time homodecoupled HSQC
experiment [8d].

The perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC experiment retains the basic
pulse train of the regular HSQC experiment and therefore its per-
formance can be further improved by adding complementary fea-
tures, such as solvent suppression schemes, multiplicity editing,
NUS enhancement or BIRD-based real-time homodecoupling along
the F2 dimension [14]. As an example, Fig. 4A shows the homode-
coupled version of the perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC experiment. It
works well for isotropic samples, with an excellent simplification
of JHH coupling patterns to singlets and without a considerable
increase of linewidths. Fig. 4C shows the corresponding spectrum
acquired combining homodecoupling and 50% NUS, demonstrating
that cross-peak simplification, improved sensitivity (averaged 70%
for CH and 28% for CH2), and equivalent resolution and measure-
ment accuracy can be simultaneously achieved with shorter acqui-
sition times (compare internal F2 projection in 4B vs. 4C).
Unfortunately, homodecoupling remains partial in diastereotopic
CH2 protons because 2JHH is also inverted by the BIRD element
and a doublet due to an apparent 2JHH is still observed.

The outstanding features of perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC are
finally demonstrated in the challenging determination of both

Fig. 2. (A) General pulse scheme of the perfect JCH-resolved HSQC experiment. Thin
and thick rectangles represent 90� and 180� rectangular pulses, respectively,
applied along the x-axis unless indicated differently. Inversion and refocusing 180�
13C pulses can be applied as adiabatic pulses. The perfectBIRD element consists of
two incrementing BIRDd (from point a to b) and BIRDd,X (from point c to d) pulse
clusters, in order to let 2JHaHb evolve during both echoes while 1JCHa only evolves
during the second one. The inter-pulse delays in INEPT and BIRD elements are
optimized according to D = 1/(2 ⁄ 1JCH). The factors j and j0 are used to scale up or
scale down the independent 1JCH (J-scale j factor) and/or d(13C) (d-scale j0 factor)
evolution during the two different variable t1 periods. The echo/anti-echo encoding
in F1 was achieved by changing the sign of G1 between successive t1 increments.
The duration of a pulsed-field gradient and of the subsequent recovery delay
amounts to d and the ratio between G1:G2 were 80:20.1. A basic two-step phase
cycling is applied: /1 = x, �x; /rec = x, �x. (B and C) 2D perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC
spectra of strychnine (1) in CDCl3 recorded at 600 MHz proton frequency with (B)
j = 1, j0 = 0 and sw(F1) = 250 Hz and (C) j = 5, j0 = 0.1 and sw(F1) = 3000 Hz,
respectively. Other experimental conditions are the same for both spectra: 2048
complex data points in F2, 256 t1 increments, 2 scans per t1, 1 s of pre-scan delay
and D optimized to 140 Hz. FID resolution before processing was 1.9 Hz/pt. The
experimental time for each 2D spectrum was of 14 m 30 s.

Fig. 3. Expansion of the aliphatic area of the spectrum in Fig. 2B clearly showing the
magnitudes of 1JCH for all CH protons and also each different diastereotopic
methylene protons. Spectral resolution in F1 is 0.24 Hz/pt.
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the magnitude and the sign of all individual 1DCH RDCs of 1 weakly
aligned in a CDCl3-compatible poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
gel from a single NMR spectrum [15] (Fig. 5). Despite the small d
(1H) differences between the isotropic and anisotropic cross-
peaks, 1DCH RDCs can be directly determined from this single
NMR spectrum. It is observed how the relative orientation of each
diastereotopic CH2 proton is correlated with their different 1DCH

values. For instance, +3.8 Hz and �24.0 Hz are measured for
H23a and H23b, respectively, or +7.7 Hz and �17.4 Hz for H11a
and H11b, respectively. The obtained RDC data agree with those
published in related works (Table S2) [9f,10]. In this type of
samples, the simultaneous measurement of 1JCH and 1TCH (and
consequently 1DCH) along F1 is strongly advantageous because
there is no interference of 2JHH/2DHH and it is performed
independent of 1H multiplet complexities and lineshapes. In such
anisotropic conditions, the full collapsing of multiplets by
homodecoupling should not be so advantageous because
linewidths are broader and also because the presence of larger
THH couplings (30–40 Hz) can difficult their efficient decoupling.
The direct measurement of 1DCH RDCs in the equivalent J-
upscaled/d-downscaled perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC spectrum
acquired with j0 = 0.1 could be also problematic depending on
the 1H and 13C RCSA. For the same reasons, the attempts to
perform these measurements along the F2 dimension in regular
PIP-HSQC or perfectHSQC fails due to the lack of F1 resolution.
The option to use highly resolved F2-spectral-aliased HSQC
spectra only works for carbons having a large 13C RCSA (olefinic
and aromatics) but fails for most of the aliphatic carbons. The
experiment would partially work for methyl protons in very
strong alignment conditions because the perfectBIRD module
only inverts two protons attached on the same carbon [8d].

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have reported a robust and fast approach for
the accurate and automated extraction of 1JCH for all carbon multi-
plicities. The novelty relies on the selectivity of the perfectBIRD
element to differentiate the evolution of 1JCH vs. 2JHH in diastereo-
topic CH2 protons. The measurement is accurately performed along
the indirect F1 dimension and therefore it is irrespective of 1Hmul-
tiplet complexity along F2. The experiment can be easily tuned to
avoid signal overlapping by monitoring a J-upscaling/d-
downscaling scaling factors proportionality, can incorporate real-
time homodecoupling during acquisition to afford multiplet sim-
plification and enhanced sensitivity, and NUS can also be applied
to economize spectrometer time. The experiment does not need
any calibration and therefore is ideal for routine applications. The
potential of the method has been demonstrated by measuring
1DCH RDCs in challenging sample conditions.

4. Experimental section

NMR experiments were recorded on a 600 MHz spectrometer
equipped with a triple-resonance 1H/13C/15N inverse probe. The
temperature for all measurements was set to 298 K. The isotropic
sample was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of strychnine (1) in
CDCl3. The anisotropic sample was prepared as described in Ref.
[11b] of the manuscript. They consisted of 20 mg of 1 aligned in
a PMMA gel swollen in CDCl3 using the reversible compression/
relaxation method [15b]. The alignment was monitored from the
2H quadrupolar splitting (DmQ) of the CDCl3 signal that was set to
37 Hz.

Fig. 4. (A) Pulse sequence of the real-time BIRD-based homodecoupled perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC experiment. (B and C) Comparison between the (B) conventional and (C)
homodecoupled perfect 1JCH-resolved HSQC spectra of 1 recorded under the same experimental conditions as described in Fig. 2B. The only differences are the use of 50% NUS
and the homodecoupled acquisition in spectrum C, saving 50% of spectrometer time. From the internal F2 projections at the top of 2D spectra, also note the improved cross-
peak simplification and sensitivity enhancements achieved by signal collapsing for all CH and CH2 protons in the homodecoupled spectrum vs. the conventional one.
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NMR spectra were recorded with proton 90� pulses of 8.5 ls
and carbon 90� pulses of 10.5 ls. For broadband carbon inversion
and refocusing, 0.5 ms smoothed Chirp pulses sweeping over a fre-
quency band of 60 kHz and a four-Chirp composite pulse of 2 ms
duration were used, respectively. The interpulse D delays in INEPT
and BIRD elements were set to 3.57 ms (D = 1/(2 ⁄ 1JCH); optimized
to 1JCH = 140 Hz) and the recycle delay to 1 s. 2 scans were accumu-
lated for each one of the 256 t1 increments and the number of com-
plex data points in t2 was set to 2048. Spectra were acquired with
an spectral window of 6010 Hz (in F2) and 250 Hz (in F1) giving a
FID resolution of 5.86 (F2) and 1.95 (F1) Hz, respectively. Prior to
Fourier-transformation of each data, zero filling to 1024 in F1
and a p/2-shifted squared cosine window function (QSINE, SSB:
2) in both dimensions were applied. After applying zero filling,
the digital resolution was 2.93 (F2) and 0.24 (F1) Hz, respectively.
Linear prediction was not applied. An error of ±0.5 Hz in the deter-
mination of 1JCH is assumed as a conservative estimate. Gradient
ratios for G1:G2 were set to 80:20.1, measured as percentage of
the absolute gradient strength of 53.5 G/cm. Sine bell shaped gra-
dients had 1 ms of duration and were followed by a recovery delay
of 100 ls (d). All experiments were acquired and processed using
the echo/anti-echo protocol where the gradient G1 was inverted
for every second FID. Real-time BIRD-based homodecoupling was

performed using 10.3 ms chunk length and 8 loops (2048 complex
points in F2).

The java applet jmeasurement.jar described at the end of the SI
for extracting 1JCH automatically is available on request.

Fitting of RDC data to structures was performed using the
MSpin software package (Mestrelab Research SL, Santiago de Com-
postela, Spain); [16]. The 3D structures of all compounds were ini-
tially generated using the MacroModel Suite from Shrödinger
(https://www.schrodinger.com/MacroModel/). The diastereomers
were automatically generated using the LigPrep module in Macro-
Model and further energy minimized using the MMFFs molecular
mechanics force field. AM1 and DFT (B3LYP/6-31G⁄) calculations
were performed in Gaussian 09 (http://www.gaussian.com).
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Figure S1: F1 slices taken at some selected CH2 protons. Linewidths are ~3.4 Hz, FID 

resolution is 1.95 Hz and spectral resolution is 0.24 Hz after processing.
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Figure S2: Comparison between 2D perfect  1JCH-resolved HSQC spectra of strychnine in

(left) isotropic and (right) anisotropic conditions.
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Figure  S3: 2D  1JCH-scaled  and  13C-scaled  perfect  1JCH-resolved  HSQC  spectra  of

strychnine acquired using the pulse scheme of Fig. 2A with A) = 5 , ’ = 1 and SW(F1)

= 160 ppm; B)  = 10 ,  ’ = 1 and SW(F1) = 160 ppm; and C)  = 10 ,  ’ = 0.1 and

SW(F1) = 160ppm;. All other parameters as described in Figure 2.
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Figure S4: Expansions corresponding to the spectra of Fig. S3A and S3B, respectively.
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Figure  S5: Effect  to  reduce  sw(F1)  in  13C-downscaled  perfect  1JCH-resolved  HSQC

spectra.
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Table S1: One-bond proton-carbon coupling constants of strychnine measured with 
different NMR methods.

Ref. 2a
PIP-

HSQC
(Ref. 7)

 = 1,' =
0

sw(F1) =
1.66 ppm

 = 5,' = 1
sw(F1) = 160

ppm

 = 10,' = 1
sw(F1)  = 160

ppm

 = 5,' =
0.1

sw(F1)  = 20
ppm

F2
coupled

F2
coupled

FID Res.: 2
Hz

FID
Res.:188 Hz

FID Res.: 188
Hz

FID Res.: 23
Hz

ppm F1 coupleda F1 coupleda F1 coupleda F1 coupleda

H13 1.29 124.38 124.80 124.49 127.38 125.02 125.08

H15b 1.47 130.36 129.90 130.49 132.10 132.10 130.64

H17a/b 1.90 132.93 133.20 133.03 136.81 134.45 134.74

H15a 2.37 129.93 130.90 131.07 132.10 132.10 131.52

H11b 2.69 126.08 125.50 125.41 122.66 123.84 125.37

H20b 2.74 138.91 138.70 138.15 139.17 139.17 137.96

H18b 2.88 131.20 131.70 131.67 132.09 132.10 131.22

H11a 3.14 135.06 135.40 135.34 134.45 136.96 135.33

H14 3.15 130.36 131.30 131.07 132.09 129.75 130.05

H18a 3.21 146.17 146.30 145.63 146.93 146.25 145.87

H20a 3.72 138.91 138.80 138.62 141.53 140.35 138.55

H8 3.87 144.89 144.90 144.83 148.61 146.25 144.99

H16 3.96 146.60 146.70 146.18 146.25 143.89 146.45

H23b 4.08 137.20 137.20 136.91 136.81 141.61 136.50

H23a 4.16 145.74 145.50 145.21 146.25 139.17 144.70

H12 4.30 149.17 150.00 149.10 150.97 150.97 149.38

H22 5.91 159.43 158.80 158.60 155.68 158.04 158.76

H2 7.11 161.56 160.80 160.06 165.12 162.76 160.52

H1 7.17 159.00 158.30 158.11 160.40 160.40 158.76

H3 7.27 159.85 159.20 158.35 160.40 158.04 158.76

H4 8.11 168.40 168.40 168.10 174.55 172.20 168.72
a Measured automatically using the java applet
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Table S2: One-bond proton-carbon coupling constants (in Hz) of strychnine measured in 
PMMA/CDCl3 gel. 

 (ΔνQ (CDCl3) = 36Hz)
(ref 9f)

Perfect Bird (this work)a

(ΔνQ (CDCl3) = 37 Hz)
JCH DCH JCH TCH DCH

C1H1 158.38 20.97 158.1 178.5 20.4
C2H2 161.70 12.29 160.1 171.4 11.3
C3H3 160.19 10.04 158.3 169.4 11.1
C4H4 168.35 21.58 168.1 189.4 21.3
C8H8 144.91 -9,75 144.8 133.8 -10.0

C12H12 149.03 -20,59 149.1 129.0 -20.1
C13H13 124.88 -4,87 124.5 119.5 -5.0
C14H14 131.03 -20,66 131.1 111.3 -19.8
C16H16 146.55 14,04 146.2 158.8 12.6
C22H22 158.91 -1,06 158.6b 158.6 b < 3
C11H11a 260.84 -3,46 135.3 143.0 7.7
C11H11b   125.4 108.0 -17.4
C15H15a 260.66 2,54 131.1 b 131.1 b < 3
C15H15b   130.5 b 130.5 b < 3
C17H17a 265,92 1,38 133.1 b 133.1 b < 3
C17H17b   133.1 b 133.1 b < 3
C18H18a 276.20 6,89 145.6 b 145.6 b < 3
C18H18b   131.7 143.3 11.6
C20H20a 276.56 -7,39 138.6 129.8 -8.8
C20H20b   138.1 131.8 -6.3
C23H23a 282.42 -10,3 145.2 149.0 3.8
C23H23b   136.9 112.9 -24.0

a Measured manually
bNot measured.
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Table S3:  Q factors obtained for eight possible structures of strychnine using RDCs of
Table  S2  (Q(CDCl3)  =  37  Hz). Isomer  6  corresponds  to  the  correct  structure  of
strychnine, as evidence with the lowest Q factor.

Quality factors for all conformers in solution 1

Conformer<Q> Highest Q Lowest Q

1: 7R,8R,12R,13R,14R,16S 0.536091 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

2: 7R,8R,12S,13R,14R,16S 0.579169 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

3: 7R,8R,12R,13S,14R,16S 0.758604 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

4: 7R,8R,12S,13S,14R,16S 0.676194 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

5: 7R,8S,12R,13R,14R,16S 0.204568 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

6: 7R,8S,12S,13R,14R,16S 0.0735346 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

7: 7R,8S,12R,13S,14R,16S 0.869824 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306

8: 7R,8S,12S,13S,14R,16S 0.255259 1.0774e-244 1.69184e-306
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Automated extraction of 1JCH coupling values

Herein is presented a java applet  that successfully performs the automated  1JCH spectral
analysis from the 1JCH resolved perfect HSQC NMR experiment. Below is detailed a tutorial
with the necessary steps to run the applet. Special emphasis is given in the generation of the
input .csv file which is the key point for the applet  to work properly. Furthermore,  the
applet algorithms behind the automation measurement will be explained. 

User Tutorial 

When the .jar java applet file is executed a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is launched.
Applet GUI is very simple and intuitive and the procedure steps to follow are as well.

Step  1: Browse  in  your  computer
a  .csv  file  extracted  from  peak
picking analysis in Bruker software.
Details on how to generate properly
this input file are explained below.

Step  2: Set  tolerance  to
missalignment  (3  Hz  is  a
recommended value).  Set the SF  J-
scaling  factor  used  in  the  1JCH

resolved  perfect  HSQC  NMR
experiment.  If  any scaling  factor  is
applied, set 1 in the text area.

Step  3: Click  Measure  button  and
the  result  will  be  displayed  in  the
text area. Obtained results are listed
in  terms  of  cross-peaks  coordinate
(1H chemical shift in ppm) and the
corresponding  coupling  1JCH in  Hz.
Optionally Print button can be used
to  create  a  PDF  file  report.  Clear
button  cleans  text  area  and
procedure  can  be  executed  again
with another CSV file. 

Note: In  order  to  launch  the  java  applet  Jmeasurement.jar  is  a  requirement  to  have
previosuly  installed  in  your  system the  JRE (Java Runtime Environtment).  Any further
questions/suggestions to pau.nolis@uab.cat.
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Input file generation

The applet is designed to read .csv file generated from Topspin 2.x (Bruker Software) that
should be created as explained next. Very similar procedure can be done in Topspin 3.x.
although not details are provided for this version.

1) Select Peak Picking from Analysis menu

2) Because  the  presented  experiment  presents  F1-coupled  antiphase  signals  it  is
important select All in the Pick peaks of sign in order to select both positive and
negative peaks.

12
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3) Once the peak picking is done the Peaks label should be selected in order to prepare
the peak table to be exported as .csv

13
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Peak table  should contain 6 columns displayed in  the following order:  Peak,  F2[ppm],
F1[ppm], F2[Hz], F1[Hz] and Intensity(abs). To do so pressing the right mouse button a
Table Properties submenu is displayed when you can prepare the table as explained. 

                

14
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Ordering F2[ppm] in ascendant order will generate an ordered output file by the applet
which is recommended but not mandatory.

4) With peak table prepared properly just export table in .csv format and that’s it you
can enjoy the java applet.

Java applet algorithms

Basically,  two different algorithms run when using the applet  depending on the scaling
factor SF. Details are explained below.

SF = 1 algorithm

When SF is set to 1 (no J-scaling is applied), the implemented algorithm search two aligned
peaks in the acquisition dimension (F2 in Bruker format). Because the alignment is almost
never perfect a degree of tolerance T for peak misalignment is allowed. A recommended
value is 3 Hz. 

F2 restriction: Absolute_mode(peak1_F2frequency – peak2_F2frequency) < Tolerance (Hz)

15
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Once a peak pair is found, the algorithm checks that those peaks present an equidistant
displacement  respect  de  the  indirect  dimension  spectrum center  (zero).  Again,  because
experimentally  the  equidistance  is  experimentally  never  perfect  a  certain  tolerance  is
allowed by the algorithm and specified by the user.

F1 restriction: Absolute_mode (Absolute_mode(peak1_F1frequency) –
Absolute_mode(peak2_F1frequency)) < Tolerance (Hz)

It is noticeable that this  F1 restriction permits distinction of different J couplings when
having F2-overlapped peaks. However, if the difference between involved couplings is less
than the user specified tolerance, for instance 3 Hz, the applet will calculate four couplings
instead of the expected two (see scheme below). Therefore a visual inspection is required to
decide the correct peak pairs couples. See scheme below.

SF > 1 algorithm

In that case F2-restriction is maintained as for SF=1 above explained algorithm. However,
because chemical shift evolution implies that Jres representation is lost,  F1 restriction is
redefined  because  spectral  F1-symmetry  no  longer  exists.  In  that  case  instead  of  a
symmetry restriction, we introduce a restriction concerning the antiphase coupling pattern
and the expected  J values between 110 and 190 Hz taking into account we will work in
weakly oriented media.

16
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F1 restriction: 

peak1_intensity*peak2_intensity < 0 and coupling > 110Hz and coupling < 190Hz 

With this F1 restriction we are able to discern between couplings of F2-overlapped signals
A and B when |a-b| >> lower(1JA,1JB) but the applet will fail and calculate cross couplings
when |a-b| << lower(1JA,1JB). See scheme below.

Therefore, spectroscopist should pay attention to this special case and check which two of
the four automatically calculated couplings are correct. 

17
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Bruker pulse program of the Perfect 1JCH-HSQC experiment

;Perfect-1JCH-HSQC
;Tested in TS3.1

#include <Avance.incl>
#include <Grad.incl>
#include <Delay.incl>
#include <De.incl>

;deactive ps if not homodecoupling during acquisition is performed
#define ps
define loopcounter count

"d19=dw*l12"
"DELTA7=d19/2" 
"d20=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2"

"p2=p1*2"
"d0=3u"
"d2=1s/(cnst2*2)"
"d4=1s/(cnst2*4)"

"in0=inf1/2"

"DELTA=p16+d16+p2+d13*2-4u"
"DELTA2=d4-p14/2-4u"
"DELTA4=d4-p14/2-4u-p16-d16"
"DELTA5=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2"

"count=(aq/d19)-1"
"acqt0=0"
baseopt_echo

dwellmode explicit

1 ze
2 d1 do:f2
  d12 pl1:f1
3 (p1 ph1)
  
  d0
  p1 ph1
  DELTA5 pl0:f2
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl2:f2
  p1 ph1
  (p4 ph1):f2
  d0 
  p1 ph2 
  d0
  p1 ph1
  DELTA5 pl0:f2

18
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  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl2:f2
  p1 ph1
  d0 

  (center (p1 ph2) (p3 ph3):f2 )
  d13 UNBLKGRAD
  (p2 ph1)
  d13
  p16:gp1*EA
  d16 pl0:f2
  (p24:sp7 ph4):f2
  4u
  DELTA pl2:f2
  (center (p1 ph1) (p3 ph4):f2 )
  DELTA2 pl0:f2
  4u
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
  4u
  DELTA4
  p16:gp2
  d16 pl12:f2
  d12 BLKGRAD 

#ifdef ps
4 ACQ_START(ph30,ph31) ;takes de

;initial half chunk
  10u pl12:f2
   10u cpd2:f2
  0.05u DWL_CLK_ON
  0.1u REC_UNBLK
  DELTA7
  0.1u REC_BLK
  0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF
   10u do:f2
   10u 

(p1 ph1)
d20 pl0:f2
(center (p2 ph2) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
d20 pl2:f2
(p1 ph7)
160u
(p2 ph1)

;looped chunks
5  10u pl12:f2
   10u cpd2:f2

    0.05u DWL_CLK_ON
  0.1u REC_UNBLK
  d19
  0.1u REC_BLK
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  0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF
   10u do:f2
   10u 

(p1 ph1)
d20 pl0:f2
(center (p2 ph2) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
d20 pl1:f1 pl2:f2
(p1 ph7)
160u
(p2 ph1)
lo to 5 times count

  10u pl12:f2
   10u cpd2:f2

    0.05u DWL_CLK_ON
  0.1u REC_UNBLK
  DELTA7
  0.1u REC_BLK
  0.05u DWL_CLK_OFF 
   10u do:f2
   10u 
50u 
    rcyc=2   

#else
d12 pl12:f2
go=2 ph31 cpd2:f2
#endif  
 
  d1 do:f2 mc #0 to 2 
     F1EA(calgrad(EA), caldel(d0, +in0))
exit
   
ph1=0 
ph2=1
ph3=0 2
ph4=0 
ph6=0
ph7=2

ph15=1 
ph16=2 
ph17=3 

ph25=2
ph26=3
ph27=0

ph30=0
ph31=0 2 
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;pl0 : 120dB
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;pl2 : f2 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;sp3: f2 channel - shaped pulse 180 degree
;spnam3: Crp60,0.5,20.1
;sp7: f2 channel - shaped pulse (180degree refocusing)
;spnam7: Crp60comp.4
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p2 : f1 channel - 180 degree high power pulse
;p3 : f2 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p14: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for inversion
;     = 500usec for Crp60,0.5,20.1
;p16: homospoil/gradient pulse                         [1 msec]
;p24: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for refocusing
;     = 2msec for Crp60comp.4
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                           [3 usec]
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1
;d2 : 1/(2J(XH))
;d4 : 1/(4J(XH))
;d16: delay for homospoil/gradient recovery
;cnst2: = J(XH)
;cnst17: = -0.5 for Crp60comp.4
;in0: 1/(2 * SW(X)) = DW(X)
;nd0: 2
;NS: 2 * n
;DS: >= 4
;td1: number of experiments
;FnMODE: echo-antiecho

;use gradient ratio: gp 1 : gp 2
;   80 : 20.1   for C-13

;for z-only gradients:
;gpz1: 80%
;gpz2: 20.1% for C-13

;use gradient files:   
;gpnam1: SINE.100
;gpnam2: SINE.100
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SUMMARY

This  publication  describes  the  development  and  application  of  a  new 2D graphical

interface for the fast and accurate determination of the 1JCH coupling constant in small

molecules. This intuitive 1JCH NMR profile is generated from a novel J-resolved-HSQC

experiment  that correlates δ(1H) in F2 directly  with  1JCH in F1. This pulse sequence

contains an initial multiplicity editing HSQC element, followed by a perfect BIRD J-

resolved block that refocuses JHH modulation and a ZQF to provide PIP signals in F1.

Thanks  to  the  ME  block,  protons  belonging  to  CH/CH3 vs  CH2 are  quickly

differentiated, facilitating signal assignment.

The symmetrical  1JCH data representation allows an easy J measurement manually

or  by  automatic  peak  picking.  With  the  assignment  of  the  1H  and  the  13C,  the

interpretation of the results obtained with this profile is easy and fast. 
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ABSTRACT: A user-friendly NMR interface for the visual and accurate
determination of experimental one-bond proton-carbon coupling constants
(1JCH) in small molecules is presented. This intuitive 1JCH profile correlates
directly to δ(1H), and 1JCH facilitates the rapid identification and assignment of 1H
signals belonging to key structural elements and functional groups. Illustrative
examples are provided for some target molecules, including terminal alkynes,
strained rings, electronegative substituents, or lone-pair-bearing heteronuclei.

■ INTRODUCTION

Heteronuclear one-bond proton-carbon coupling constants
(1JCH) offer a wealth of structural, stereochemical, and
conformational information in small synthetic and natural
products in solution.1 As a general trend, 1JCH values range
from 120 to 250 Hz, typically 120−140 Hz for aliphatic, 140−
170 Hz for olefinic or aromatic, 170−200 Hz in characteristic
aromatic heterocycles, and around 250 Hz in terminal alkynes.
The magnitude of 1JCH is directly related to the s character of
the CH bond and also is strongly influenced by the nature of
substituents on the carbon center and on its surroundings.
Within the last four decades, a large number of scientific
publications demonstrating the success of these couplings to
identify key structural features and functional groups have been
extensively reported. For instance, characteristic 1JCH couplings
are fundamental to determine the anomeric α/β configuration
in hexopyranoses, to assign sp triple bond protons, to
characterize aromatic heterocycles, and to confirm the presence
of electronegative nuclei (oxygen, chlorine or bromine, etc.) or
of strained ring systems such as cyclopropanes, epoxides,
cyclobutanes, or fused bicycle systems (norbornanes, pinanes,
etc.).1

1JCH values are currently determined from well-defined
doublets along the direct F2

2,3 or the indirect F1
4 dimensions

in modern HSQC experiments. These measurements are
usually performed by determining the distance in hertz between

the two separated components of each individual cross-peak,
although more sophisiticated approaches involving simulations
and J modulations have also been proposed.5 In general, most
of these studies have concentrated on the accuracy, general
applicability, and the simplicity of such measurements. We
propose here a completely new and complementary approach
to visualize, analyze, and even determine directly and precisely
1JCH values in a very straightforward way. Our method is based
on the generation of a helpful 1JCH NMR profile that allows the
observation of the complete range of 1JCH existing in a given
molecule at a glance. This 2D 1JCH profile correlates directly
δ(1H) and 1JCH, and it can be interpreted like an NMR
chromatography, where 1H signals at the detected F2 dimension
are dispersed by their 1JCH in F1, resembling the popular DOSY
representation, where 1H signals are dispersed as a function of
their diffusion coefficients.6

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For this purpose, we have designed a novel J-resolved HSQC
(HSQC-1JCH) pulse scheme that contains three sequential steps
(Figure 1): (i) an initial 1D 13C isotope filter based on the
multiplicity-edited (ME) HSQC pulse timing to select 1H
directly attached to 13C;7 (ii) a J-resolved block based on the
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perfectBIRD element3c to allow the exclusive evolution of 1JCH,
whereas 2JHH values are efficiently refocused; and (iii) a final
zero-quantum filter (ZQF)8 prior to acquisition to remove any
unwanted dispersive contribution to the line shapes.
This experiment initially produces a symmetrical spectrum

with respect to F1 = 0, where, in an unprecedented way, all 1H
signals show a clean doublet along the F1 dimension due to
1JCH, irrespective of their methine, methylene, or methyl nature.
As a proof of concept, Figure 2A shows the superb features of
the 140 Hz optimized HSQC-1JCH spectrum of the alkaloid
strychnine (1), where signals present a pure in-phase character
in F1 with respect to 1JCH, whereas their relative positive/
negative phase generated by the ME block allows a quick
distinction between CH/CH3 (up) and CH2 (down) protons.
In order to further facilitate the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of this simple spectrum, the alternative visualization
and analysis of only one part of the spectrum, the so-called 1JCH
NMR profile, is proposed (Figure 2B). Taking advantage of its
symmetry, we reconstructed half of the spectrum by a simple
spectral self-combination postprocessing (an automated algo-
rithm is available for Mnova software package). The 1JCH profile
affords a very useful interface to quickly identify characteristic
1JCH values that can confirm the existence of particular
structural features and/or functional groups in an unknown
structure. Assuming that HSQC-1JCH experiments will be
recorded once the assignment of both 1H and 13C chemical
shifts would already been established by traditional NMR
methods, the interpretation of the 1JCH NMR profile becomes
obvious, easy, and fast. Each 1H signal appears just to the
coordinate 1JCH/2 along F1, allowing a direct determination of
1JCH and an overall visualization of the full range of existing 1JCH
values in the molecule. For instance, a complete set of
experimental 1JCH ranging from 124.2 to 168.2 Hz is observed
in 1 that can be related to several functionalities and structural
features present in the molecular structure. First, the large
difference of 15.7 Hz observed for the diastereotopic H18a
(145.9 Hz) and H18b (130.2 Hz) protons can be attributed to
the Perlin effect, which correlates 1JCH to the lone-pair
orientation of the neighboring N19 amine nitrogen. In this
case, 1JCH is larger when the respective CH bond is cis to the
nitrogen lone pair than when it is in a trans rearrangement.9

Similar effects are observed for the aliphatic H16 (146.4 Hz)
and H8 (144.9 Hz) methine protons and for H12 (149.1 Hz),
which is adjacent to an oxygen nucleus. Also the relative
orientation of H11a and H11b protons with respect to the

carbonyl C10 can be established by the large difference of their
1JCH (134.2 vs 124.7, respectively) and the larger 1JCH of H4
(about 10 Hz) compared to that of the other aromatic protons,
which is attributed to the presence of the N9 amide group in its
ortho position. Finally, the H23a/b protons (144.4 and 136.3
Hz, respectively) are a good example showing how 1JCH values

Figure 1. General pulse scheme to record two-dimensional HSQC-1JCH experiments. Thin and thick rectangles represent 90 and 180° rectangular
pulses, respectively, applied along the x axis unless indicated differently. A basic two-step phase cycling is applied: ϕ1 = x,−x; ϕrec = x,−x. Inversion
and refocusing 180° 13C pulses can be applied as adiabatic pulses. The interpulse delays in INEPT and BIRD elements are optimized according to Δ
= 1/(2*1JCH). The ratio between gradients G1/G2 was 80:20.1, and the final ZQF consists of a chirped adiabatic pulse applied simultaneously to a
rectangular gradient (G0). The echo/antiecho encoding in F1 was achieved by changing the sign of G1 between successive t1 increments. More
details can be found in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. (A) 600.13 MHz 2D HSQC-1JCH spectrum of strychnine (1)
in CDCl3 from which 1JCH could be extracted from the clean doublet
in F1 for each individual 1H signal. (B) Graphical and more intuitive
1JCH NMR profile from which the magnitude of 1JCH/2 (in Hz) can be
directly obtained from the F1 coordinate of each cross-peak. Illustrative
1JCH values are given in hertz for some selected peaks. Positive black
peaks correspond to CH/CH3, and negative red peaks are CH2. See
more detailed expanded areas in Figure S1.
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smaller than expected are the result of the opposite effect
between Perlin and hyperconjugative (C−H) → π* inter-
actions.1b

The 1JCH data extracted from the profile manually or from an
automated peak picking correlate very well with those
determined by measuring individually each doublet along F1
from the spectrum of Figure 2A and also agree with
experimental data measured from other NMR methods in
previous works.10 In the past years, the potential prediction of
theoretical 1JCH values for accurate structure elucidation and
validation has been revisited by several authors.11 We have
compared our experimental results with those calculated by
DFT,11a and a good correlation can be traced for all protons,
although a general and systematic overestimation of the
theoretical values by 2−3% exists (see Figure 3 and Table S1).

Figure 4 shows the 1JCH NMR profile of (+)-isopinocam-
pheol (2) as an example of a molecule containing a strained
bicyclo[3.1.1] skeleton. It is a good example demonstrating that
1JCH does not correlate with chemical shifts. As a quick view, all
1H involved in the characteristic strained bridge shows 1JCH
larger than usual [H1 (141.2 Hz), H5 (141.2 Hz), H7s (135.2
Hz), and H7a (136.8 Hz)], whereas all other aliphatic signals

present typical magnitudes in the range between 124 and 127
Hz. Also note the large 1JCH of H3 (142.2 Hz) due to the
presence of the hydroxyl group and the efficient distinction
between the fully overlapped H2 and H5 signals. Similarly,
Figure 5 shows the 1JCH NMR profile of 2-exobromonorbor-

nane (3), which contains a strained bicyclo[2.2.1] skeleton and
an electronegative bromine substituent. At first sight, all CH2
protons do not seem to show relevant 1JCH differences
(between 130.4 and 133.6 Hz), but exo protons clearly present
values (about 130.5 Hz) smaller than that of their endo pairs
(about 133 Hz), demonstrating the excellent level of resolution
achieved in F1. On the other hand, the two bridged H1 and H4
protons have 1JCH values of 147.6 and 142.8 Hz, respectively,
and the presence of Br is experimentally evidenced by the large
1JCH of H2 (159.6 Hz).
Even in the case where signal overlap precludes an accurate

extraction of 1JCH due to the presence of similar 1JCH and
δ(1H), the analysis of the 1JCH profile can be used as a positive
indicator for the absence of specific functionalities and
differential structural elements. For instance, leaving aside its
olefinic H4 proton (159.5 Hz), the steroid progesterone shows
a characteristic fingerprinting with a large number of aliphatic
1H resonances without a clear distinction of individual 1JCH
(ranging from 124 to 130 Hz) (Figure S5). In a similar way, the
1JCH NMR profile of the carbohydrate sucrose shows a uniform
and narrow range of 1JCH between 144.4 and 146.0 Hz, except
for the H5 of the fructose ring (149.2 Hz) and the anomeric H1
proton (169.4 Hz) that confirms the α configuration in the
glucose ring (Figure S6). These values completely agree with
those reported previously.5

The HSQC-1JCH can be recorded with a standard setup to
monitor a wide range of 1JCH values. Because the key indirect
dimension only displays doublets due to 1JCH, these experi-
ments can also be successfully recorded in the lowest magnetic
fields, as shown for the antimalarial drug quinine at 400 MHz
(Figure S7), where the accidental 1H signal overlap in F2 is the
only potential drawback. Signal intensities in HSQC-1JCH
depend on several factors but mainly of the Δ delay
optimization. Thus, a reoptimization of Δ can be required to
observe very large 1JCH values, as found for the tryine derivative
4,12 which contains two terminal alkyne protons with 1JCH

Figure 3. Correlation between experimental (blue; measured in this
work) and theoretical (red; DFT calculations from ref 11a) 1JCH values
(in Hz) in 1. Note the systematic 2−3% overestimation of the
theoretical values.

Figure 4. 1JCH NMR profile of (+)-isopinocampheol (2) in CDCl3.
The magnitude of 1JCH/2 (in Hz) is extracted directly from the F1
coordinate of each individual cross-peak.

Figure 5. 1JCH NMR profile of 2-exobromonorbornane (3) in CDCl3.
The magnitude of 1JCH/2 (in Hz) is extracted directly from the F1
coordinate of each individual cross-peak.
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values around 251 Hz (Figure 6). In that particular case, a non-
edited version of the HSQC-1JCH pulse scheme (Figure S4)

optimized to 180 Hz has been used. In addition, broadband
homodecoupling can be implemented in the F2 dimension
(Figure S8) to afford simplified J multiplet patterns, making it
very easy to automate peak-picking (Figure S9).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In short, a new graphical interface to visualize and determine
accurately the magnitude of 1JCH for all the protons of a
molecule is now available. The advantage for using this intuitive
1JCH NMR profile is that the typical J measurement on doublets
is avoided, minimizing common drawbacks associated with
limited 1H signal resolution and dispersion, multiplet complex-
ity and distortions, or general applicability to any CHn
multiplicity, particularly when it comes to diastereotopic CH2
protons. It has been shown that the simple determination of the
F1 coordinate in the 1JCH profile directly affords 1JCH/2. In
addition, this spectral representation provides a general and
quick overview of all experimental 1JCH, identifying key
structural features, getting experimental evidence to the
presence of representative functional groups, and facilitating
stereochemical assignments. Without a doubt, further develop-
ments in complementary theoretical predictions of 1JCH will
help in the use of these parameters in computer-assisted
structure elucidation (CASE) and verification (ASV) programs.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
NMR experiments were recorded on a 600 MHz spectrometer
equipped with a triple-resonance 1H/13C/15N inverse probe. The
temperature for all measurements was set to 298 K. All samples were
prepared by dissolving 20 mg of the target molecule in the
corresponding deuterated solvent. All products 1, 2, and 3 in the
main text and 5, 6, and 7 in the Supporting Information were
commercially available. The triene 4 was a loan from Prof. A. Roglans
and Dr. A. Pla-Quintana from Universitat de Girona.
NMR spectra were recorded with proton 90° pulses of 8.5 μs and

carbon 90° pulses of 10.5 μs. For broadband carbon inversion and
refocusing, 0.5 ms smoothed chirp pulses (shape name:
Crp60,0.5,20.1) and a four-chirp composite pulse of 2 ms duration
(shape name: Crp60comp.4) were used, respectively, sweeping over a
frequency band of 60 kHz. For the multiplicity editing block, the
CRISIS (compensation of refocusing inefficiency with synchronized

inversion sweep) approach was applied using two 1.73 ms refocusing
pulses (shape name: Crp60_xfilt.2) as described in ref 7. Adiabatic 13C
decoupling (with 1.5 ms chirped pulses; shape name: Crp42,1.5,20.2)
was applied during 1H acquisition. The interpulse Δ delays in INEPT
and BIRD elements were set to 3.57 ms (Δ = 1/(2*1JCH); optimized
to 1JCH = 140 Hz), and the recycle delay was set to 1 s. Two scans
were accumulated for each one of the 256 t1 increments, and the
number of complex data points in t2 was set to 2048. A basic two-step
phase cycling is applied: ϕ1 = x,−x; ϕrec = x,−x. Spectra were acquired
with a spectral window of 6010 Hz (in F2) and 250 Hz (in F1), giving a
FID resolution of 5.86 (F2) and 1.95 (F1) Hz, respectively. All
experiments were acquired and processed using the echo/antiecho
protocol where the gradient G1 was inverted for every second FID.
Prior to Fourier transformation of the data, zero filling to 1024 in F1
and a π/2-shifted squared cosine window function (QSINE, SSB: 2) in
both dimensions were applied. Zero filling of the digital resolution was
applied at 2.93 (F2) and 0.24 (F1) Hz, respectively. Gradient ratios for
G1/G2 were set to 80:20.1 and measured as a percentage of the
absolute gradient strength of 53.5 G/cm. Sine-bell-shaped gradients
had 1 ms of duration and were followed by a recovery delay of 100 μs
(δ). The final ZQF consists of a 30 ms chirped adiabatic pulse applied
simultaneously to a rectangular gradient (G0 = 11%).

A java applet (jmeasurement.jar) for extracting 1JCH automatically
from the HSQC-1JCH spectrum is available on request. A script to
automatically process the HSQC-1JCH spectrum to afford the 1JCH
NMR profile is available in the Mnova software package.
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Figure S1: Expansions of the 
1
JCH NMR profile of strychnine (1) (see Fig. 2B in the main 

manuscript) for the direct determination of 
1
JCH/2 (in Hz) of all 

1
H signals from their F1 

coordinates. Black and red cross-peaks are CH and CH2, respectively.  
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Table S1: Experimental and theoretical scalar 
1
JCH coupling constants (in Hz) of strychnine 

in CDCl3. 

 

 

  

Ref. 

10 

PIP-

HSQC   Manual
 a
 

Automatic
a
 
 

1
JCH 

(this work) 

Manual J-

Profile
 a
 

(
1
JCH/2) 

(this work) 

Automatic 

J-Profile
 a
  

(
1
JCH/2) 

(this work)  (Ref. 2c) 

DFT 

(ref 

11a)  

1
JCH 

(this work) 

H13 1.29 124.38 124.80 130 124.17 124.14 62.10 62.01 

H15b 1.47 130.36 129.90 135.06 129.95 130.00 64.97 64.94 

H17a/b 1.90 132.93 133.20 135.82 134.29 134.28 67.06 67.14 

H15a 2.37 129.93 130.90 134.92 131.11 130.99 65.48 65.44 

H11b 2.69 126.08 125.50 131.86 125.03 124.75 62.37 62.25 

H20b 2.74 138.91 138.70 142.25 138.06 137.94 68.93 69.09 

H18b 2.88 131.20 131.70 134.37 129.95 130.13 65.12 64.70 

H11a 3.14 135.06 135.40 141.77 134.87 134.65 67.08 67.14 

H14 3.15 130.36 131.30 135.28 129.66 128.88 64.91 64.94 

H18a 3.21 146.17 146.30 150.57 145.29 145.03 72.96 72.51 

H20a 3.72 138.91 138.80 143.2 138.06 138.42 69.08 69.33 

H8 3.87 144.89 144.90 150.02 144.71 144.91 72.47 72.51 

H16 3.96 146.60 146.70 153.09 146.74 146.48 73.18 73.24 

H23b 4.08 137.20 137.20 139.57 137.48 137.45 68.32 68.85 

H23a 4.16 145.74 145.50 149.99 144.14 144.27 72.21 72.26 

H12 4.30 149.17 150.00 151.88 149.35 149.16 74.55 74.70 

H22 5.91 159.43 158.80 165.4 158.61 158.19 79.20 79.09 

H2 7.11 161.56 160.80 166.86 159.48 159.91 79.90 80.08 

H1 7.17 159.00 158.30 162.83 158.90 158.45 79.18 79.35 

H3 7.27 159.85 159.20 165.55 159.19 158.70 79.30 79.35 

H4 8.11 168.40 168.40 178.62 168.24 168.33 84.13 83.98 

 

a
 Digital resolution of 0.24 Hz in the F1 dimension. 
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Figure S2: 600.13 MHz (top) 2D HSQC-

1
JCH spectrum and (bottom) 

1
JCH NMR profile of 

isopinocampheol (2) in CDCl3. In the later, 
1
JCH/2 (in Hz) can be directly obtained from the 

F1 coordinate of each cross-peak. 
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Figure S3: 600.13 MHz (A) 2D HSQC-
1
JCH spectrum and (B) 

1
JCH NMR profile of 2-

bromonorbornane (3) in CDCl3. In the later, 
1
JCH/2 (in Hz) can be directly obtained from 

the F1 coordinate of each cross-peak. 
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Figure S4: Pulse sequence diagram corresponding to the non-edited version of the HSQC-

1
JCH experiment. See Fig. 1 in the main manuscript and experimental section for complete 

details. 
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Figure S5: 
1
JCH NMR profile of progesterone (6) in DMSO-d6 recorded at 600.13 MHz with 

the non-edited HSQC-
1
JCH version. 

1
JCH/2 (in Hz) can be directly obtained from the F1 

coordinate of each cross-peak. 
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Figure S6: 
1
JCH NMR profile of sucrose (5) in D2O recorded at 600.13 MHz with the non-

edited HSQC-
1
JCH version. 

1
JCH/2 (in Hz) can be directly obtained from the F1 coordinate 

of each cross-peak. 
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Figure S7: 
1
JCH NMR profile of quinine (7) in DMSO-d6 recorded at 400.13 MHz. 

1
JCH/2 

(in Hz) can be directly obtained from the y coordinate of each cross-peak. 
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Figure S8: Pulse sequence diagram corresponding to the F2-broadband homodeocupled 

version of the HSQC-
1
JCH experiment. See Fig. 1 in the main manuscript and experimental 

section for complete details. 

 

 

Figure S9: Comparison between the conventional and broadband homodecoupled 
1
JCH 

NMR profiles in quinine. 
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BRUKER Pulse program: 

;teo_hsqc_jres.9 
#include <Avance.incl> 
#include <Grad.incl> 
#include <Delay.incl> 
#include <De.incl> 
 
"p2=p1*2" 
"d0=3u" 
"d2=1s/(cnst2*2)" 
"d4=1s/(cnst2*4)" 
"in0=inf1/2" 
"DELTA=p16+d16+p2+d13*2-4u" 
"DELTA2=d4-p14/2-4u" 
"DELTA5=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2" 
"DELTA3=d2-p2+p3*2/PI" 
"DELTA6=d2-p16-d16-p2-d13*2-p3*2/PI" 
"acqt0=0" 
baseopt_echo 
 
1 ze 
2 d1 do:f2 
  d12 pl1:f1 
3 (p1 ph1) 
  DELTA2 pl0:f2 
  4u 
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 ) 
  4u 
  DELTA2 pl2:f2 UNBLKGRAD 
  (center (p1 ph2) (p3 ph3):f2 ) 
 
if "cnst24==0" 
 { 
  d13  
  (p2 ph7) 
  d13 
  p16:gp1*EA 
  d16 
  DELTA6 pl0:f2 
  (p31:sp18 ph1):f2 
  (p2 ph1)  
  DELTA3 
  4u 
  (p31:sp18 ph1):f2 
  2u 
  2u pl2:f2 
} 
 else 
 { 
  d13  
  (p2 ph1) 
  d13 
  p16:gp1*EA 
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  d16 pl0:f2 
  (p24:sp7 ph4):f2 
  4u 
  DELTA pl2:f2 
} 
  (center (p1 ph1) (p3 ph4):f2 ) 
  DELTA2 pl0:f2 
  4u 
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 ) 
  4u 
  DELTA2 
 
  d0 
  (p1 ph1) 
  DELTA5 pl0:f2 
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 ) 
  DELTA5 pl2:f2 
  (p1 ph1) 
  (p4 ph1):f2    
  d0 
 
  p1 ph1 
 
  d0 
  (p1 ph1) 
  DELTA5 pl0:f2 
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 ) 
  DELTA5 pl2:f2 
  (p1 ph1) 
  d0 
 
  p1 ph2 
  d12 pl0:f1 
  300u gron0 
  p32:sp29:f1 ph1 
  100u groff 
  d16  
  d12 pl1:f1 
  p1 ph1 
 
  DELTA 
  p2 ph1 
  p16:gp2 
  d16 BLKGRAD 
  
 
d12 pl12:f2 
go=2 ph31 cpd2:f2 
  d1 do:f2 mc #0 to 2  
     F1EA(calgrad(EA), caldel(d0, +in0)) 
exit 
    
ph1=0  
ph2=1 
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ph3=0 2 
ph4=0  
ph6=0 
ph7=2 
ph31=0 2  
  
;pl0 : 120dB 
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default) 
;pl2 : f2 channel - power level for pulse (default) 
;pl10: f1 channel - power level for TOCSY-spinlock 
;sp3: f2 channel - shaped pulse 180 degree 
;spnam3: Crp60,0.5,20.1 
;sp7: f2 channel - shaped pulse (180degree refocussing) 
;spnam7: Crp60comp.4 
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse 
;p2 : f1 channel - 180 degree high power pulse 
;p3 : f2 channel -  90 degree high power pulse 
;p14: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for inversion 
;     = 500usec for Crp60,0.5,20.1 
;p16: homospoil/gradient pulse                         [1 msec] 
;p24: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for refocussing 
;     = 2msec for Crp60comp.4 
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                           [3 usec] 
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1 
;d2 : 1/(2J(XH)) 
;d4 : 1/(4J(XH)) 
;d16: delay for homospoil/gradient recovery 
;cnst2: = J(XH) 
;cnst15: = conventional(0)/pure shift(1) 
;cnst14: = conventional(0)/2JHH-resolved(1) 
;cnst17: = -0.5 for Crp60comp.4 
;in0: 1/(2 * SW(X)) = DW(X) 
;nd0: 2 
;NS: 2 * n 
;DS: >= 16 
;td1: number of experiments 
;FnMODE: echo-antiecho 
 
 
;use gradient ratio: gp 1 : gp 2 : gp 0 
;     80 : 20.1 :   11   for C-13 
 
;for z-only gradients: 
;gpz1: 80% 
;gpz2: 20.1% for C-13 
;gpz0: 11% 
 
;use gradient files:    
;gpnam1: SINE.100 
;gpnam2: SINE.100 
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SUMMARY

Despite  the interest  in the measurement  of  2JHH coupling constants in prochiral  CH2

groups,  existing  NMR  experiments  show  many  drawbacks  due  to  extensive  line

broadening or the presence of complex multiplet patterns and strong coupling effects.

These problems can be solved by the measurement of the 2JHH coupling constants along

the F1 dimension. In this publication, a novel 2JHH resolved-HSQC experiment and the

generation of a visual 2JHH NMR profile that correlates δ(1H) in F2 with 2JHH in F1 are

reported. 

The basic pulse sequence contains a 13C evolution and a BIRD based t1 period, and

both can be successfully scaled to simplify overlapped spectra. A ZQF is included to

avoid unwanted dispersive contributions. 

The experiment  has also been applied to anisotropic samples  to  get  exclusively
2DHH residual  dipolar  couplings.  Its  effectiveness  is  compared  with  other  existing

methods devoted to this purpose, such as P.E.HSQC, JSB-HSQC-E.COSY and JCH/2JHH-

resolved HSQC experiments.
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a b s t r a c t

The measurement of two-bond proton-proton coupling constants (2JHH) in prochiral CH2 groups from the
F2 dimension of 2D spectra is not easy due to the usual presence of complex multiplet J patterns, line
broadening effects and strong coupling artifacts. These drawbacks are particularly pronounced and fre-
quent in AB spin systems, as those normally exhibited by the pair of diastereotopic CH2 protons. Here,
a novel 2JHH-resolved HSQC experiment for the exclusive and accurate determination of the magnitude
of 2JHH from the doublet displayed along the highly-resolved indirect F1 dimension is described. A prag-
matic 2JHH NMR profile affords a fast overview of the full range of existing 2JHH values. In addition, a 2JHH/d
(13C)-scaled version proves to be an efficient solution when severe signal overlapping complicate a rigor-
ous analysis. The performance of the method is compared with other current techniques and illustrated
by the determination of challenging residual dipolar 2DHH coupling constants of small molecules dis-
solved in weakly orienting media.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Two dimensional J-resolved NMR experiments were originally
developed to separate JHH and d(1H) contributions in the two
orthogonal dimensions of a 2D NMR spectrum [1]. The method
has been extensively used to disentangle multiplet J patterns in
overlapped regions, to extract quantitative proton-proton (JHH)
coupling values or to obtain internal F2 projections which are of
interest in the analysis of complex mixtures and particularly in
metabonomic studies [2]. J-resolved spectra are widely used
thanks to their robustness and simplicity. Peaks appear symmetri-
cal around the horizontal F1 = 0 axis and high levels of resolution
are achieved along the indirect F1 dimension by using small spec-
tral widths. The original homonuclear J-resolved method has been
modified in different ways to improve its efficiency: (i) by obtain-
ing phase sensitive data with improved signal lineshapes and res-
olution [3]; (ii) by designing more sophisticated methods to
measure specific JHH values, highlighting the family of SERF exper-
iments [4]; (iii) by developing heteronuclear versions mainly based
on J-resolved HSQC pulse schemes which have been used to deter-
mine one-bond (1JCH) or long-range proton-carbon coupling con-
stants (nJCH) [5] and to separate signals from non-racemic
mixtures of enantiomers in chiral alignment media [6].

On the other hand, the extraction of individual 1JCH and two-
bond proton-proton (2JHH) coupling constants in diastereotopic
Ha-C-Hb spin systems has not been always straightforward. The
subject has been studied from different perspectives and several
HSQC-like methods are currently available for the simultaneous
measurement of 1JCH and 2JHH [5g,7]. Available coupling patterns
are schematized in Fig. 1. For instance, the P.E.HSQC experiment
is a simple fully F1,F2-heterocoupled HSQC where the
corresponding C-Ha cross-peak affords 1JCHa in the direct F2
dimension and a triplet with a characteristic 1:0:1 coupling
pattern resulting from the sum of 1JCHa + 1JCHb is observed in the
F1 dimension [7a]. As the more relevant feature, a small flip 1H
pulse angle is applied to generate E.COSY patterns due to the
passive Hb spin (Fig. 1A). This method provides the sign of 2JHH
but, as a major drawback, there are a large number of splittings
for each observed cross-peak. A related JSB-HSQC-E.COSY
experiment was developed later to simplify the multiplet
structure along F2, by inserting a refocusing period and
broadband 13C decoupling during acquisition (Fig. 1B) [5f]. The
extraction of the magnitude and sign of 2JHH is made in the same
way as described for the P.E.HSQC and the measurement of
1JCHa + 1JCHb along F1 was improved by inserting a BIRD element
into the t1 period. Other techniques based on the generation of
particular spin-state-selection in different NMR spectra were also
designed but applied preferentially to proteins (CH2-TROSY [7b],

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmr.2017.06.014
1090-7807/� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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SPITZE [7b], ZQ-DQ HSQC [7d,7f,7g]). For instance, the ZQ-DQ
HSQC method was based on the collection of two separate in-
phase (IP) and anti-phase (AP) F2-coupled HSQC datasets
followed by the subsequent IP ± AP data combination to give the
ZQ and DQ components in two separate spectra (Fig. 1C). The
biggest drawback of all these methods is that the J measurement
is carried out along the F2 dimension where interference may
also occur due to the presence of both homo- and heteronuclear
couplings in the same dimension. In addition, the analysis can be
further complicated by phase and multiplet signal distortions as
a consequence of strong coupling effects and JHH modulation that
take place during INEPT blocks. Such modulations can be more
pronounced in anisotropic media where typical JHH values of 30–
50 Hz can generate strong anti-phase components which severely
distort multiplet splittings. As an alternative to avoid such
drawbacks, J-resolved HSQC experiments can perform the same
measurements of both 1JCHa and 2JHH from characteristic doublet
of doublets revealed along the highly-resolved F1 dimension, as
sketched in Fig. 1D [5g]. Based on this last concept, a pulse

scheme for the exclusive and reliable determination of geminal
2JHH coupling constants is here presented. This new 2JHH-resolved
experiment generates a novel coupling pattern from which the
magnitude of 2JHH can be extracted by simple analysis of the
doublet generated along F1 (Fig. 1E). Although it is not treated in
this article, the same sequence applied without heteronuclear
decoupling during acquisition could also be used for the
simultaneous measurement of 1JCH and 2JHH from the different F2
and F1 dimensions, respectively (Figs. 1F and S2). The different
features of the new experiment are described by measuring
accurate 2JHH in two target molecules presenting different
spectral complexity, the alkaloid strychnine (1) and the more
challenging steroid progesterone (2). In addition, the potential
offered by the 2JHH-resolved experiment for the in-situ
determination of 2DHH residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and the
importance of 2DHH in the structural discrimination of small
molecules will be illustrated by using 1 dissolved in a weakly
aligned PMMA-CDCl3 medium.

Fig. 2. (A) General pulse scheme to record 2JHH-resolved HSQC experiments. Thin and thick rectangles represent 90� and 180� rectangular pulses, respectively, applied along
the x axis unless indicated differently. A basic two-step phase cycling is applied: /1 = x,-x; /rec = x,-x. Inversion and refocusing 180� 13C pulses can be applied as adiabatic
pulses. Two independent blocks define the indirect F1 dimension. Whereas d(13C) evolves as usual (defined by a d-scaling j factor), 2JHH evolves in a separate incrementable
period including a central BIRDd inversion cluster (defined by a J-scaling j0 factor). The inter-pulse delays in INEPT and BIRDd elements are optimized according to
D = 1/(2 * 1JCH). The ratio between gradients G1:G2 were 80:20.1 and the final zero-quantum filter (ZQF) contains a chirped adiabatic pulse applied simultaneously to a weak
rectangular gradient (G0). More details can be found in the experimental section.

Fig. 1. Several coupling patterns obtained from different HSQC-type experiments to measure 2JHH in diastereotopic Ha-C-Hb spin systems. In (A–C) 2JHH is measured along the
detected F2 dimension, whereas in (D–F) they are obtained from the indirect F1 dimension. Schemes E and F make reference to the novel 2JHH-resolved experiment described
in this work.

N. Marcó et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 282 (2017) 18–26 19
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2. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the general pulse scheme for the 2JHH/d-scaled
HSQC experiment designed to measure 2JHH. It contains the typical
d(13C) evolution period (scaled by a j factor) and a separate BIRD-
based incrementable period (scaled by a j’ factor) after the regular
HSQC pulse timing. The key point relies on the properties of the

central BIRDd cluster that exclusively inverts 2JHH whereas the evo-
lution of 1JCH is doubly inverted, therefore unaffected [8]. The sub-
sequent zero-quantum filter (ZQF) is mandatory to remove any
existing dispersive contribution prior to acquisition, affording pure
IP multiplets with absorption lineshapes that facilitate very much
the realization of accurate measurements [9]. The nature of the
resulting HSQC spectrumwill depend of the values and proportion-

Fig. 3. (A) 600.13 MHz 2JHH-resolved HSQC spectrum of 1. The magnitude of 2JHH is extracted with accuracy from the clean doublet displayed in F1 for each individual 1H
signal belonging to a CH2 group; (B) 2JHH NMR profile from which the magnitude of 2JHH/2 (in Hz) can be obtained directly from the F1 coordinate of each cross-peak.

20 N. Marcó et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 282 (2017) 18–26
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ality between j and j’ factors. Thus, experiments recorded with
j = 0 will show a characteristic J-resolved format, whereas those
using j– 0 will have a d-correlation representation. As a proof of
concept, Fig. 3A shows the symmetrical 2JHH-resolved spectrum
of 1 from which the very accurate measurement of 2JHH in almost
all the diastereotopic CH2 protons can be performed. The experi-
ment was acquired without d(13C) evolution (j = 0 and j’ = 1)
and a short spectral width in F1 (SW(F1)) of 50 Hz, giving an excel-
lent digital F1 resolution before zero-filling of 0.39 Hz/pt. It can be
observed that all diastereotopic CH2 signals show clean doublets in
F1 (except the H17a/H17b pair which resonate practically at the
same position) whereas all methine (CH) and methyl (CH3) protons
appear as singlets in F1 at the central position F1 = 0. Alternatively
and in terms of practical visualization, a characteristic 2JHH NMR
profile only showing part of the spectrum can be amenable for a
more intuitive representation about the overall distribution of
2JHH values (Fig. 3B). This user-friendly fingerprint is fully comple-
mentary to the recent 1JCH NMR profile [5h], where all 1H signals
are efficiently dispersed as a function of the 2JHH magnitude,
which can be directly determined from the F1 coordinate or from
a simple peak picking. As a general trend, the magnitude of 2JHH

depends mainly on hybridization of the directly-attached carbon
atom, the HACAH bond angle and the nature and
electronegativity of substituents. For instance, if the bond angle
is increased, the ring size in cyclic systems is decreased so that
2JHH becomes more positive. Typical ranges of 2JHH fall within the
range between �20 to +40 Hz in isotropic conditions and it is
established that in conventional five- and six membered rings,
2JHH are usually large in magnitude and negative. The proposed
2JHH-resolved experiment does not provide the sign but in the
case of 1, it can be assumed that accurate 2JHH values in the
range between �10.9 and �17.4 Hz are precisely determined
(Table 1).

A major challenge of the 2JHH-resolved experiment is the
unequivocal determination of similar 2JHH sizes in overcrowded
areas. This is the situation found for 2, which contains eight differ-
ent prochiral CH2 groups, most of them resonating in very narrow
frequency bands. Note that large 2JHH can be easily measured in the
2JHH-resolved spectrum for some isolated signals such as H6eq

(14.6 Hz) and H2eq (16.8 Hz), but considerable errors would be
incurred when measuring them in overlapped signals having sim-
ilar 2JHH and d(1H) (Fig. 4A). This is evidenced when analyzing the
overcrowded areas around 2.0 and 1.6 ppm where three and five
different 1H resonances, respectively, are completely indistinguish-
able (expansions shown in Fig. 5A). Although tentative measure-
ments could be made, errors above 1–1.5 Hz would be easily
occurring. In such cases, the activation of the d(13C) dispersion by
setting the j scaling factor different from zero in the sequence of
Fig. 1 can efficiently separate all 1H signals. Fig. 4B shows the
equivalent 2JHH/d-scaled HSQC spectrum of 2 acquired with
j = 0.1, j0 = 1 and SW(F1) = 250 Hz, with a digital F1 resolution of
1.88 Hz/pt before zero-filling. In these conditions, all the aliased
signals appear as well defined and very easy to analyze doublets.

The corresponding expansions shown in Fig. 5B allow the clear dif-
ferentiation of 2JHH values between 12.0 and 13.7 Hz, in addition to
the unambiguous assignment of proton pairs and the dual mea-
surement of the same 2JHH at each diastereotopic signal site (Table 2
and Fig. S1). Although the sign is not provided, it is assumed that
all 2JHH couplings in 2 are negative.

The proposed 2JHH-resolved experiment competes with other
recently reported methods, such as P.E.HSQC [7a], JSB-HSQC-E.
COSY [5c] and 1JCH/2JHH-resolved HSQC [5g] experiments. It has
been shown that the main advantage of the 2JHH-resolved
experiment lie in its simplicity, accuracy and general
applicability, whereas the logical drawback of not measuring the
absolute positive/negative sign can be solved by other means that
will be discussed later in dealing the RDCs. In the JSB-HSQC-E.
COSY experiment, both the magnitude and the sign of 2JHH are
extracted from the relative displacement of each E.COSY
component from F2. However, signal artifacts due to strong
coupling effects in the form of distorted 1H multiplets along F2
can become a real problem, as it is typically observed in prochiral
CH2 groups defining AB spin systems (small chemical shift
differences and large J values, as well as showing similar chemical
shifts with other coupled protons). Figs. S3 and S4 compares the
JSB-HSQC-E.COSY and 2JHH/d-scaled HSQC spectra of 2. It is shown
that the non-symmetry between E.COSY components in JSB-
HSQC-E.COSY can introduce a large source of errors in the
extraction of the 2JHH magnitude and although it provides the
sign, the method should be used with great caution to study such
systems as clearly shown for H16e, H16a, H15a, H11e or H11a
protons (Figs. S5 and S6). The potential impact of strong coupling
effects on 2JHH were already noticed in the analysis by the P.E.
HSQC experiment of the steroids cholesterol and 5-a-cholestan-3-
one dissolved in stretched PDMS/CDCl3 gels [11e]. On the other
hand, a doublet of doublets is obtained for each diastereotopic
CH2 proton signal in the F1 dimension of the 1JCH/2JHH-resolved
HSQC spectrum, but the presence of four components for each
cross-peak increases the probability of signal overlap and hinders
the accurate measurement of both 1JCH and 2JHH when they
present similar sizes, as shown in Fig. S7. Some additional spectra
including other CH2-containing molecules such as estradiol (3)
(Figs. S8–S10) and quinine (4) (Fig. S11) are available in the SI to
compare spectra or to show the presence of strong coupling
artifacts when measuring couplings from the F2 dimension. In
particular, quinine is a good example showing the limits of
detection of the 2JHH-resolved experiment. The exocyclic CH2

system presents an absolute 2JHH value of 1.7 Hz which is not
evident from the conventional 1D multiplet but that can be
accurately measured from both the 2JHH-resolved and the 2JHH/d-
scaled spectra.

2.1. Dipolar 2DHH couplings

The CH2 diastereotopic proton systems have been of interest
since the first studies on the use RDCs in small molecules [10].

Table 1
Scalar (2JHH), total (2THH) and residual dipolar (2DHH) two-bond proton-proton coupling constants (in Hz) of strychnine measured from 2JHH-resolved HSQC experiments in
isotropic (CDCl3) and anisotropic conditions (CDCl3-PMMA gel at DvQ (CDCl3) = 49 Hz).

Geminal protons 2JHH
a 2JHH

b 2THH
b 2DHH

b,c Experimental 2DHH
d Predicted

H20a-H20b 15.0 15.0 46.2 �31.2 �27.0
H18a-H18b 9.9 9.9 11.3 �1.4 or +20.4? +21.6
H11a-H11b 17.4 17.4 36.3 �18.9 �21.6
H15a-H15b 14.4 14.4 6.7 +7.7 or +21.1?? +20.4
H23a-H23b 14.4 14.4 35.9 �21.5 �22.9

a Experimental values extracted from the isotropic sample. They are assumed to be negative.
b Experimental values extracted from the anisotropic sample. The sign of 2THH is unknown a priori.
c Calculated according to 2DHH = 2THH � 2JHH
d Predicted values obtained after alignment tensor calculation using experimental 1DCH.
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Of great importance, 1DCH plays a key role in the automatic assign-
ment of diastereotopic protons without need of scalar JHH or NOE
information [11] and the relevance to use complementary 2DHH

restraints to the habitual 1DCH in RDC-assisted structural discrimi-
nation studies between isomers and/or related chemical structures
has been recognized. A comparative study analyzing the positive
effects of 2DHH to increase the efficient discrimination between

the different possible isomers of 1 has been reported [5g]. The
incorporation of 2DHH in the alignment tensor calculation
corrects possible errors in experimental 1DCH values,
complements the subset of useful RDCs when insufficient data is
available, worsens the calculated quality factors of the wrong
structures and facilitate the analysis on the discrimination
between the correct structure and all the wrong ones. Although

Fig. 4. Two different spectral representations of the 2JHH-resolved HSQC spectra of 2 acquired (A) without d-scaling (j = 0, j0 = 1, SW(F1) = 50 Hz), and (B) with d-scaling
(j = 0.1, j0 = 1; SW(F1) = 1.6 ppm (240 Hz)). Both data were acquired with a matrix of 2048(F2) * 256(F1) and the F1 resolution before zero-filling was 0.39 and 1.88 Hz/pt,
respectively. Data were processed using zero-filling to 2048(F2) * 1024(F1) giving a final resolution in F1 of 0.05 and 0.24 Hz/pt, respectively. In (B) signals appear aliased in
the F1 dimension but pairs of diastereotopic signals are automatically assigned at the same x1 frequency. Expansions of some overlapped regions areas are shown in Fig. 5.
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that the simultaneous measurement of 1JCH/1DCH and 2JHH/2DHH is
always advantageous in terms of spectrometer time, the
probability to increase signal overlap and therefore to obtain
inaccurate values when similar coupling sizes are present can
advise to measure them in two separate experiments.

On the other hand, the use of mechanically compressed PMMA
gels as orienting media in CDCl3-soluble conditions is supported by
several reasons [12]: (i) simple and fast sample preparation, (ii) the
sample can be ready for NMR measurement in less than 24 h, (iii)
the gel can be cleaned and recovered for later use, (iv) reversible
compression allows collect complementary NMR experiments at
different alignment degrees with the same NMR tube, (v) isotropic
and anisotropic environments can be visualized and measured
simultaneously [12c,12d], (vi) optimum lineshapes are achievable
for the anisotropic components even at maximum compressions,

and (vii) measurable 1DCH and 2JHH of similar magnitudes are
available for alignments around DvQ(2H) = 30–50 Hz. Thus, the
combination of weakly aligned PMMA media and 2JHH-resolved
experiments are fully compatible for the simultaneous, in-situ
measurement of 2JHH and 2THH components from a single NMR
spectrum, and therefore for the direct determination of 2DHH

(Table 1 and Fig. S12) [5g]. Fig. 6 compares some cross-peaks
extracted from the 2JHH-resolved spectra of 1 in isotropic (CDCl3)
and anisotropic (CDCl3-PMMA gel) conditions. For instance, H20a
and H20b protons present clear and easy measurable doublets in
the conventional isotropic 1D 1H spectrum (2JH20a-H20b = 15.0 Hz)
whereas broad, complex and non-interpretable resonances are
available in its anisotropic 1D 1H-CPMG spectrum (compare F2
projection in Fig. 6A vs. 6B). The same value of 2JHH is measured
in the 2JHH-resolved spectrum (as a reference, see the clean
doublet along F1 and the F2 projection corresponding to the
H20a expansion in Fig. 6A). On the other hand, note that both
isotropic (2JH20a-H20b) and anisotropic (2TH20a-H20b) contributions
can be simultaneously visualized and successfully determined as
15.0 and 46.2 Hz, respectively, in the PMMA gel (Fig. 6B).
Assuming that both values are negative, the direct measurement
between isotropic and anisotropic signals allows the precise
measurement of 2DH20a-H20b as -31.2 Hz. A similar analysis can be
performed for the negative value of 2DH11a-H11b (�18.9 Hz)
(compare Fig. 6D and F).

It is noteworthy to discuss the cases of the diastereotopic H18a/
H18b and H15a/H15b proton pairs where values of 2JH18a-
H18b = �9.9 Hz (not obvious from the conventional 1D multiplets)
and 2JH18a-H18b = �14.4 Hz, respectively, are accurately measured
from the isotropic 2JHH-resolved spectrum. For instance, in the case
of H18a/H18b, the isotropic and anisotropic signals appear almost
overlapped in the PMMA gel at DvQ = 49 Hz (see Fig. 6D and F),
assuming an absolute value of 2TH18a-H18b around 11 Hz. Since signs
cannot be determined by this method, a first indecision would
arise on whether the resulting 2DH18a-H18b value is � �1 Hz or �
+20 Hz. In practice this is not a problem because they can be deter-
mined by using the strategy outlined in Fig. 7. First and related to
the 2JHH-resolved experiment, we propose the determination of
1DCH for all CH, each individual diastereotopic CH2 and CH3 proton
signals from the doublets obtained in the F1 dimension of an
equivalent 1JCH-resolved HSQC spectrum [5h,5i]. Once the tensor
alignment is calculated by using a basic set including only the
experimental 1DCH restraints for CH groups, the orientation of all
HACAH internuclear vectors and therefore the size (and also the
sign) of diastereotopic 1DCHa and 1DCHb as well as 2DHH are
theoretically predicted (see Tables 1 and S1). Thus, the ambiguity
about the real value of 2DH18a-H18b can be quickly and safely
solved, as similarly reasoned for 2DH15a-H15b.

On the other hand, protons H17a/H17b resonating at 1.90 ppm
are a good example to illustrate and discuss the possible measure-
ment of 2JHH/2DHH in equivalent CH2 protons. While the splitting
due to 2JH17aH17b is not observed in isotropic conditions (Fig. 3A),

Fig. 5. Expansions extracted from two overcrowded areas of the spectra shown in
Fig. 4A and B, respectively. Note that the magnitude of 2JHH (in Hz) can be accurately
measured for each signal in B, irrespective of multiplet complexity along the F2
dimension.

Table 2
Scalar (2JHH) two-bond proton-proton coupling constants (in Hz) of progesterone in DMSO-d6 measured from different NMR spectra.

Geminal proton pairs Chemical Shifts (ppm) 2JHH from 1H spectrumb 2JHH from 2JHH-resolvedb 2JHH from 2JHH/d-scaledb

H1e/H1a 1.96/1.59 a a 13.4
H2e/H2a 2.15/2.38 16.8 16.8 17.0
H6e/H6a 2.23/2.38 14.6 14.7 14.9
H7e/H7a 1.77/0.96 12.7 12.8 12.9
H11e/H11a 1.56/1.37 a a 13.5
H12e/H12a 1.99/1.41 a a 12.4
H15e/H15a 2.02/1.56 a a 13.8
H16e/H16a 1.62/1.17 a a 12.0

a Not measured.
b Values assumed to be negative.
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in the anisotropic medium can be observed the isotropic compo-
nent at F1 = 0 and the anisotropic component as an additional large
doublet of 33.3 Hz that corresponds to the direct measurement of
2DH17aH17b according to 1.5 ⁄ 2DHH. This is because J coupling is
not observed for chemically equivalent nuclei, while D couplings
does [14]. This experimental value of 22.2 Hz is in accordance with
the theoretically predicted value of +21.7 Hz (Table S1). Thus, the
2JHH-resolved experiment allows the direct and selective measure-
ment of 2DHH in equivalent CH2 systems, even in the case that the
existence of many other long-range nDHH (n > 2) can complicate the
conventional multiplet 1H signal structure.

Table 3 summarizes the best quality factors (Q) obtained for
some possible thirteen stereoisomers of 1. Thus, the use of only
10 1DCH of methine CH affords a poor discrimination of the correct
structure (0.048 vs 0.079). The discrimination is largely improved
by adding 5 2DHH (0.058 vs 0.183), 8 1DCH of diastereotopic CH2

protons (0.076 vs 0.288) or 5 2DHH + 8 1DCH of diastereotopic CH2

protons (0.079 vs 0.303). The logical doubts about the sign of
2THH could also be resolved by two additional approaches. Experi-
mentally, by measuring 2THH values at two different alignment
degrees and check their behavior (Fig. S13). Alternatively, correct
and wrong 2DHH values can be discerned by performing and com-
paring different calculations (Q factors for correct 2DHH values:
0.079 vs 0.303, and wrong 2DHH values: 0.240 vs 0.394).

The importance of betting on 2JHH/2DHH as useful NMR restraints
in RDC-assisted studies is confirmed by their easy measurement,

the optimum size that allows minimizing errors in their measure-
ment as well as their tremendous sensitivity to structural changes
under anisotropic conditions. Although in isotropic conditions 1JCH
is about one order of magnitude larger than 2JHH, 2THH is much
more sensitive than 1TCH (2THH values can reach maximum values
of 30 Hz with DvQ = 26 Hz and 45 Hz if DvQ = 49 Hz). This is con-
firmed by the fact that, in the case of 1, 1DCH and 2DHH present sim-
ilar sizes.

3. Conclusions

Attempts to measure accurate 2JHH/2DHH for diastereotopic pro-
tons of prochiral CH2 groups from the F2 dimension of 2D spectra
can suffer of the usual presence of complex multiplet J patterns,
line broadening effects and above all strong coupling artifacts. To
avoid them, a new 2JHH-resolved experiment has been proposed
for simple and accurate measurement of the magnitude of 2JHH
from a clean doublet obtained in F1, irrespective of multiplet com-
plexity and strong coupling effects. The method performs a dual
measurement where the same 2JHH value can be obtained in two
different cross-peaks, reinforcing potential uncertainties. It accepts
several implementations according to the degree of signal overlap-
ping. A J/d-scaled version is very useful in highly congested areas
where 2JHH and d(1H) are very similar. On the other hand, it has
been shown that a visual 2JHH NMR profile can be created and also
the fast determination of relevant 2DHH RDCs in small molecules

Fig. 6. Expansions corresponding to the 2JHH-resolved spectra of 1 acquired in (left) isotropic (CDCl3) and (right) anisotropic (PMMA/ CDCl3 gel) conditions. In the anisotropic
spectrum (B,D,F and H), note how both isotropic (red arrow) and anisotropic (blue arrow) components can be observed for each individual CH2 signal, allowing the in-situ
determination of scalar 2JHH, total 2THH and residual dipolar 2DHH coupling constants in a single spectrum according to 2THH = 2JHH + 2DHH. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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dissolved in weakly anisotropic media is not compromised by the
presence of overlapping and broad 1H multiplets. Although the
method does not provide the sign of 2DHH, it can be predicted the-
oretically from the tensor alignment calculation in a straightfor-
ward way or deduced experimentally by measuring at two
different degrees of alignment. It has been also shown that the size
of 2DHH can be directly obtained for equivalent CH2 systems.
Definitively, the concerted use of experimental 1DCH and 2DHH data

is strongly recommended in RDC-assisted structural discrimination
studies of small molecules containing CH2 protons.

4. Experimental section

NMR experiments were recorded on a 600 MHz spectrometer
equipped with a triple-resonance 1H/13C/BB inverse probe. The
temperature for all measurements was set to 298 K. The isotropic

Fig. 7. General strategy for the RDC-assisted structural discrimination of small molecules involving experimental 1DCH and 2DHH.

Table 3
Quality factors (Q) of the three best structures of 1 (13 isomeric structures were calculated) using different set of RDCs restraints in the calculation.

Isomer Only CHa CHa + 2DHH
c CHa + CH2

b CHa + CH2
b + 2DHH

c CHa + CH2
b + 2DHH

d

1 (correct structure) 0.048 0.058 0.076 0.079 0.240
4 0.079 0.183 0.535 0.512 0.582
5 0.153 0.274 0.288 0.303 0.394
. . ..
Qratio 0607 0317 0.264 0.260 0.609

a 10 1DCH values measured from a 1JCH-resolved HSQC.
b 8 1DCH values measured from a 1JCH-resolved HSQC. C15 and C17 not included.
c 5 2DHH values measured from a 2JHH-resolved HSQC. H17a/H17b not included.
d As c, but using 3 correct values and 2 wrong 2DHH values (for H18a/H18b and H15a/H15b) according to Table 1.
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samples were similarly prepared by dissolving 20 mg of 1 in CDCl3
and 20 mg of 2 in DMSO-d6. The anisotropic sample consisted of
20 mg of 1 aligned in a poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) gel
swollen in CDCl3 using the reversible compression/relaxation
method [12a,12b]. The 2H quadrupolar splitting (D vQ) for the
CDCl3 signal was set to 49 Hz.

All NMR spectra were recorded with proton 90� pulses of 8.5 ls
and carbon 90� pulses of 10.5 ls. For broadband carbon inversion
and refocusing, 0.5 ms smoothed Chirp pulses sweeping over a fre-
quency band of 60 kHz and a 1:2:1 composite adiabatic pulse with
an overall duration of 2 ms duration were used, respectively. The
interpulse D delays in INEPT and BIRD elements were set to
3.5 ms (D = 1/(2 ⁄ 1JCH); optimized to 1JCH = 145 Hz) and the recycle
delay to 1 s. Gradient ratios for G1:G2 were set to 80:20.1, mea-
sured as percentage of the absolute gradient strength of 53.5 G/
cm. The zero-quantum filter (ZQF) consists of a chirped adiabatic
pulse applied simultaneously to a weak rectangular gradient
(G0 = 11%) of the same duration (20 ms). Sine bell shaped gradients
had 1 ms of duration and were followed by a recovery delay of
100 ms (d). All experiments were acquired and processed using
the echo/anti-echo protocol where the gradient G1 was inverted
for every second FID.

General conditions for the 2JHH-resolved HSQC experiment: Two
scans were accumulated for each one of the 256 t1 increments and
the number of complex data points in t2 was set to 2048. Spectra
were acquired with an spectral window of 6000 Hz in F2 and
50 Hz in F1 (j = 0 and j0 = 1), giving a FID resolution of 5.8 (F2)
and 0.39 (F1) Hz/pt, respectively, prior to processing. In J/d-
scaled experiments, j was set to 0.1 and SW(F1) to 250 Hz
(1.6 ppm), giving a FID resolution of 1.9 Hz/pt in F1 prior to pro-
cessing. Zero filling to 1024 in F 1 and a p/2-shifted squared cosine
window function (QSINE, SSB: 2) in both dimensions were applied.
After processing, the digital resolution in F1 was 0.05 Hz/pt and
0.23 Hz/pt in 2JHH-resolved and J/d-scaled spectra, respectively.
The 2JHH-resolved HSQC experiment of the anisotropic sample
was acquired with the same parameters but using eight scans for
each of the 128 t1 increments and processed as described above.
The F1 resolution before zero-filling was 0.78 Hz/pt.

Alignment tensor calculations were performed on a basis of 13
diastereoisomeric structures of 1 calculated at a DFT level. Fitting
of RDC data to structures was performed using the MSpin software
package (Mestrelab Research SL, Santiago de Compostela, Spain);
http://www.mestrelab.com [13]. Other similar details can be found
in Ref. [5g].
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Figure S1: 2JHH/-scaled HSQC spectrum of progesterone (2) with all experimental 2JHH

values (in Hz) for each diastereotopic CH2 cross-peak. Data were acquired using the

pulse sequence of Fig. 1 with   = 0.1,  ’ = 1; SW(F1) = 1.6 ppm (250 Hz). After

processing,  digital  F1  resolution  was  of  0.23  Hz/pt.  Note  that  pairs  of  aliased

diastereotopic signals are automatically assigned at the same F1 frequency.
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Figure  S2: Expanded  area  corresponding  to  the  2JHH/-scaled  HSQC  spectra  of

progesterone  acquired  (A)  with  and  (B)  without  broadband  13C  decoupling  during

acquisition,  respectively.  The  coupling  patterns  displayed  in  Fig.  1E  and  1E,

respectively, are obtained for diastereotopic CH2 protons.
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Figure  S3: Comparison  between  the  A)  2JHH-resolved  and  B)  JSB-HSQC-E.COSY

spectra of progesterone. Note that isolated signals allow the accurate determination of
2JHH and/or 1JCH, whereas overlapping precludes any attempt of success (see red boxes).
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Figure S4: Comparison between the J/-scaled versions of the A) 2JHH-resolved and B)

JSB-HSQC-E.COSY spectra of progesterone. Apparently, the sign of both  1JCHa+1JCHb

and  2JHH can  be  measured  in  B.  However,  strong  coupling  effects  can  introduce

important errors in the measurement (marked box), as shown in the expansions of Fig.

S5.
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Figure  S5: Expanded  areas  of  the  JSB-HSQC-E.COSY  spectrum  of  progesterone

displayed in Fig. S4B. On the left, 2JHH can be measured for all cross-peaks which show

imperceptible  signal  distortions.  However,  evident  strong  coupling  effects  severely

affects the different E.COSY components in the cross-peaks shown in the right panel,

hindering the accurate extraction of 2JHH.
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Figure S6: Comparison between the A)  JSB-HSQC-E.COSY and B)  2JHH -resolved

HSQC spectra of progesterone. Although the sign is available, note that strong coupling

effects  generate  non-symmetrical  cross-peaks  along  the  direct  dimension  in  A),

hindering an accurate and reliable determination of the magnitude of 2JHH. On the other

hand, simple and precise measurement of  2JHH is performed from the clean doublets

along F1 in B for all cross-peaks.
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Figure S7: Comparison between the A) 2JHH-resolved and B) 2JHH/1JCH-resolved spectra

of  progesterone.  Note  that  isolated  signals  allow the  accurate  determination  of  2JHH

and/or 1JCH, whereas overlapping precludes any attempt of success (see red boxes).
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Figure  S8: 2D  CLIP-HSQC spectrum  of  estradiol  (3)  in  DMSO-d6.  Note  that  the

measurement of coupling constants along the F2 dimension can be severely affected by

the presence of distorted, unsymmetrical peaks due to strong coupling effects.
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Figure S9:  Comparison between the  A)  2JHH-resolved,  B)  2JHH/1JCH-resolved and C)

JSB-HSQC-E.COSY spectra of estradiol.
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Figure S10: A) 2JHH-resolved and B) 2JHH/-scaled HSQC spectra of estradiol.
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Figure S11: On the left,  2JHH-resolved of quinine (4) in DMSO-d6. On the right, it is

shown that the small  2JHH value of 1.7 Hz corresponding to the exocyclic double bond

can be accurately measured.
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Figure S12: 2D 2JHH-resolved spectrum of strychnine in A) isotropic (CDCl3) and B)

anisotropic (PMMA/ CDCl3 gel) conditions. Some expanded areas are shown in the Fig.

6 of the main manuscript.
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Figure  S13: Expansions  corresponding to  the  H18a and H15b protons  in  the  2JHH-

resolved spectra of strychnine acquired in (A) isotropic and (B and C) anisotropic (26

and 49 Hz, respectively) conditions. Although the sign of 2THH (and therefore of 2DHH) is

not obtained from a single dataset,  it  can be experimentally  deduced comparing the

tendency at two different alignments. Assuming that 2JHH is negative, if 2DHH is positive

the magnitude of 2THH < 
2JHH (a smaller splitting is observed in the anisotropic sample) . If

2DHH  is  negative,  the  magnitude  of  2THH  > 
2JHH  (a  larger  splitting  is  observed in  the

anisotropic sample). The results are confirmed with those predicted from the alignment

tensor calculation.
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Table S1:  Experimental and calculated RDCs (Q = 49 Hz) obtained for the DFT-

based correct structure of strychnine:5h

Exp Calc
C1H1 34.1 32.5
C2H2 19.8 22.4
C3H3 14.22 16.3
C4H4 34.8 32.9
C8H8 -15.9 -12. 9

C12H12 -34.2 -35.0
C13H13 -4.3 -5.7
C14H14 -35 -35.4
C16H16 24 24.0
C22H22 0 1.9
C11H11a 15.2 17.0
C11H11b -27 -29.1
C15H15a 8.6 5.3
C15H15b 0.4 3.8
C17H17a - -11.0
C17H17b - 20.7
C18H18a -1 0.7
C18H18b 22.8 23.1
C20H20a -15.6 -15.9
C20H20b -8.8 -5.0
C23H23a 15.1 12.1
C23H23b -44.6 -43.2
H11aH11b -18.9 -20.8
H15aH15b 21.1 21.0
H17ah17b - 21,7
H18aH18b 20.4 22.0
H20aH20b -32.1 -27.9
H23ah23b -21.5 -22.4
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Bruker pulse program:

;2jhh-res
;2JHH-resolved HSQC

#include <Avance.incl>
#include <Grad.incl>
#include <Delay.incl>
#include <De.incl>

"d22=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2"

"p2=p1*2"
"d0=3u"
"d20=3u"
"d21=3u"
"d2=1s/(cnst2*2)"
"d4=1s/(cnst2*4)"

"in0=inf1/2"
"in20=in0*cnst20"
"in21=in0*cnst21"

"DELTA=p16+d16+p2+d21*2-4u"
"DELTA2=d4-p14/2-4u"
"DELTA3=p16+d16+50u"
"DELTA4=d4-p14/2-4u-p16-d16"
"DELTA5=d2-larger(p2,p14)/2"

"count=(aq/d19)-1"
"acqt0=0"
baseopt_echo

1 ze
2 d1 do:f2
  d12 pl1:f1
3 (p1 ph1)
  DELTA2 pl0:f2
  4u
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 )
  4u
  p28 ph1
  DELTA2 pl2:f2 UNBLKGRAD
  (center (p1 ph2) (p3 ph3):f2 )
  d21
  (p2 ph1)
  d21

  p16:gp1*EA
  d16 pl0:f2
  (p24:sp7 ph4):f2
  4u
  DELTA pl2:f2
  
  (center (p1 ph1) (p3 ph4):f2 )
  DELTA2 pl0:f2
  4u

17
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  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph1):f2 )
  4u
  DELTA2
    
  d20
  p1 ph1
  DELTA5 pl0:f2
  (center (p2 ph1) (p14:sp3 ph6):f2 )
  DELTA5 pl2:f2
  p1 ph1
  (p4 ph1):f2    ;OPTIONAL for specific 2JHH-J-resolved spectrum
  d20

  p1 ph2
  d12 pl5:f1
  300u gron0
  p32:sp29:f1 ph1
  100u groff
  d16 
  d12 pl1:f1
  p1 ph1

  DELTA3
  p2 ph1
  50u
  p16:gp2
  d16 BLKGRAD

d12 pl12:f2
go=2 ph31 cpd2:f2

  d1 do:f2 mc #0 to 2 
   F1EA(calgrad(EA), caldel(d0, +in0) & caldel(d20, +in20) & 
caldel(d21, +in21))
exit

ph1=0 
ph2=1
ph3=0 2
ph4=0 
ph6=0
ph7=2

ph15=1 
ph16=2 
ph17=3 

ph25=2
ph26=3
ph27=0

ph30=0
ph31=0 2 
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;pl0 : 120dB
;pl1 : f1 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;pl2 : f2 channel - power level for pulse (default)
;pl10: f1 channel - power level for TOCSY-spinlock
;sp3: f2 channel - shaped pulse 180 degree
;spnam3: Crp60,0.5,20.1
;sp7: f2 channel - shaped pulse (180degree refocussing)
;spnam7: Crp60comp.4
;p1 : f1 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p2 : f1 channel - 180 degree high power pulse
;p3 : f2 channel -  90 degree high power pulse
;p14: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for inversion
;     = 500usec for Crp60,0.5,20.1
;p16: homospoil/gradient pulse                         [1 msec]
;p24: f2 channel - 180 degree shaped pulse for refocussing
;     = 2msec for Crp60comp.4
;d0 : incremented delay (2D)                           [3 usec]
;d1 : relaxation delay; 1-5 * T1
;d2 : 1/(2J(XH))
;d4 : 1/(4J(XH))
;d16: delay for homospoil/gradient recovery
;cnst2: = J(XH)
;cnst15: = conventional(0)/pure shift(1)
;cnst14: = conventional(0)/2JHH-resolved(1)
;cnst17: = -0.5 for Crp60comp.4
;cnst20: = J(scale) factor 
;cnst21: = Correlation factor
;in0: 1/(2 * SW(X)) = DW(X)
;nd0: 2
;NS: 2 * n
;DS: >= 16
;td1: number of experiments
;FnMODE: echo-antiecho

;use gradient ratio: gp 1 : gp 2 : gp 0
;   80 : 20.1 :   11   for C-13

;for z-only gradients:
;gpz1: 80%
;gpz2: 20.1% for C-13
;gpz0: 11%

;use gradient files:   
;gpnam1: SINE.100
;gpnam2: SINE.100
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♦ Two novel experiments have been designed, HSQMBC-COSY and HSQMBC-

TOCSY, to be a valuable and complementary tool to existing NMR experiments for 

obtaining longer-range heteronuclear connectivities (publication 1). Compared with 

other currently available alternatives, these experiments are particularly able to reach 

smaller couplings constants under good SNR conditions. These long-range 

connectivities can provide fundamental information in structure elucidation of small 

molecules and natural products. 

 

♦ New strategies have been developed to improve the accurate determination of 

homo- and heteronuclear coupling constants achieved thanks to the concerted use of 

resolution-enhanced methods such as spectral aliasing, NUS, and broadband 

homodecoupling techniques (publications 2 and 3). 

 
♦ A novel ultra-high resolved HSQC experiment has been used for the general and 

efficient measurement of the magnitude and the sign of heteronuclear coupling 

constants JXH, being X= 19F, 31P or 2H from an HSQC (publication 2). Also, the method 

has been used to measure simultaneously isotropic and anisotropic NMR parameters 

with an outstanding precision (publication 3). 

 

♦ Novel NMR methods have been developed to determine NMR anisotropic 

parameters in samples dissolved in PMMA/CDCl3 as an alignment media (publications 

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).  

 
♦ Isotropic and anisotropic interactions can be simultaneously measured in a single 

NMR measurement (publications 3, 4 and 7). In particular, a robust sign-sensitive 

spectral-aliased PIP-HSQC experiment allows the simultaneous determination of 1H-13C 

RDCs, ∆δiso-aniso(1H) and ∆δiso-aniso(13C) in a single measurement (Publication 3). 

 
♦ Perfect BIRD NMR building blocks have been implemented in HSQC-type 

experiments (publications 5 and 6) 

 

♦ A complete family of BIRD-based J-resolved HSQC experiments has been 

designed and successfully applied in the measurement of both homo- and heteronuclear 
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scalar and residual dipolar couplings in F1 dimension (publication 4, 5, 6 and 7). 

Related J/δ-scaled methods can be used to avoid signal overlap. 

 

♦ Novel methods have been developed to study prochiral CH2 groups, allowing the 

determination of each 1JCHa and 1JCHb (publication 5 and 6) and 2JHH (publication 7). 

These improvements enable the assignment and identification of all pairs of 

diastereotopic protons, helping in the determination of the correct structure.  

 

♦ Novel graphical interfaces to obtain 1JCH (publication 6) and 2JHH (publication 7) 

NMR profiles have been designed. The method allows the automated determination of 

coupling constants by simple peak-picking. 

 
♦ New strategies for the efficient structural discrimination of small molecules and 

natural products have been evaluated, using both 1DCH and 2DHH (publication 4 and 7). 

The use of 2DHH improves the quality factors in molecules containing prochiral CH2 

groups. 
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